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GOALS AND ACTIVITIES OF SBC(I)

To meet a long felt need of scientists working in the discipline of biological chemistry "The Society Of Biological Chemists (India)" was founded in 1930, with its Head Quarters at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. It was registered under the Societies Act in the then princely state of Mysore and the memorandum of registration was signed by the late Profs. V. Subramanian, V. N. Patwardhan and C. V. Natarajan, who were leading personalities in the scientific firmament during that period. The Society played a crucial role during the Second World War by advising the Government on the utilization of indigenous biomaterials as food substitutes, drugs and tonics, on the industrial and agricultural waste utilization and on management of water resources. The other areas of vital interest to the Society in the early years were nutrition, proteins, enzymes, applied microbiology, preventive medicines and the development of high quality proteins from indigenous plant sources.

PROGRESS OVER THE YEARS

The original objectives of the Society were to coordinate the work of biological chemists in different parts of India; to hold meetings and symposia for discussions on important topics of scientific and technical interest and for presentation of original papers; to publish Annual Reviews of Biochemical and Allied Research (carried out in India), and monographs on special topics in biological chemistry; and to publish a journal when sufficient funds become available. A journal was started in 1961, thanks to the untiring efforts of the late Profs. P. S. Sarma, A. Krishnamurthy, A. N. Radhakrishnan, L. K. Ramachandran, D. P. Burma, T. Ramasarma and several other members of the Society. This journal was originally published as the Indian Journal of Biochemistry but is now appearing as Indian Journal of Biochemistry and Biophysics at present. The Journal celebrated its Silver jubilee in 1988, and on this occasion, with the enthusiastic support of many members of our society, an excellent issue of the journal was brought out. Another effort of the Society which
met with some success was the establishment of the Biochemical Unit at the V.P. Chest Institute at the University of Delhi to overcome the shortage and circumvent the difficulties involved in procuring biochemicals from abroad. This laboratory established by CSIR at the initiative of the Society has strived against many odds and has achieved many successes.

A major activity of the Society has been to hold symposia and annual meetings. The Society has sponsored large number of symposia, seminars and workshops in which both National and International scientists have participated. Recently, however the symposia activity is mostly confined to the Annual Meetings. The Society took the initiative of establishing links among biochemists working in various laboratories in Asia and Oceania. The Federation of Asian and Oceanian Biochemists and Molecular Biochemists was the culmination of the efforts spearheaded by SBC(I) and Biochemical societies of Japan and Australian. In addition, the membership of FAOBMB at present includes societies from Pakistan, Bangladesh, Malaysia, Thailand, Korea, Hongkong, NewZealand, Singapore and Hawaii.

MEMBERSHIP

The membership of the Society from a modest beginning of less than 100 members in 1930 as been growing steadily. In 2006 the total membership of the Society stands at 2,900 of which 1700 are life members. An important feature of the composition of members is that students form the major group.

NEWS LETTER

Using the news Letter as a medium for dissemination of information, the Society has been able to coordinate the work of biological chemists in different parts of India. In addition, various meetings, symposia and awards are announced through this news letter. The news letter features articles and reports on topics of scientific & technical interest. The additional feature of the news Letter includes history and activities of institutes engaged in biological research in India, a news bulletin board listing the Society activities, articles on science policy and material and products reviews.

WEB PAGE

The Society has a web page (www.iisc.ernet.in/sbci) through which various information and activities of the Society can be accessed.

AWARDS
In order to recognize the meritorious and significant contributions made by the members of the Society on the development of biological sciences in the country, the Society has instituted the following awards: M. Sreenivasaya memorial award (1972); P. S. Sarma memorial award (1973); A. Krishnamurthy award (1976); M. Shadaksharaswamy lecture award (1982); P. B. Rama Rao memorial award (1983); P. A. Kurup lecture award (1991); Best Poster award; B. S. Narasinga Rao best poster award (1992); C. R. Krishna Murti award (1995); I. S. Bhatia award (2000); and the A. N. Bhaduri award (2006). The recipients of these awards have been listed in this book.

In order to encourage young scientists, especially the student members of the Society, as well as to popularize Indian Journals, the Society instituted the A. Krishnamurthy award for the best paper published in an Indian Journal and B.S. Narasinga Rao best poster award for the papers presented at the Annual meetings of the Society. The Society has instituted a "Financial support for research" scheme to support young research workers to carry out short term training/research activities in well established laboratories/institutions in India.

The branches of the Society are located all over India. To start a branch, there should be at least 20 members and the local members shall authorize one of them to act as a Convenor. It is clear that the effort of the branches in conducting branch activities have helped in SBC(I)’s growth. Year after year, many branches have organized several meetings and workshops. It has been the Society’s policy to support such activities to the extent possible.

Each year, the major activity of the Society is to hold its annual scientific meeting. The venues of the annual meetings are enclosed. These annual meetings have attracted large number of leading scientists from all over India. The Society has been able to successfully maintain an intense scientific activity at these meetings. The major event in Society’s history was the 16th IUBMB Congress in 1994 and the 10th FAO/BMB Congress 2003.

In short, the Society has grown over the years to be a giant among the professional societies of India. Leading scientists from different areas of Biological Sciences have put in enormous efforts in shaping and strengthening of the Society to its present stature.

The above article was compiled from: (i)Biochemical Review Vol L - 1980 ; (ii)16th IUBMB Souvenir ; (iii)SBC(I) News Letter Vol- 71.
RULES AND BYE- LAWS

SOCIETY OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTS (INDIA)

RULES

I. The Society shall be known as the SOCIETY OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTS (INDIA) with Headquarters at the Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012. It shall be a non-profit organisation and is registered under the Mysore Societies Registration Act No. 3 of 1904 (Registration No. 1595/57-58).

II. The object of the Society shall be the advancement of knowledge in the field of Biological Chemistry. The Society shall serve as a medium for the co-ordination of the activities of Biological Chemists and shall for this purpose,

   a) arrange scientific meetings either under the exclusive auspices of the Society or jointly with others;

   b) publish reviews, journal, abstracts of the scientific meetings in India and monographs.

   c) support scientists attending and presenting a paper in an International Congress or FAOBMB meeting.

   d) provide financial support for research scheme to support young research workers to carry out short term training activities.

   e) provide travel fellowships to students to attend International meetings.

III. Office- bearers of the Society : One President, three Secretaries and one Treasurer shall be the office-bearers of the Society.

   a) The president shall hold office for two years.

   b) The Secretaries and the Treasurer shall hold office for three years and are eligible for re-election.

   c) No person shall be eligible to be an office-bearer of the Society unless he has been a member during the two preceding years.
IV. The business of the Society shall be conducted by a Committee consisting of the office-bearers, three elected Vice-Presidents, members of the Editorial board and in addition, not more than thirty elected members of the Committee.

a) The three Vice-Presidents shall hold office for two years and shall be eligible for re-election. One of the Vice-Presidents shall be resident at the Headquarters, when the President is not from Bangalore.

b) The elected members of the committee shall comprise at least one member elected from each branch (Convenor) but not more than three from any branch. They shall hold office for three years and are eligible for re-election.

c) No person is eligible to be a member of the Committee unless he has been a member of the Society in the previous year.

BYE- LAWS

1. Membership

   A) Honorary Members:

   The Committee may recommend to the General Body, the election of scientists of eminence in India and abroad as Honorary Members of the Society. Such Honorary members when elected by the General Body shall exercise all the rights of the Ordinary members. The number of Honorary members shall not exceed 20 and not more than two shall be elected in any one year.

   B & C) Life and Ordinary Members:

   Qualified Research Workers shall be eligible. Every nomination shall be duly proposed by a member of the Society on the application form supplied by the Secretary. The nomination shall be placed before the Committee, who shall have the power to admit him as a member or not.

   D) Student Members:

   Bonafide students of Colleges, Universities and Research Institutes working towards a degree (certified by the teacher) shall be eligible to be admitted as Student Members of the Society.
E & F) Patron Members and Sustaining Members:

Organizations interested in furthering knowledge in biological sciences are eligible. Nominations for election shall be sent by a member of the Society in the form of a letter and shall be approved by the Committee.

2. SUBSCRIPTION FOR MEMBERSHIP

A) No subscription shall be collected from Honorary members.
B) Rs.1500/- shall be the subscription for Life membership.
C) Rs. 250/- per year shall be the subscription for Ordinary membership
D) Rs.200/- per year shall be the subscription for Student membership.
E) Rs. 5,000/- collected in one installment shall be the subscription for Patron membership.
F) Rs.1000/- collected in one installment shall be the subscription for sustaining membership.

The membership year shall be the Calendar year.

All yearly subscriptions should be paid before 31st March of that year. Any subscriptions received after April 1st may be credited to the member’s account for the succeeding year at the discretion of the Secretary. No new members may be enrolled for any year after July 31st.

3. PRIVILEGES OF THE MEMBERS

A) All the members are eligible to vote at the General Body Meeting. Patron and sustaining members shall have one vote each.
B) Honorary, Student, Patron and sustaining members shall not be eligible for election as an office-bearer of the Society.
C) At a meeting of the Society when an open invitation for abstracts is notified, every member is eligible to submit one abstract. No member is eligible to present more than one abstract. A member may be an author on any member of abstracts
D) All members are eligible to receive the Proceedings of the Society and the Biochemical Reviews.

4. FORFEITURE

A) Any member who is in default of subscription for two consecutive years shall forfeit his membership.
B) If at any time, the Committee be of the opinion that the interests of the Society require the removal of a member they shall submit the proposal, after giving due notice to the member concerned, to a General Body Meeting (Ordinary or Special) at which, if three-fourths of the members
present and taking part in the voting, vote for the removal of the member, he shall forthwith cease to be a member of the Society.

5. THE COMMITTEE

The affairs of the Society shall be managed by the Committee and the Secretaries shall act as the Executive officers of the Committee.

A) The nominations of persons for election to the Committee shall be made by the outgoing Committee after considering the proposals received from members.
B) The term of office of all office-bearers and members of the Committee of the Society shall commence from the date of election and shall extend till the assumption of office by their successors.
C) A member of the Committee may resign his office by sending his resignation to the Committee and on its acceptance by the Committee, but not until then shall cease to be a member of the Committee.
D) In the event of a vacancy arising in the Committee between two meetings of the General Body, the President in consultation with the Committee shall have powers to fill the vacancy from amongst the members of the Society till the next meeting of the General Body.
E) The Committee shall have full powers to transact business in case of emergency not provided for in these bye-laws in a manner considered by them conducive to the good of the Society. Any such action taken or regulation formed shall be placed before the next General Body Meeting for consideration.
F) Meetings of the Committee shall be held periodically at the discretion of the Committee. Nine members of the Committee shall form a quorum.
G) At least eight day’s notice of a meeting of the Committee shall be given by the Secretaries to each member of the Committee and such notices shall, as far as practicable, contain a statement of the business to be transacted at such meeting.
H) To transact urgent business, the Secretary shall be empowered to call for an extra-ordinary meeting of the Committee for which restrictions regarding notice and quorum will not apply. At least the President or one of the vice-presidents shall be present at this meeting and the decisions taken should be placed before the next meeting of the Committee for ratification.
6. ELECTION AND DUTIES OF THE COMMITTEE

A) OFFICE-BEARERS

1) Election:

The nominations for election as office-bearers of the Society shall be called for at least one month before the date of the Annual General Meeting. If no nomination is received for any office, the Committee shall be empowered to nominate. The nominations shall be duly proposed and seconded by a member of the Society. The approval of the nominee is to be obtained by the member nominating. An office-bearer shall be elected by a simple majority of the members present at the General Body Meeting. In case of contest, election may be by secret ballot.

2) Duties:

a) The President shall be the executive and administrative Head of the Society and the other office-bearers shall work under his instructions and guidance. He shall preside over the General Body and Executive Committee meetings in which he shall have a vote and a casting vote. In his absence one of the Vice-Presidents, or failing him any other member elected by the members present to preside over the meeting, shall have the same powers for the time being.

b) The Secretaries shall be responsible for the day-to-day activities of the Society. They shall keep minutes of all proceedings of the Society and the Committee. They shall convene the meetings of the Society and the Committee. They shall maintain proper records of all properties of the Society and shall be responsible for their safe custody. This refers to all articles whether received for payment or in exchange, or as gift. They shall prepare and submit to the Annual General Body Meeting, an Annual Report describing the activities of the Society during the year.

c) The Treasurer shall receive subscriptions, fees, donations and other funds of the Society and shall issue receipts in respect of each. He and one of the Secretaries nominated by the Committee shall operate the funds of the Society on behalf of the Committee. He shall maintain the accounts of the Society in the proper form and be responsible for the preparation and submission to the General Body an Annual Balance Sheet duly certified by the Auditor. He shall prepare a budget estimate of income and expenditure for each year and submit it for the approval at the Annual
Meeting of the Society. He shall prepare a monthly statement of receipts and expenditures. This statement shall be signed by him and shall be approved by the Committee.

B) COMMITTEE:

1. **Election**: The election shall be governed by Bye-law No. 6A(1)

2. **Duties**:

   a) **Vice-President**: One of the Vice-Presidents shall perform the duties, and exercise the privileges of the President during the latter’s absence or when specially requested by the President to do so.
   b) **Committee**: The Committee shall be responsible for the proper functioning of the Society.

7. **THE GENERAL BODY**

   a) The General Body of the Society shall consist of all classes of members.
   b) The Annual General Body Meeting shall be held as far as possible every year in November or December at which
      i) the report of the retiring Committee and the accounts for the year shall be considered;
      ii) office-bearers for the new year shall be elected;
      iii) scientific sessions shall be arranged where in members could present papers;
      iv) such other business as the Chairman (who shall be President or Vice President or a member who may be elected from amongst the members present) may allow, shall be transacted.

   c) The committee shall call for a meeting of the General Body any time by giving the members 30 days notice of the date and time and the object for which the meeting is convened, or on receipt of a demand in writing signed by not less that 50 members setting out the purpose for which they desire such a meeting. The Committee shall decide the place, date and the time of such a meeting. The quorum for the meeting of the General Body shall be 51 members.
8. EDITORIAL BOARD

The Committee shall have the power to appoint an Editorial Board to look after the publications of the Society and the Editorial Board shall consist of 3 members and one of the Secretaries. The term of office of the Editorial Board shall be for one year.

9. FINANCE

a) The membership year of the Society shall commence from 1st January and end on 31st December of the year.

b) The financial year of the Society shall commence from 1st April and end on 31st March. The accounts of the Society shall be audited by a chartered accountant nominated by the Committee.

c) The Committee shall control the finance of the Society and sanction expenditure within the limits of the budget approved by the General Body at its Annual Meeting. In cases of urgent necessity the Committee shall have powers to authorise any reasonable expenditure beyond the budgeted amount and report it to the General Body at its next meeting.

d) The Society's bank account shall be operated by the Hon Treasurer and one of the Secretaries nominated by the Committee.

10. BRANCHES

a) The Committee shall have the power to approve the formation of a branch of the Society in a locality where there are at least 20 members.

b) To start a branch, the local members shall authorize one of them to act as the Convener. The convener shall write to the Secretary requesting the authorization of the Committee for starting a branch. On approval, the Convener shall be a member of the Committee and shall be responsible for conducting the affairs of the branch. The branch shall elect one of its members as a Hon. Auditor who shall audit all expenses of the branch.
c) The Rules of the branch shall provide inter alia;

i) Name: Society of Biological Chemists (India) ………..Branch;
ii) that the objects of the branch shall be same as those of the Society;
iii) that only members resident in that area allotted to the branch shall be eligible to be members of the branches;
iv) that the branch shall hold meetings from time to time for the purpose of advancing the objects of the Society, maintaining interest in the activities of the Society, reading papers and holding discussions.

d) The branch shall be eligible to receive 25% of the subscription collected from members of the Society resident at the branch and Rs.7.50 for one old life member of that branch. The Committee shall have the power to make ad-hoc grants to the branch on special request.

e) The Convener shall submit to the Hon Secretary an audited statement of accounts and the report of the activities of the branch before September 30.

f) The Convener shall be a member of the Committee and in addition the branch could nominate an additional member.

11. SYMPOSIA

Symposia are sponsored by the Society of Biological Chemists (India) on All India basis.

Symposium on a special subject arising out of suggestions from a member or a local branch of the Society shall be scrutinized by the Secretary and placed before the Committee for approval. The Committee shall have the authority to approve the holding of the Symposium.

For each Symposium a Convenor or Conveners shall be nominated by the Committee in consultation with the local group or branch.

The following are the guidelines for the organization of the Symposium:
1. The first announcement of the Symposium shall be made by the Headquarters of the Society of Biological Chemists, India as early as possible (normally 6 months prior to the meeting).

2. In the event the Symposium is run under joint sponsorship of the Society and other organization(s), SBC(I)’s name and participation shall be given equal prominence.

3. The Convenor is empowered to co-opt any member of the Society either of the local branch or outside to help in the organization of the symposium.

4. The duration of the Symposium shall not be ordinarily more than three days.

5. The Society shall contribute at the daily rate of Rs.10,000/- for smaller cities and Rs.15,000/- for bigger cities.

6. The Convener shall have the freedom to obtain financial and other assistance from any institution, organization or Government. The Convener can charge a registration fee for attending the Symposium and he should attempt to give a concessional rate to the members of the Society.

7. The Convener shall furnish to the Headquarters of the Society of Biological Chemists (India) within three months of holding the Symposium, an audited account (a member of local branch can act as an Hon. Auditor) for all the money received the organization of the Symposium.

8. The Convener shall have the discretion to invite the speakers to the Symposium. It will be appreciated if the list of invited speakers is prepared in consultation with the office bearers of the Society of Biological Chemists (India).

9. The Symposium shall consist mainly of invited papers of 30 minutes to 60 minutes duration (25 min reading + 5 min discussion, or 50 min reading + 10 min discussion) and short papers on the topic submitted by members of the Society of Biological Chemists for reading in the symposium. It is desirable that the program is drawn up in consultation with the Secretary, Society of Biological Chemists (India).

10. The papers included in the program of the symposium shall pertain to the topic of the Symposium. There can, however, be an additional day set apart for reading of papers in fields other than the Symposium topic. This shall be only an activity of the local branch and the abstracts of the papers read here shall not form part of the symposium proceedings.
11. The abstracts of the papers included in the programme of the symposium shall be printed in the size and style of the Biochemical Reviews published by the Society of Biological Chemists (India). Printing of abstract is preferably done by the Headquarters so as to maintain uniformity in the getup of the Society publications. When the printing is done by the Convener, he shall supply to the Society a certain number of copies of the abstracts indicated by the Secretary.

The abstract shall conform to a specimen copy, which shall be sent to the Convener.

12. The Convener shall inform periodically the progress in the organisation of the symposium to the Secretary, Society of Biological Chemists (India).

12. PROCEDURE FOR MAKING MODIFICATIONS IN THE RULES

a) Rules: The following procedure shall be observed for making any additions to or alterations in the Rules of the Society.

Proposals for additions to the alterations in existing rules by any member of the Society shall be sent to the Committee so as to reach them eight weeks before the Annual General Body Meeting. These proposals shall be placed before the General Body by the Committee.

The Rules are subject to alteration at the General Body Meeting when approved by not less than two-thirds of the members present and a simple majority of all the members of the Society. The Secretary shall be authorized to obtain this approval by post, if necessary.

b) Bye-Laws: Same as per Rules except that the requirement of approval by a simple majority of all members of the Society shall not be necessary.
# LIST OF OFFICE BEARERS OF THE SOCIETY
## 1930-2006

### PRESIDENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. J. Fowler</td>
<td>1931, 1946-1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Upendranath Brahmachari</td>
<td>1932, 1934-1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shri S. L. Bhatia</td>
<td>1933, 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. V. Surbahmanyan</td>
<td>1950-1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. N. R. Dhar</td>
<td>1952-1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. B. Sanjiva Rao</td>
<td>1954-1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. B. C. Guha</td>
<td>1956-1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. K. V. Giri</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D. K. Banerjee</td>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. V. R. Khanolkar</td>
<td>1959-1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. P. S. Sarma</td>
<td>1962-1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A. Sreenivasan</td>
<td>1964-1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. B. Jagannathan</td>
<td>1967-1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. B. K. Bachhawat</td>
<td>1969-70, 1979, 1990-1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. H. R. Cama</td>
<td>1971-1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A. N. Radhakrishnan</td>
<td>1973-1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. T.A. Venkitasubramanian</td>
<td>1975-1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M. R. Raghavendra Rao</td>
<td>1977-1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. C. R. Krishna Murti</td>
<td>1979-1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. P. M. Bhargava</td>
<td>1981-1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. K.K.G. Menon</td>
<td>1983-1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. John Banabas</td>
<td>1985-1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. N. Appaji Rao</td>
<td>1987-1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. A. Salahuddin</td>
<td>1989-1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. G. Padmanban</td>
<td>1995-1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Asis Datta</td>
<td>1997-1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Amar Nath Bhaduri</td>
<td>1999-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. M. R. S. Rao</td>
<td>2001-2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. C. M. Gupta</td>
<td>2005-2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. D. Balasubramanian</td>
<td>2007-2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. V. S. Chauhan</td>
<td>2009-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. V. Nagaraja</td>
<td>2011-2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Dhrubajyothi Chattopadhyay</td>
<td>2013-Current</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SECRETARIES

Shri. V. N. Patwardhan 1931
Shri B. N. Sastr 1932, 1934-1935
Prof. R. H. Dastur 1933
Dr. H. B. Sreerangachar 1934-1936
Dr. C. N. Acharya 1936-1939
Shri B. H. Iyer 1937-1939, 1941-1942, 1944-1949
Shri T. R. Bhasharan 1940
Shri G. B. Ramasharma 1940-1943
Dr. K. V. Giri 1943-1949
Dr. S. S. De 1949-1951
Dr. N. N. Dastur 1949-1952
Dr. R. Rajagopalan 1951-1957
Dr. M. K. Subramanian 1952-1953
Dr. M. Sirsi 1954-1956
Dr. T. Ramakrishnan 1957-1961, 1965
Dr. P. R. Sundaresan 1957-1958
Dr. B. Ranganathan 1957-1958
Smt M. G. Bhat 1958-1959
Shri B. R. Das 1959-1960
Shri Y.I. Shethna 1960-1962
Dr. C. S. Vaidyanathan 1961-1962
Dr. K. Sivarama Sastr 1961
Dr. T. Ramasarma 1962-1964
Dr. S. Mahadevan 1963-1966
Dr. P. B. Rama Rao 1964
Dr. G. D. Kalyanakar 1965-1966
Dr. N. Appaji Rao 1965-1969
Dr. T. K. Virupaksha 1967-1969
Dr. N. R. Moudgal 1967-1969
Dr. S. A. Kumar 1969
Dr. P. S. Sastr 1970-1972
Shri G. Ramananda Rao 1970-1972
Dr. J. D. Cherayil 1970-1972
Dr. P. R. Adiga 1973-1975
Dr. B. B. Biswas 1973-1976
Dr. G. Padmanaban 1973, 1980
Dr. K. P. Gopinathan 1975-1978
Dr. S. Krishna Murthy 1976-1978
Dr. P. V. SubbaRao 1976-1979
Dr. R. Nath 1977-1979
Dr. A. Anthony 1980
Dr. O. P. Shukla 1980-1982
Dr. M. S. Shaila 1981-1983
Dr. A. Jagannadha Rao 1982-1986
Dr. G. K. Garg 1983-1985
Dr. R. Nayak 1984-1987
Dr. D. N. Deobagkar 1986-1988
Dr. M. R. S. Rao 1988-1990
Dr. S. V. Gangal 1989-1994
Dr. K. Muniyappa 1990-1992
Dr. V. Nagaraja 1991-1994
Dr. R. R. Dighe 1995-1997
Dr. Anil Tyagi 1995-1997
Dr. P. N. Rangarajan 1996-1998
Dr. Usha Vijayaraghavan 1998-2000
Dr. T. Goverdhana Reddi 1998-2000
Dr. Sandhya S. Visweswariah 1999-2004
Dr. Parag P. Sadhale 2001-2005
Dr. B. L. Tekwani 2001-2005
Dr. Dipankar Nandi 2005-2007
Dr. Jagmohan Singh 2005-2007
Dr. Umesh Varshney 2006-2008
Dr. Upendra Nongthomba 2008-2010
Dr. K. Thyagaraju 2008-2010
Dr. Dipshikha Chakravortty 2009-2011
Dr. Kumaravel Somasundaram 2011-Current
Dr. Stanely M Prince 2011-Current
Dr. Sathees C Raghavan 2012-Current

TREASURERS

Dr. C. V. Natarajan 1931
Dr. V. Subrahmanyan 1932, 1934-1937
Prof. R. H. Dastur 1933
Shri B. N. Banerjee 1938-1950
Dr. B. H. Iyer 1951-1953
Dr. J. V. Bhat 1954-1955
Dr. H. R. Cama 1956-1960
Dr. A. N. Radhakrishnan 1961
Dr. J. Ganguly 1962
Dr. C. S. Vaidyanathan 1963-1969
Dr. N. Appaji Rao 1970-1974
Dr. G. Padmanaban 1975-1976
Dr. A. Antony 1977-1979
Dr. V. N. Vasantharajan 1980-1981
Dr. M. R. S. Rao 1982-1985
Dr. H. S. Savithri 1986-1988
Reminiscences on the Development of the Society of Biological Chemists:  
A Personal Perspective

Prof. N. Appaji Rao  
President (1987-1988), SBC(I)  
Department of Biochemistry  
Indian Institute of Science  
Bangalore 560012

It has been my privilege and good fortune to witness and participate in the growth of the Society from humble beginnings to a leadership position today. I was, therefore, very happy to grab the opportunity, when Dr. D. Nandi, the Hon. Secretary, asked me to contribute an article to be included in a book to commemorate 75 years of the Society’s founding. I wish to share some of my random thoughts on a few key events in which I was involved. These are personal observations and some may even consider them as prejudiced! This is definitely not a historical account.

I enrolled, or was it corralled, as a member of the Society of Biological Chemists, India, (SBC(I)) in July of 1956, when the Society had the appendage “and Allied Sciences”. I had just then joined the Department of Biochemistry, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, as a student. My Professor, the late Prof. K. V. Giri, was the President of the Society and I was not foolhardy enough to say, NO, when I was asked to become a member. The membership fee was Rs.5, which may appear meager to the present membership. It was a huge amount to a fresh student who had to work without a scholarship. I had to sacrifice at least six visits to nearby movie houses! I became a Life member when the fee was Rs.50 and it is probably more than ten times that number now. This reflects the phenomenal growth of the Society or is it inflation!

By coincidence, when I became a member, the Society had just completed its Silver Jubilee and this article is to commemorate 75 years, which means half a century has gone by! During all these years, the Society’s HQ has remained in the same basement room, below the road level, subject to flooding every time it
rained in Bangalore, which was frequent in those years. The reason for staying on at this location is probably sentimental, as several offers to move to better accommodation have been rejected by several sets of office-bearers. The office has an elegant appearance today, thanks to the efforts of the Hon. Secretaries in recent years. Another example of our attachment to the past - the Society’s name has remained essentially unchanged, although most Societies in the world have added "molecular biology". In retrospect, it may have been wiser if reality had ruled over sentiment!

The membership was a mere 40 then and has grown to more than two thousand today. The membership was confined to a few cities reflecting the limited number of centers practicing biochemistry then. The decision to add ‘student membership’ and open it to M. Sc. students was a major factor responsible for the increase in membership. One group that took advantage of this rule was Home Science College in Coimbatore, who added much needed color and glamour to our Annual Meetings! This was much needed attraction as our meetings invariably coincided with exciting events, such as the two Pakistan wars, language and Mandal agitation, floods and even the out-break of plague! I remember one occasion in particular. Prof. Kunio Yagi from Japan was the chief guest at the Annual Meeting in Tirupathi. He landed in Chennai, then Madras, on the day M. G. Ramachandran, the darling of Tamil cinema and the ruling Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, passed away. All of us were filled with anxiety for his safety. The bubbly old gentleman in a bowler hat walked through the streets of Madras having a whale of a time, placing flowers and lighting incense sticks at the photographs of MGR placed at the street corners. He said that this was most interesting experience he has had in all his travels around the world. I shudder to imagine what would have happened if he had arrived in Bangalore recently when a similar tragedy overtook us! Our attitudes have changed remarkably with time. Our annual meetings provided varied experiences! The presence of students made the meetings lively. An attractive feature was an interactive session, organized a day prior to the meeting, between students and a few enthusiastic teachers. These involved discussion of unpublished nuances in carrying out experiments as well as lectures in fundamentals. These sessions greatly sharpened the insights of the teachers, at least in my case an understanding of enzyme kinetics and allosteric regulation of enzyme activity! I do not know whether the audience benefited but several of participants in this activity who are leaders of science in the country today tell me, they miss these sessions. Sadly this activity has disappeared from our meetings, although it is functioning in a new avatar, Trendys.

An important activity in earlier years was the organizing of small sized symposia at different places in the country. This was an effective method of updating knowledge and building bridges among research laboratories in the country. This has slowly withered away. The on-line science of today has probably made this redundant!
The Society can feel justifiably proud that it has held its Annual meetings with just a couple of breaks since it’s founding and the scientific content has always been high. The breaks were during the Second World War. In the early years it would hold its meetings at a borrowed or some times surreptitiously taken over hall, at the venue of the Indian Science Congress. As soon as funding agencies realized the quality of our meetings, it was possible to hold them in places of our choice. Another advantage was it enabled SBC to organize its meetings in newly established departments, providing them an opportunity for them to interact with scientists from different parts of the country and also gain recognition as centers of higher learning. It also enabled me to have ‘Bharath Darshan’ of Biochemistry laboratories rather than pilgrimage centers!

It also facilitated the Society to organize meetings jointly with Societies outside the country. The first such meeting was held with the Biochemical Society (UK), at Bangalore in 1967 followed by a second meeting at Baroda. Looking back at this event, I am amazed how cooperative Heads of the Institutions and granting agencies were to this experiment. It was a challenging task to organize this meeting, as we had to not only worry about the scientific program but also deal with contractors, carpenters, masons, projectionists etc. We even had sessions in a concert hall! We had to furnish the lecture halls, find different types of accommodation from dormitory to five star, transport, entertainment etc. The adage that when things change, they are still the same was forcefully shown when we organized the XVII IUBMB Congress in 1994. The meeting was organized in a five star hotel but we had to face the same hurdles! Reciprocally, Biochemical Society, UK arranged a meeting at Lancaster, UK. These interactions laid the foundation for the idea that Societies in this part of the world should come together to form a Federation. Prof. H. R. Cama, the then President of the Society met with Prof. E. C. Webb of Australia and Prof. O. Hayaishi of Japan (in Tokyo), to work out the modalities of forming the Federation. A formal memorandum to establish the Federation of Asian and Oceanian Biochemists was signed in a tandoor restaurant in Delhi by the Japanese and Australian Biochemical Societies and the SBC(I)! The second FAOB Congress was held in Bangalore, (1973) following the first in Nagoya, Japan. We also hosted a recent (2003) FAOBMB congress in Bangalore and it was elegantly organized indicating that new infrastructure was available and the Secretaries had learnt to do an excellent job. Our international links due to our presence in FAOB and the good will of many friends abroad, especially Prof. Kunio Yagi, enabled us to convince the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology to hold their XVII Congress in India. It was gratifying to note that an Hon. Member of our Society was elected as President of IUBMB at this meeting. The generous support of the Govt. of India and the enthusiastic support of our members enabled us to organize an excellent meeting. It was a remarkable achievement, as 10 plenary lectures (including 2 by Nobel laureates), 11 parallel symposia sessions and more then 2000 posters were presented during the 4-day meeting. Delegates from more than sixty countries attended. The feedback of scientists from several countries at later meetings indicated that this was the best Congress that they
had attended! One popular activity at this meeting was lunch, which was attended invariably by all delegates. In fact it was so popular, that a couple of hundred locals gate crashed with xeroxed lunch coupons! Unfortunately, we have not been able to build on this goodwill to ensure the election of one of our regular members as President, IUBMB. I hope it will happen sooner than later.

Another major activity of the Society, in which I was involved was, publications. An early publication of SBC was Annual Reviews of Research in Biological Chemistry and Allied Sciences in India. This was modeled on Annual Reviews of Biochemistry published by Academic Press, USA. It was started at the same time or may be even earlier! I had nothing to do with the choice of the authors but some body in EC must have thought, I could read and write and I was therefore entrusted with the job of editing the manuscripts received and getting them printed. As always, I enthusiastically corrected a few articles of senior professors and learnt that there are many ways of writing English! The greater hurdle was printing. The composing, fifty years ago, was done by picking the letters and arranging them by hand by a person who knew the alphabets but not words, much less the language! This made proof reading hilarious! After painstakingly making all the corrections, and ensuring they were carried out and locked in a frame, you heaved a sigh of relief. One did not know that a (printer’s) devil was lurking around the corner. The printer would drop the tray containing all the lead letters attempting to fix it to the machine. You were back to the starting line. You had to go through the exercise all over again! This publication of the Society was transformed a few years later into “Biochemical Reviews” published in collaboration with the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research. It became similar to ARB and the articles were published in JSIR. The fun with the local printer was over. However, all solutions generate new problems. Some authors used the Ph. D. thesis Introduction of their students, as articles for Biochemical Reviews. This practice landed me often, into a cauldron. On one occasion, the article was completely lifted from a book, fortunately authored by a friend. He raised a huge furor, but could be appeased by an apology! Kaavya does not have priority. When the reviewing became stricter, the articles dried up and the Biochemical Reviews was given a quiet burial. The changed scenario of journals publishing review articles made this publication probably redundant.

The collaboration with CSIR in the publication of IJBB still continues. The memory of the Annual meeting at Hyderabad at which an agreement to publish the journal is still fresh in my mind. It was a memorable meeting at which in a short period of two hours not only was the journal born, an award for the best paper published in the journal was established! In the early years, the abstracts of the Annual meetings were published as a supplement to the journal. This enabled several of us to boost the number of publications! May be for this reason this was discontinued. Unfortunately, the impact factor of the journal is still low. This probably reflects the reality that our scientific effort does not produce sufficient amount of good publications to sustain a high quality journal!
The Society, in the early years, was highly pro-active with the scientific hierarchy and administration. It fought many battles! For example, it fought a vigorous battle when a flourishing laboratory was to be closed down. Our intervention was probably a factor responsible for a reversal of the decision. I received a tongue lashing from a doyen in Chemical research and the head of the administration of the organization concerned for meddling! It is gratifying to note that this laboratory is a shining star in our scientific firmament today. It also took up the cause biochemists working in medical institutions. Finally the Govt. of India agreed to make biochemistry, an independent discipline and abolished the clause that biochemistry can only be taught by medically qualified persons! Gradually this decision has been eroded. A similar situation exists in agricultural institutions now, where no discrimination was present earlier. It successfully fought for establishment of independent departments of biochemistry in several universities. It is sad to note today that the Society is not battling many social issues affecting science. Is it, that there are no battles to fight!

I would like to conclude by mentioning that it has been a pleasure and privilege to serve the SBC in all capacities- a member, secretary, Secretary General IUBMB Congress, treasurer, vice president and a president (elected by a ballot!). I greatly cherish the 50 years on my association with SBC.
Biochemistry is the mother of all evolution in Life Sciences. It is immaterial whether the science is done in the departments bearing the name ‘Biochemistry’ or with some other nomenclature. At the turn of the last century, J. C. Bose (of Microwave fame) as Professor of Physics at the Presidency College, Kolkata, carried out sensitive experiments on the response of plant growth, tropic movements and motile organs in plants, to excitation current on the basis that bioelectric potential and its propagation are fundamental to living systems. These studies on electrophysiology laid the basis for understanding the chemical processes mediating these responses. In the early 1900, two of the oldest schools of biochemistry in the country were embedded in the Departments of Applied Chemistry. I believe these schools are today represented by the flourishing departments of Biochemistry at the Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore and at the Calcutta University, Kolkata. These departments were formally established in 1921 and 1956, respectively. In a sense the sister life science departments in these institutions should also be considered as evolved from Applied Chemistry.

True to the name, early studies at Bangalore were devoted to applied aspects. These ranged from essential oils for perfume industry including sandal wood soap factory, Lac from insect material, acetone from fermentation of flowers to war time requirements of medicines, solvents and other materials. Fermentation of natural products was the main strategy. The shift to mechanistic studies started with efforts to understand the oxidative processes involved in sewage purification. Then came the emphasis on nutrition and an assessment of the nutritive value of natural foods. Entry into mechanistic studies on infective processes was achieved with efforts to understand the basis of sandal wood spike disease. This phase spanning around fifty years up to almost a decade after independence was marked by close interaction with industry and generation of new institutions. For example, the Lac Research Institute at Ranchi and the Central Food Technological Research Institute (CFTRI) at Mysore owe their origins to research and people at IISc, Bangalore.

Interestingly, another eminent biochemist, Biresh Chandra Guha from Kolkata, played an important role in the establishment of CFTRI at Mysore. B. C. Guha was a multifaceted personality with talents beyond those of a Professor of Biochemistry! His sojourn included the All India Institute of Public Health (precursor of the Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, Kolkata), Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical works, Department of Applied Chemistry and Damodar
Valley Corporation! He was, of course, responsible for the birth of the Department of Biochemistry, Calcutta University. A central figure in the early Calcutta School, among other things he pioneered the preparation of proteins from grasses and made vegetable milk available to children during the Bengal famine in 1943. His background research training abroad led him to do research on vitamins with passion. The pioneering contribution of his group was on the biosynthesis of vitamin C and the basis for evolutionary differences in the capacity to synthesize ascorbic acid. The loss of the terminal enzyme L-gulonolactone oxidase was shown to be responsible for the inability to make Vitamin C in some animal species, including humans. He is credited with starting summer schools in Biochemistry and was responsible for carrying out a review on biochemistry education in the country in 1959, on behalf of the University Grants Commission, that laid down the road map for the future. The unique Gordon-type of research conference in India, which he started, is named after him (Guha Research Conference) for his pioneering contributions. The Centre for Genetic Engineering, Calcutta University, bears his name as well.

Modern Biochemistry research, perhaps, started in the mid 1950s. Apart from B. C. Guha’s pioneering contributions on ascorbic acid synthesis, M. C. Nath at the Department of Biochemistry (established in 1946), Nagpur University contributed significantly to studies on lipogenesis, fat and sugar metabolism in Diabetes and other systemic disorders. The Department of Biochemistry at Baroda was established in 1955 and specialized in neuroscience and nutritional biochemistry. At IISc, K. V. Giri established separation techniques to analyse small biomolecules, especially by paper chromatography.

With the untimely death of B. C. Guha, Biochemistry in the country evolved in the hands of leaders such as P.S. Sarma (IISc), B. K. Bachhawat (Christian Medical College, Vellore), Debi Burma (Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi) and others. Enzymology and protein chemistry took deep roots. Fundamental studies on cell surface and membrane biochemistry, plant and microbial metabolic pathways, electron transport and oxidative phosphorylation were carried out. The study on vitamins and their role was a major theme in India for decades. Vitamin A dominated studies at Bangalore, Vitamin C at Calcutta and B Vitamins all over the country. I don’t think we ever solved the vitamin deficiency problem! The role of vitamin A in tadpole organ differentiation, an important contribution from Utkal University, Orissa, missed the attention for a long time.

P. S. Sarma took steps in the 1960s to establish groups in molecular biology and immunology (eventually turned out to be endocrinology!) at the Department of Biochemistry, IISc. The research revolved around nucleotide chemistry and their immunological properties. Studies on unusual bases in tRNA and bacteriophage assembly were carried out. Bacterial and phage molecular genetics dominated the scene at Calcutta University. An important contribution was also a study on
signal transduction pathways in plants involving IP3 pathways. Debi Burma established an active school at Banaras Hindu University, which specialized in phage biology and new concepts on the role of RNA as a catalytic molecule. The importance of the RNA world was highlighted and together with the Calcutta School the primary role of RNA in ribosome assembly was established.

Recombinant DNA research and gene cloning employing a variety of biochemical techniques emerged towards the late 1970s. The Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi pioneered the study of nitrogen fixation genes in microorganisms. Visionaries, still amongst us, conceived the creation of first class research institutions such as the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad and the National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi. These also contributed to the growth of recombinant DNA research in the country. I was one of the few who had embarked on gene cloning approach early. However, in the beginning I had difficulty in getting my work on rat liver cytochrome P-450 gene and its transcriptional regulation recognized as worthy to become a member of the exclusive genetic engineering group formed at IISc! It had to be only E. coli and, of course, what was true of E. coli had to be true of an elephant! The concept of gene basis of behavior using sense of smell in Drosophila as a cue was a pioneering contribution from the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai. Many laboratories in the country slowly acquired the expertise to clone and characterize genes. DNA sequencing was still a bugbear and many would get that part of the work done abroad, which one could make out from the quality of the slides!

Slowly emphasis on the biochemistry and molecular biology of the organisms causing infectious diseases gained ground. Significant studies on intermediary metabolism in Mycobacterium tuberculosis were carried out at Delhi University and IISc. A significant observation was the correlation between lack of catalase activity and resistance to Isonicotinic Hydrazide in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Vibrio cholerae and Leishmania donovani became major foci of studies on DNA recombination, membrane properties and unique metabolic pathways, for groups in Calcutta. Jyotirmoy Das and Amar Bhaduri made important contributions on Vibrio cholerae and Leishmania donovani, respectively. But, the pioneering contribution of S. N. Dey at the Nilratan Sircar Medical College, Calcutta in the 1950s on cholera toxin and the rabbit ileal loop technique was lost in obscurity! His paper on the subject, however, is a citation classic! At the Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, the biochemical basis for the dimorphic character of Candida was established.

Simultaneously, structural studies emerged very strongly with G. N. Ramachandran coming up with the triple helical structure of collagen and the famous bond angle calculations and the Phi–Si plot to study protein conformation, at the Madras University. G. N. Ramachandran moved to IISc and the structural elucidation of macromolecules and even viruses using X-ray
crystallography as a tool in particular made a strong impact. Today there are also excellent research groups in this area at NII and All India Institute of Medical Sciences, ICGEB, New Delhi and elsewhere.

From mid-1980 onwards there has been a virtual explosion in the quality of Life Sciences research in the country. The establishment of a cluster of institutions such as the National Centre for Cell Science, Pune, National Centre for Plant Genome Research, New Delhi, Centre for DNA Finger Printing, Hyderabad, and the International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology, New Delhi, by the Department of Biotechnology, National Centre for Biological Sciences, Bangalore by the Department of Atomic Energy, along with the other institutions already mentioned, some university departments and CSIR laboratories, has made a quantum difference to the quality of research. Some of the major contributions are: molecular basis of immune response and B cell maturation, molecular mimicry, protein folding, DNA transactions in *Mycobacterium*, transcriptional regulation in baculovirus and silk worm, unique features of metabolic pathways in *Leishmania* and malaria parasite, basis of osmotic regulation in bacteria, liposomes for drug delivery, combinatorial biosynthetic strategies, DNA analysis to assess animal species variation and biodiversity, genetic polymorphisms in diseases, plant genome and unique metabolic pathways, structure function studies in proteins, peptide antibiotics and toxins, cell surface chemistry, signal transduction pathways, cancer biology etc. There is considerable strength in utilizing Bioinformatics for a variety of applications especially genome studies. Moving on to genomics and proteomics and more recently to protein networks has been the pathway of evolution all over the world including India, except that we seem to have a phase difference of 5-10 years! Ultimately, one also finds that the Systems Biology approach to start with a big basket of genes or proteins to define say a disease process has to be broken down through classification and whittling down to a smaller number of genes or proteins of direct relevance. The final sets of genes have to be analyzed in terms of gene and protein characterization, protein-protein or protein-ligand interaction, enzymology etc. This, in my opinion, is back to basics in Biochemistry!

Overall, I think, India has done reasonably well and in the last decade one sees many publications in high impact journals from different laboratories. The concern is still many of the university departments and private colleges languishing for want of good human resource, more than infrastructure. Biochemistry teaching and education has indeed become a casualty, although Centers in Madurai-Kamaraj, Pune, Baroda, Delhi and Calcutta University Departments are doing their best. In the context of globalization, good quality research on an average in select institutions is not adequate. We need to have innovative and breakthrough concepts tested, established and exploited to put us on the world map. We need to worry about the generation of human resource at the grass root level. It is interesting to note that till the mid 1950s the emphasis was on applications and societal cause and in the latter part of the 20th century,
we lost this concern in the name of basic research. I get the distinct feeling that in the last 10 years, there is again an impetus to apply basic knowledge for product and process development in the name of Biotechnology. What is there in a name, Biochemistry or Biotechnology, as long as it can benefit the people!

P.S: I realize that in a write up of this kind, some important names and institutions would have been definitely left out! I can only state that it is not by design. To be on the safer side I have only mentioned the names of those colleagues who are not with us.
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SBC(I) AWARDS: CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES FOR APPLYING

SREENIVASAYA MEMORIAL AWARD

Year of Commencement: 1972

Frequency: Once in three years

Value: Rs.5,000/- with a citation

Eligibility:

1. The award is for the best work done in the field of Biochemistry and Allied Sciences in India

2. The recipient of the award should not have completed 50 years before January 1st in the year for which the award is announced.

3. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.

4. A lecture will be scheduled at the Annual Meeting of SBC(I) and presentation will be made at that time.

P. S. SARMA MEMORIAL AWARD

Year of Commencement: 1973

Frequency: Once in three years

Value: Rs.5,000/- with a citation

Eligibility:

1. The award is for the best work done in the field of Biochemistry and Allied Sciences in India

2. The recipient of the award should not have completed 50 years before January 1st in the year for which the award is announced.

3. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.
4. A lecture will be scheduled at the Annual Meeting of SBC(I) and presentation will be made at that time.

**A. KRISHNAMURTHY AWARD**

Year of Commencement: 1976

Frequency: Annually

Value: Rs.1,000/- with a citation

Eligibility:

1. The recipient of the award should be below 30 years of age on January 1, of the year of the award.

2. The paper should be in the area of Biological Chemistry and Allied Sciences and the work should have been carried out in India.

3. The paper published in any Indian Scientific Journal in the previous year will be considered for the award.

4. In the case of multiple authorship, the senior author can nominate one of the authors or could be shared by all the eligible authors.

5. It is desirable that the awardee be asked to present the work at the Annual Meeting of the Society.

**PROF. M. SHADAKSHARA SWAMY ENDOWMENT LECTURE AWARD**

Year of Commencement: 1982

Sponsor: Prof. M. Shadaksharaswamy Felicitation Committee.

Frequency: Once in three years

Value: Rs.5,000/- with a citation

Eligibility

1. Eminent teachers in Biological Chemistry & Allied Sciences at the postgraduate level in Indian Universities, deemed Universities and Institutions of higher learning for their contributions in teaching and research
2. No age limit

3. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.

4. The recipient of the award should give a lecture at the time of annual meeting of SBC(I) on a topic of his/her choice.

**P. B. RAMA RAO MEMORIAL AWARD**

Year of Commencement: 1983

Frequency: Once in three years

Value: Rs.5,000/- with a citation

Eligibility:

1. The award is for the best work done in the field of Biochemistry and Allied Sciences in India (suggested areas are nutrition, as related to cell and membrane biology, neurochemistry immunology, cancer research, biochemistry of brain etc.)

2. The award is open to all scientists working in India irrespective of their membership in the Society.

3. No age limit.

4. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.

5. If nominations are not received before the scheduled date, the awards committee can itself nominate a suitable candidate for the award.

6. A lecture will be scheduled at the Annual Meeting of SBC(I) and presentation will be made at that time.

**PROF. P. A. KURUP ENDOWMENT AWARD**

Year of Commencement: 1991

Frequency: Once in three years
Value : Rs.5,000/- with a citation

Eligibility :
1. The recipient of the award should be below 60 yrs of age on January 1st of the year of the award
2. The award is given for Biomedical Research
3. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.
4. The awardee should give a lecture during the Annual Meeting

BEST POSTER AWARD
Frequency: Annually 8 -10 awards depending on the poster sessions
Value : Rs. 500/- with a citation

Eligibility:
1. Best poster in all the poster sessions is selected by expert panel of judges
2. The awards will be given during the Annual Meeting

B. S. NARISINGA RAO BEST POSTER AWARD
Year of Commencement : 1992
Frequency : Annually 4 awards
Value : Rs. 500/- with a citation

Eligibility:
1. Four of the best poster awards in the following broad areas :
   a) Nutrition/toxicology
   b) Enzymology
   c) Clinical Biochemistry
d) Analytical Methods

2. The awards will be given during the Annual Meeting

C. R. KRISHNA MURTI AWARD

Year of Commencement : 1995
Frequency : Once in three years
Value : Rs. 5,000/- with a citation

Eligibility:

1. The award is for the best work done in the field of Biochemistry and Allied Sciences in India

2. The award is open to all Indian Scientists who must be member of the Society for at least two years or life member.

3. No age limit.

4. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.

5. A lecture will be scheduled at the Annual Meeting of SBC(I) and presentation will be made at that time.

PROF. I. S. BHATIA AWARD

Year of Commencement : 2000
Frequency: Once in three years
Value : Rs.7,500/- with a citation

Field of research:
Original research contributions in Plant Biochemistry Molecular Biology & Allied Sciences

Terms and Conditions:

1. The Award will be considered for "life time" achievements in the above disciplines

2. The Awardee should give a lecture at the Annual General Body Meeting of the Society of Biological Chemists and should have been a member of the Society for at least two years

3. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.

PROF. A. N. BHADURI MEMORIAL LECTURE AWARD

Year of Commencement : 2006
Frequency: Once in two years
Value : Rs. 7,500/- with a citation

Eligibility :

1. The recipient of the award should be below 50 yrs of age on December 31st of the year of the award.

2. The award is open to all Indian Scientists who hold permanent position in Universities, public funded Institutes and National laboratories.

3. The award is given for Biological Chemistry and Allied sciences, preferably related to parasitic infections.

3. The eligible person has to be nominated by life member of the society and self nomination is not accepted.

4. A lecture will be scheduled at the Annual Meeting of SBC(I) and presentation will be made at that time.
CAMA MEMORIAL TRAVEL GRANT

Scientists attending and presenting a paper in an International Congress or FAOBMB meeting held once in 2 years or at infrequent intervals may apply for the award.

The candidate should be member of SBC(I) for at least two consecutive years.

The candidate should have obtained partial support from other agencies and there should be a proof to that effect.

Society of Biological Chemists (India) awards one advertised travel grant each year in the newsletter. Applicants are invited to respond appropriately to the details informed in the advertisement. The application should reach the following address before 1st April of the year of the award.

Hon Secretary
Society of Biological Chemists
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560 012

FELLOWSHIPS FOR YOUNG SCIENTISTS
The Society of Biological Chemists has instituted “financial support for research” scheme to support young research workers to carry out short term training/research activities in well established laboratories/ institutions in India. The value of the fellowship is fixed at Rs.5000/- per term per selected fellow and the total number of fellowships awarded every year will be up to ten.

Terms and Conditions

1. Funding Rs.5,000/- per fellow for periods up to 6-8 weeks.

2. The grant of Rs.5,000/- will be awarded in the form of Rs.1,000/- for the fellow as personal maintenance/allowance for a minimum period of 6 weeks and Rs.4,000/- as contingencies for the purchase of laboratory items including stationery, preparation of reports, photographs and other expenses related to the research work

3. The Research/Training may be conducted in any of the leading research institutions/ laboratories/universities, with approval from SBC(I)

4. The candidate should be below the age of 32 years at the time of application.

5. SBC(I) Membership is compulsory for eligibility for the fellowship award.

6. The fellowship amount will be released by SBC(I) to the research supervisor by the 2nd or 3rd week of the training program.

7. **The application should be forwarded through the investigator-in-charge of the laboratory in which the candidate proposes to undergo training.**
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL FELLOWSHIPS
GUIDELINES FOR AWARDING INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL FELLOWSHIPS FOR Ph.D STUDENTS BY THE SOCIETY OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTS (INDIA)

One travel fellowship of Rs.5,000/- per quarter (four awards per year) will be awarded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>* Award period</th>
<th>** Last Date for receipt of application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Jan- Mar</td>
<td>Dec 31 Previous Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II Apr - June</td>
<td>Mar 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III July- Sept</td>
<td>June 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Oct- Dec</td>
<td>Sept 30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, those who wish to attend an International meeting scheduled to be held during July –Sept’2006 should submit the application by 30 June 2006.

*Award period refers to the period during which the meeting is scheduled to take place.
** The Committee will meet on these days to decide on the award

This award is meant for Ph. D students only

The applicant should currently be a member of the SBC(I) and should have been a member for at least two consecutive years.
SBC(I) AWARDS

SREENIVASAYA MEMORIAL AWARD:

Dr. A. N. Radhakrishnan, CMC, Vellore 1972
Dr. B. B. Biswas, Bose Instt., Kolkata 1974
Dr. John Barnabas, NCL, Pune 1976
Dr. N. R. Moudgal, IISc., Bangalore 1978
Dr. N. Appaji Rao, IISc., Bangalore 1980
Dr. A. Surolia, IISc., Bangalore 1982
Dr. P. R. Adiga, IISc., Bangalore 1984
Dr. M. R. Das, CCMB, Hyderabad 1986
Dr. G. K. Garg, G B Pant Univ., Pantnagar 1988
Dr. V. Sitaram, Univ of Pune, Pune 1990
Dr. A. Jagannadha Rao, IISc., Bangalore 1992
Dr. K. Muniyappa, IISc., Bangalore 1994
Dr. Chi. Mohan Rao, CCMB, Hyderabad 1996
Dr. V. Nagaraja, IISc., Bangalore 1998
Dr. Amitabha Chattopadhayay, CCMB, Hyderabad 2000
Dr. Janendra K. Batra, NII, New Delhi 2002
Dr. Debi Sarkar, UDSC, New Delhi 2005
Dr. Yogendra Sharma, CCMB, Hyderabad 2008
Dr. Utpal Tatu, IISc., Bangalore 2011

P. S. SARMA MEMORIAL AWARD:

Dr. L. K. Ramachandran, Osmania Univ., Hyderabad 1973
Dr. C. S. Vaidyanathan, IISc., Bangalore 1975
Dr. T. Ramasarma, IISc., Bangalore 1977
Dr. G. Padmanban IISc., Bangalore 1979
Dr. D. Balasubramanian, CCMB, Hyderabad 1980
Dr. M. R. S. Rao IISc., Bangalore 1985
Dr. B. Bhattacharyya, Bose Instt., Kolkata 1987
Dr. V. Prakash, CFTRI, Mysore 1989
Dr. H. S. Savithri, IISc., Bangalore 1991
Dr. Anil K. Tyagi, UDSC, New Delhi 1993
Dr. Dipankar Chatterjee, CCMB, Hyderabad 1995
Dr. D. N. Rao IISc., Bangalore 1997
Dr. Jaya .S. Tyagi, AIIMS, New Delhi 1999
Dr. Umesh Varshney, IISc., Bangalore 2001
Dr. Pinak Chakrabarti, Bose Instt., Kolkata 2004
Dr. Dulal Panda, IIT Mumbai 2007
Dr. Hari Mishra, BARC, Mumbai 2010

P. B. RAMA RAO MEMORIAL AWARD:

Dr. S. C. Srikantaiah 1983
Dr. P. S. Sastry, IISc., Bangalore 1985
Dr. B. S. Narasinga Rao, NIN, Hyderabad 1987
Dr. M. Jamaluddin, SCTIMC, Trivandrum 1989
Dr. N. C. Mandal, Bose Instt., Kolkata 1991
Dr. K. Subba Rao, Univ. of Hyd, Hyderabad 1993
Dr. R. Nagaraj, CCMB, Hyderabad 1995
Dr. Ashok Khar, CCMB, Hyderabad 1997
Dr. Pijush. K. Das, IICB, Kolkata 1999
Dr. Chitra Mandal, IICB, Kolkata 2001
Dr. K. Srinivasan, CFTRI, Mysore 2003
Dr. Vinod Bhakuni, CDRI, Lucknow 2006
Dr. Y. P. Venkatesh, CFTRI, Mysore 2009
Dr. M.R. Rajeswari, AIIMS, New Delhi 2012

SHADAKSHARASWAMY ENDOWMENT LECTURE AWARD:

Dr. S. Ramkrishnan 1982
Dr. T. N. Pattabhiraman, KMC, Manipal 1984
Dr. P. S. Murthy, UDSC, Delhi 1986
Dr. A. S. Balasubramanian, CMC, Vellore 1988
Dr. R. K. Mandal, Bose Instt., Kolkata 1990
Dr. K. A. Balsubramanian, CMC, Vellore 1992
Dr. A. N. Lahari Majumder, Bose Instt., Kolkata 1994
Dr. K. Muralidhar, Univ of Delhi, Delhi 1996
Dr. V. H. Mulimani, Univ of Gulbarga, Gulbarga 2000
Dr. M. N. Gupta, IIT, Delhi 2004
Dr. N. Sivakumar, Univ. of Hyderabad, Hyderabad 2007
Dr. K.V. Ramaiah, Univ. of Hyderabad, Hyderabad 2010

P. A. KURUP AWARD:

Dr. B. C. Harinath, MGIMS, Wardha 1991
Dr. Veena. K. Parnaik, CCMB, Hyderabad 1997
Dr. Parimal Sen, Bose Instt., Kolkata 2000
Dr. Hasi Das, IGIB, Delhi 2007

C. R. KRISHNA MURTI AWARD:

Dr. P. K. Seth, ITRC, Lucknow 1995
Dr. S. K. Brahmachari, CBT, Delhi 1998
Dr. D. N. Rao, AIIMS, New Delhi 2001
Dr. D. Karunagaran, RGCB, Kerala 2003
Dr. C Durga Rao, IISc., Bangalore 2006
Dr. Pawan Malhotra, ICGEB, New Delhi 2009
Dr. K.P. Gopinathan, IISc., Bangalore 2012

I. S. BHATIA MEMORIAL LECTURE AWARD:

Dr. B. B. Biswas, Univ of Calcutta, Kolkata 2000
Dr. Alok Datta, IICB, Kolkata 2005
Dr. Ram Rajasekharan, CIMAP, Lucknow 2011
A. KRISHNAMURTHY AWARD:

Dr. M. S. Shaila, IISc., Bangalore 1976
Dr. S. K. Patnaik, BHU, Varanasi 1977
Dr. Usha. S. Murthy - 1978
Dr. H. S. Savithri, IISc., Bangalore 1979
Dr. Vidya Gupta 1982
Dr. Raghavendra Gadgkar, IISc., Bangalore 1983
Dr. George Thomas, IISc., Bangalore 1984
Dr. Sridhar. N. Rao 1985
Dr. N. S. Punekar, IISc., Bangalore 1986
Dr. G. L. Prasad, IISc., Bangalore 1987
Dr. P. M. Viegas, BARC, Mumbai 1988
Dr. Kumudini Parkhe, MGIMS, Wardha 1991
Dr. P. L. Jaison, SCTMC, Trivandrum 1992
Dr. Neelima Khairatkar-Joshi, BARC, Mumbai 1993
Dr. K. Mudhusudan, IISc., Bangalore 1994
Dr. Nambirajan, CCMB, Hyderabad 1996
Dr. Sarada Subramanian, IISc., Bangalore 1997
Dr. J. K. Pal, Univ of Pune, Pune 1998
Dr. S. Chandrashekar, IISc., Bangalore 2000
Dr. U. H. Munjunath, IISc., Bangalore 2001
Dr. Beena Pillai, IISc., Bangalore 2002
Dr. Aarohi Kulkarni, NCL, Pune 2003
Dr. Venkatakrishna Rao Jala, IISc., Bangalore 2004

D P Burma Memorial Award:

Dr. G P Talwar, Talwar Res. Foundation, New Delhi 2008
Dr. M. Vijayan, IISc., Bangalore 2010
LIST OF LIFE MEMBERS

28/01/2013

ALIGARH

1. Dr. HAMMAD AHMAD SHADAB G. G.(1454)
31 SECTOR OF GENETICS
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH 202 002

2. Dr. INDU SAXENA (1838)
HIG 30, ADA COLONY
AVANTEKA PHASE I
RAMGHAT ROAD, ALIGARH 202 001

3. Dr. MOHAMMAD TABISH (2226)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF LIFE SCIENCES
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH 202 002
Tabish.biochem@gmail.com

4. Dr. MOHAMMAD AFZAL (1101)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH 202 002

5. Dr. RIAZ AHMAD(1754)
SECTION OF GENETICS
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH 202 002

6. Dr. ROSHAN ALAM (1958)
C/O MOHD HABIB EDUCATIONAL HOUSE
AMU SHAM SHAD MARKET
ALIGARH 202 002

7. Dr. SAAD TAYYAB
INTERDISCIPLINARY BIOTECHNOLOGY
UNIT, ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH 202 002
Btisamua@nde.vnsl.net.in

8. Dr. SABA KHAN (1957)
C/O MOHD HABIB EDUCATIONAL HOUSE
AMU SHAM SHAD MARKET
ALIGARH 202 002

9. Dr. SAURABH CHANDRA SAXENA(2154)
S/O NAGESH CHANDRA SAXENA
POST HARDNAGANJ
DIST ALIGARH 202 125 UP
saurabbiochem@gmail.com

10. Dr. SHAGUFTA MOIN (1261)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
J. N. MEDICAL COLLEGE
ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
ALIGARH 202 002

ALLAHABAD

11. Dr. ABHAY KUMAR PANDEY (2054)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF ALLAHABAD
ALLAHABAD 211002

12. Dr. AMIT KUMAR (2123)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
ALLAHABAD UNIVERSITY
ALLAHABAD 211 002

13. Dr. AMITA MISHRA (2665)
C/O SRI RAMESH MISHRA
G B 53, GANGA SECTOR, TRIVENIPURAM
JHUSI , ALLAHABAD 211 019
Amitamishra18@rediffmail.com

14. Dr. ANJANA PANDEY (1549)
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
ALLAHABAD UNIVERSITY
ALLAHABAD 211 002

15. Dr. ARCHANA PANDEY (1548)
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
ALLAHABAD UNIVERSITY
ALLAHABAD 211 002

16. Dr. ER. SAIMA HABIB KHAN (2796)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMICAL
ENGINEERING, JSBB, SAM HIGGINBOTTOM OF
AGRICULTURAL TECH & SCIENCES,
ALLAHABAD 211 007
Saima.habib79@gmail.com

17. Dr. GEETA JAISWAL(1704)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
M. L. N. MEDICAL COLLEGE
ALLAHABAD 211 002

18. Dr. JADUGOPALA (232)
SHEILA DHAR INSTITUTE OF SOIL
NO 2 DE BELI ROAD
ALLAHABAD 211 007
19. Dr. Jaiswal K. K. (2329)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
UNIVERSITY OF ALLAHABAD  
ALLAHABAD 211 002  
Nidhi.jaiswal01@gmail.com

20. Kanti Bhooshan Pandey (1823)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
UNIVERSITY OF ALLAHABAD  
ALLAHABAD 211 002

21. Dr. Mohd Suhail (611)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & HOME SC.  
ALLAHABAD UNIVERSITY  
ALLAHABAD 211 002

22. Dr. Premod W. Ramteke (611A)  
PROFESSOR IN BIOCHEMISTRY  
ALLAHABAD AGRICULTURAL DEEMED UNIVERSITY, ALLAHABAD 211 007  
johnscritch@gmail.com

23. Dr. Prasada Rao Kongala (2809)  
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMICAL ENGG  
SHIATS DEEMED UNIVERSITY, ALLAHABAD 523 211  
johnscritch@gmail.com

24. Dr. Ravi S. Pandey (1721)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
ALLAHABAD UNIVERSITY  
ALLAHABAD 211 002

25. Dr. Rita Bakshi  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
ALLAHABAD AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY, ALLAHABAD 211 007

26. Dr. Shilpa Chakravarty (2328)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
UNIVERSITY OF ALLAHABAD  
ALLAHABAD 211 002  
Shilpa.bch.2008@gmail.com

27. Dr. Sudeep Roy (2673)  
L-C-81, ADA COLONY  
NAINI, ALLAHABAD, UP 211 008  
Roysudeep28@gmail.com

28. Dr. Syed Ibrahim Rizvi (2116)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
UNIVERSITY OF ALLAHABAD  
ALLAHABAD 211 002

29. Dr. Vikas Srivastava (2633)  
8/256, MIG JHUSI,  
YUJANA -3, ALLAHABAD 211019  
vikassrivastava25@gmail.com

30. Dr. Anton Smith (2131)  
DEPT. OF PHARMACY  
FACULTY OF ENGG & TECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  
auantonsmith@yahoo.co.in

31. Dr. Anuradha C. V. (2012)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002

32. Dr. Ashok Kumar N. (2025)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002

33. Dr. Dhanalakshmi T. (2241)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002

34. Dr. Deepa B. (2236)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  
Bdeepa.sap@gmail.com

35. Dr. Hemalatha K. L. (2820)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 508 002

36. Dr. Ijamathi J. (2823)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 508 002

37. Dr. Jagadeesh G. S. (2821)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 508 002

38. Dr. Justin Thenmozhi A. (2026)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY
39. KANIMOZHI (2459)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608002

40. Dr. KANAGALAKSHMI (2239)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608002  
biokanaga@gmail.com

41. KALPANA K B (2414)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608002  
Kalpana_kb@yahoo.co.in

42. Dr. KARTHIKKUMAR V. (2961)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608002

43. Dr. KAVITHA M. (2238)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608002

44. Dr. KOTTAI MUTHU (2130)  
DEPT. OF PHARMACY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
39, RAJENDRA GARDEN  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  
Arthik03@yahoo.com

45. Dr. KOWSALYA R. (2237)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  
kowsalyamouli@yahoo.com

46. Dr. MANIVASAGAM T. (2021)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002

47. Dr. MANOHARAN S. (2005)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002

48. Dr. MIRUNALINI S. (2020)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002
59. Dr. SELVARAJ P. (2018)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

60. Dr. SENBAGAM G. (2027)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

61. Dr. SINDHU M. (2024)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

62. SIVAGAMI(2413)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608002  
sivagamiaagila@gmail.com  

63. Dr. SRINIVASANE (2028)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

64. Dr. STANELY MAINZEN PRINCE P (2015)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

65. Dr. SREEJA S. (2962)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

66. Dr. SUBHASHINI R. (2029)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

67. Dr. SUBRAMANIAN P. (2014)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

68. Dr. SURESH K. (2006)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

69. Dr. VIJAYAKUMAR N. (2022)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

70. Dr. VINOTH KUMAR V. (2023)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

71. Dr. VENNILA L. (2019)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNAMALAI UNIVERSITY  
ANNAMALAINAGAR 608 002  

72. ABANI KANTA NAIK (1954)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  

73. Dr. ABHISHEK BASU (2038)  
C/O Dr. SATHEES C RAGHAVAN  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  

74. Dr. ACHARYA B. N. (206)  
6/1 KUMARACOT LAYOUT  
KUMARA KRUPA ROAD  
HIGH GROUNDS, BANGALORE 560 001  

75. Dr. ACHARYA S. G .S. (205)  
173, 1ST BLOCK  
JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE 560 004  

76. ADITI MADAN(2368)  
DEPT. OF MRDG  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560012  

77. Dr. ADWAIT ANAND GODBOLE(2853)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  
adwaitgodbole@gmail.com  

78. Dr. AIYAR A. S. (204)  
VANI VILAS APARTMENTS  
FLAT A II FL, 163/1 VANI VILAS ROAD  
BASAVANGUDI, BANGALORE 560 004
Dr. P. AJITKUMAR (412)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
ajit@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

ANAND PATWARDHAN (2198)
PARIJAT 208, NCBS, TIFR
GKV, BELLARY ROAD
BANGALORE 560 065
anandrpatwardhan@gmail.com

Dr. ANANDA VARDHAN (2631)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY,
C D SAGAR BLOCK, DAYANANDA SAGAR
INSTITUTIONS, K S LAYOUT
BANGALORE 560 078
h.anandavardhan@gmail.com

Dr. ANIMESH NANDI (682)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

Dr. ANIRBAN BHATTACHARYA (664)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

Dr. ANIRBAN MITRA (2958)
C/O Dr. V NAGARAJA
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
anirban@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

Dr. ANJALI A. KARANDE (742)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
anjali@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

Dr. ANTONY A. (203)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
karun@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in
97. ARUN PRATAP SIKAWAR (2181)
C/O PROF. M. R. S. RAO
JNCASR JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064

98. ARUNITA CHATTERJEE (2369)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT & GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012

99. Dr. ARVIND V. GOSWAMI (2278)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
arvindvgoswami@yahoo.co.in

100. Dr. ARINDAM BASU (1467)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT & GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

101. Dr. ASHOK KUMAR (2578)
C/O PROF. M. R. S. RAO
CHROMATIN BIOLOGY, MBGU
JNCASR, JAKKUR,
BANGALORE 560 064
Ashokbt2001@yahoo.co.in

102. ANUSMITHA SAHOO (2407)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
anusmita@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

103. AWA'ISH KUMAR CHAUDHARY (2337)
C/O PROF. D. N. RAO
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Chaudhary.awanish@gmail.com

104. Dr. BABU P. (594)
BANGALORE GENEI P LTD
NO 6, 6TH MAIN BDA INDUSTRIAL SUBURB
NEAR S.R.S. ROAD, PEENYA
BANGALORE 560 058

105. Dr. BALAGANESH T. S. (462)
CSIR CENTRE FOR MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AND COMPUTER SIMULATION (C-MMACS),
NAL BELUR CAMPUS,
BANGALORE 560 037

106. Dr. BALAJI K. N. (1677)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
balaji@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

107. Dr. BALARAM P. (634)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
pb@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

108. Dr. BALASUBRAMANYA N. N. (199)
1870, CHAYA, 5TH MAIN ROAD
R. P. C. LAYOUT (HAMPINAGARA)
VJAYANAGAR II STF
BANGALORE 560 104
Balunn2002@yahoo.co.in

109. Dr. BALASUBRAMANYAM C. (2309)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
balasubramanyam@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

110. Dr. BENJAMIN FRANKLIN (2132)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
benjamin@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

111. Dr. BHAGAWAT SUBRAMANIAN CHANDRASEKAR (2107)
C/O Dr. DIPANKAR NANDI
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
bhagawatsc@yahoo.co.in

112. Dr. BANISHREE SAHA (2111)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

113. Dr. RAVI H. N. (1152)
BHANU SCIENTIFIC INST CO PVT LTD
INFUSIL HOUSE, PLOT NO. 173, 11TH MAIN
PEENYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PEENYA III PHASE
BANGALORE 560 058

114. Dr. BHOSALE MANOJ HANUMAN RAO (2106)
C/O Dr. DIPANKAR NANDI
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Darshanmicro@gmail.com

115. Dr. BIBHA CHOUDHARY(1956)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
MANIPAL INSTT. OF REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
BANGALORE

116. Dr. BIJAN D. GUPTA (618)
BANGALORE GENEI P LTD
NO 6, 6th MAIN BDA INDUSTRIAL SUBRUB
NEAR S. R. S. ROAD, PEENYA
BANGALORE 560 058

117. Dr. BISWAJIT ROY (1490)
CHROMOUS BIOTECH PVT LTD
842, IND FLOOR, SAHAKAR BHAVAN
A BLOCK, SAHAKAR NAGAR
BANGALORE 560 032

118. Dr. CHANDRABHAS NARAYANA (2974)
CHEMICAL & PHYSICS MATERIALS UNIT
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CENTRE FOR ADVANCED
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064
cbhas@jncasr.ac.in

119. Dr. CHANDRAKALA B. (1222)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

120. Dr. CHANDRAKANT S. KARIGAR (1303)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION, CENTRAL COLLEGE
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 001

121. Dr. CHANDREYEE DATTA (2855)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
(SE-13), INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
chandreyee@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

122. Dr. CHANDRIMA DAS (1447)
TRANSCRIPTION & DISEASE LAB
MBGU, JNCASR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064

123. CHETANA BALIGA(2404)
SADHANA #604, 3RD CROSS
HANUMANTHANAGAR
BANGALORE 560019
chetana.baliga@gmail.com

124. Dr. CHIDANANDA SHARMA S. (1104)
PROFESSOR OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 056
sharma77030@yahoo.com

125. Dr. CHANDRASHEKARAI AH K.S. (2798)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
PES INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BSK III STAGE
HOSAKEREHALLI, BANGALORE 560 085
kschandraks@gmail.com

126. Dr. CHETANA B. (2103)
C/O Dr. DIPANKAR NANDI
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

127. Dr. DANIEL E. V. (562)
68, FERN MEADOWS
BILISIVALI, DODDEGUBBE
BANGALORE 562 149

128. Dr. DEBASHREE BANDOPADHYAY (2343)
DEPT. OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS, BANGALORE 560 029
bdebashree@gmail.com

129. DEBNATH PAL (2452)
BIOINFORMATICS CENTRE
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
dpal@serc.iisc.ernet.in

130. Dr. DEEPAK KUMAR JHA (1771)
TRANSCRIPTION & DISEASE LAB
MBGU, JNCASR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064

131. Dr. DEEPAK KUMAR SAINI (2333)
MOLECULAR REPORDUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Dsaini@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in

132. Dr. DEEPALAKSHMI P. D. (1467A)
133. DEEPAK THANKAPPAN NAIR (2524)
NCBS-TIFR, GKVK CAMPUS
BELLARY ROAD, BANGALORE 560 065
deepaknair@ncbs.res.in

134. Dr. DEEPTI JAIN (2830)
NCBS, TIFR- GKVK CAMPUS
BELLARY ROAD,
BANGALORE 560 065
Deepj11@gmail.com

135. Dr. DEVARAJ V. R. (1302)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION, CENTRAL COLLEGE
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY, BANGALORE 560 001

136. Dr. DEVARAJU K. S. (2050)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECH
JNANA BHARATHI CAMPUS
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 056
ksdevaraju@bub.ernet.in

137. Dr. DEVANJAN SINHA (2276)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
devanjansinha@yahoo.com

138. Dr. DHIMAN SARKAR B (1219)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

139. Dr. DIPANKAR CHATTERJEE (336)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
dipankar@mibui.iisc.ernet.in

140. DEVRAM SAMPAT GHORPADE (2703)
C/O Dr. K. N. BALAJI
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
devramsghorpade@gmail.com

141. Dr. DIPANKAR NANDI (1157)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
nandi@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

142. Dr. DIPSHIKA CHAKRAVORTHY (1689)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
dipa@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

143. Dr. C. DURGA RAO (332)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
cdr@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

144. Dr. EASA NAGAMALLESWARI (2856)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY(SE-13)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
malleswari@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

145. Dr. GAITI HASAN (1667)
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TATA INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
GKVK CAMPUS, BELLARY ROAD
BANGALORE 560 065

146. Dr. GANESH NAGARAJU (2261)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
nganesh@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

147. GAJENDRADHAR DWIVEDI (2319)
C/O PROF. D N RAO
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Gajendra_microbiology@yahoo.com

148. Dr. GAUTAM PAREEK (2277)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Goutampareek84@gmail.com

149. Dr. GEETHA RAMACHANDRAN (196)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
G. K. V. K. CAMPUS
BANGALORE 560 065

150. Dr. GIRISH S. T. (2059)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
JHANA BHARATHI CAMPUS
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 056
stgirisha@gmail.com

151. Dr. GOLI DIVAKAR (1154)
ACHARYA & B M REDDY COLLEGE
OF PHARMACY, 1ST STAGE PEENYA
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BANGALORE 560 058

152. Dr. GOPAL B. (1613)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
bgopal@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

153. Dr. K. P. GOPINATHAN (195)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
kp@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

154. Dr. GOUTAM DAS (478)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

155. Dr. HARI RAJ SINGH (2199)
STUDENTS RESIDENCE
JNCSR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064
harirajs@rediffmail.com

156. Dr. RAJA C MUGASIMANGALAM (2290)
GENOTYPIC TECHNOLOGY (P) LTD
#2/13, BALAJI COMPLEX
80 FEET ROAD, POOJARI LAYOUT
RMV SECOND STAGE, BANGALORE 560 098
raja@genotypic.co.in

157. Dr. RAMESH AITHAL G. R. (693)
SRI SARASWATHI LODGE
6, 2ND CROSS GANDHI NAGAR
BANGALORE 560 009

158. Dr. HARSHA ROYAL JOSEPH (1289)
12 AHMED SAIT ROAD
FAZER TOWN, BANGALORE 560 005

159. Dr. HEMALATHA BALARAM (460)
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CENTRE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH, JAKKUR POST

BANGALORE 560 064

160. Dr. HENA FIRDUS(1993)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
CENTRE FOR LIFE SCIENCE
CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF JHARKHAND
RATU-LOHARDAGA ROAD, CTI CAMPUS
BRAMBE, RANCHI-835205
hena.firdaus@cuj.ac.in

161. Dr. JACOB T. M. (194)
51, 10TH MAIN CROSS ROAD
WEST OF CHORD ROAD
BANGALORE 560 086

162. Dr. JACOB E. JOHN (1538)
6A, 7TH ROAD NANDIDURG EXTN
BANGALORE 560 046

163. Dr. JACOB PAUL V. J. (1470)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE
LALBAGH ROAD, BANGALORE 560 027

164. Dr. JAGANNADHA RAO A. (193)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
ajrao@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

165. Dr. JAGANNATHA H. M.(465)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

166. Dr. JAMMA TRINATH(2076)
C/O Dr. K.N. BALAJI
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

167. Dr. JANAKI BABU(1491)
# 706, 7TH MAIN
J P NAGAR III PHASE
BANGALORE 560 078

168. Dr. JAYA IYER (658)
19, NTI LAYOUT, RMV II STAGE
DOLLARS COLONY
BANGALORE 560 094

169. Dr. JAYABASKARAN C. (241)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
190. Dr. KUSUM RAMACHANDRAN (2152)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
DAYANANDASAGARE INSTITUTIONS
K S LAYOUT, BANGALORE 560 078
drkusumr@yahoo.com

191. Dr. LAKSHMINARAYANA(2051)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECH
JNANA BHARATHI CAMPUS
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 056
Rlna2@yahoo.com

192. Dr. LAXMI NARAYAN MISHRA (2257)
C/O PROF. M.R.S. RAO
CHROMATIN BIOLOGY LAB
MBGU, JNCASAR, BANGALORE 500 064
lnmishra@jncasr.ac.in

193. Dr. LAKSHMI SITA (189)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

194. Dr. MADYASTHA K. M. (375)
162, 5th MAIN, 4th CROSS
NGEF LAYOUT, SANJAYNAGAR
BANGALORE 560 094

195. Dr. MADHUJA SAMADDAR (2279)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
ltmsad24u@gmail.com

196. Dr. MAHADEVAN S. (683)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
mahij@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in

197. Dr. MAHADEVAN S. (188)
#21, 1ST CROSS ROAD
SUNDER NAGAR
GOKULA, BANGALORE 560 054

198. MAHESH MASNA(2361)
DEPT OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012

199. Dr. MAHANTA P. K. (89)
HINDUSTAN LEVER LTD

200. Dr. MAJETY NAGA LEELARAM (2608)
C/O Dr. V NAGARAJA
DEPT OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
leela@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

201. MALATHI SRINIVASAN (2606)
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC
PLANTS (CIMAP), ALLASANDRA
G KVK POST
BANGALORE 560 065
m.srinivasan@cimap.res.in

202. Dr. MAMTA RAI (1984)
C/O Dr. UPENDRA NANGTHOMBA
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

203. MALTESH KAMBALI (2374)
CENTRE FOR NEUROSCIENCES
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012

204. Dr. MANJU BANSAL (249)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
mb@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

205. Dr. MANJUNATH N. H. (1304)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY,
BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION, CENTRAL COLLEGE,
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY, BANGALORE 560 001

206. Dr. MANJUNATH R. (884)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
mnjhm@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

207. Dr. MATHEW JOHN (2345)
DEPT OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS, BANGALORE 560 029
mathewbio@gmail.com

208. MAYA MATHEW (2312)
DEPT. OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS, POST BAG NO 2900
BANGALORE 560 029
mayamathewp@yahoo.com
228. Dr. NAJLA ARSHAD (2068)
# 10, CARLESTON ROAD
COOKE TOWN,
BANGALORE 560 005
nagendraphn@gmail.com

229. Dr. NANDAKUMAR D.N. (2306)
DEPT. OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS, BANGALORE 560 029
dmanda@gmail.com

230. NANDAKUMAR K S (2438)
D-209, IISC CAMPUS
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Nandk6@hotmail.com

231. Dr. NARASIMAHA RAO D. (400)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
dnrao@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

232. Dr. NEYEEM ULLAH KHAN (763)
ST JOSEPH'S COLLEGE
RESIDENCY ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

233. Dr. NILANJANA CHATTERJEE (1514)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

234. Dr. NISHANA M. (2229)
C/O Dr. SATHEES C RAGHAVAN
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Seriousstalk@gmail.com

235. Dr. PADMANABAN G. (184)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
geree@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

236. DR. PADMA PRIYA P(2113)
NO.1, THUNGA APARTMENTS,
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE-560012

237. Dr. PANJAMURTHY (2273)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE

238. Dr. PARIJAT SENAPATI (2204)
TRANScription & DISEase LABORATORY
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & GENETICS UNIT
JNCASR, BANGALORE 560 064

239. Dr. PATRICK D' SILVA (1944)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

240. Dr. PERUR N. (183)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY & SOILS
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
HEBBAL, BANGALORE 560 024

241. Dr. PODDER S. K. (182)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

242. Dr. POOJA AGGARWAL(1629)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

243. Dr. PRASHANT PURUSHOTTAM DAMKE (2591)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
prashantdamke@gmail.com

244. Dr. PRAVEEN KARANTH (2282)
CENTRE FOR ECOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
karanth@ces.iisc.ernet.in

245. Dr. T. PURUSHOTTAM (421)
RALLIS INDIA LIMITED
DEPT. OF TOXICOLOGY
RALLIS AGROCHEMICAL RESEARCH CENTRE
PLOT NO 21&22, POST BOX NO 5813
PENYA II PHASE, BANGALORE 560 058

246. Dr. PURUSHOTHAM B(1943)
#63, OFF MAGADI ROAD
VISHWANEEDAM POST
BANGALORE 560 091

247. Dr. RAGHAVAN VARADRAJAN (655)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
248. Dr. RAGHAVENDRA RAO (179)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
varadar@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

249. LT. GEN. D. RAGHUNATH (1705)
247, II MAIN ROAD
VII BLOCK, JAYANAGAR
BANGALORE 560 078
Vats107r@vsnl.net

250. Dr. RAGHUNATH N (2223)
RESEARCH SCHOLAR
DEPARTMENT OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH AND NEUROSCIENCES(NIMHANS)
HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560029.
neurorag@gmail.com

251. RAHUL MODAK (2451)
MBGU,
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CENTRE FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH, JAKKUR POST
BANGALORE 560064
Rahulmodak123@gmail.com

252. DR. RAJALAKSHMI GOPE (1398)
B-701 AJMERA INFINITY
ELECTRONIC CITY PHASE -1
NEELADRI MAIN ROAD
BANGALORE 560 100
rfgope@yahoo.com

253. Dr. RAJAN R. DIGHE (442)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT & GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
rdighe@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in

254. RAKEE YADAV (2327)
C/O Dr. SATHEES C RAGHAVAN
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
rakeshsic@gmail.com

255. Dr. RAMACHANDRAN H. D. (2153)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL COLLEGE CAMPUS
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 001
Drr_chandran@yahoo.com

256. Dr. RAM RAJASEKARAN (759)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
lipid@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

257. Dr. RAMACHANDRA SWAMY (1305)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION, CENTRAL COLLEGE
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 001

258. Dr. J. RAMACHANDRAN (467)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

259. Dr. S. G. RAMACHANDRA (2269)
CENTRAL ANIMAL FACILITY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
sgri@caf.iisc.ernet.in

260. Dr. RAMAKRISHNAN T. (181)
71, SARADA COLONY, KBPCS LOAYOUT
3RD STAGE, IV BLOCK, WEST OF CHORD ROAD
BASEVISHWARANAGAR
BANGALORE 560 079

261. Dr. RAMAN K. ROY (376)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

262. Dr. RAMASHARMA T. (180)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
ramasarma@hotmail.com

263. Dr. RAMESH KUMAR JHA (1515)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

264. Dr. RAMESHA K. P. (810)
EMBRYO TECHNOLOGY LAB
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ADUGODI, BANGALORE 560 030

265. Dr. RANGARAJAN P. N. (676)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
pnr@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

266. Dr. RANGANATHA S R (2334)
S/O C. RAMANNA
SOMASAGARA, MANNE (POST)
NELAMANGALA ( TALUK)
BANGALORE 562 132
rangananaths@yahoo.co.in

267. Dr. RAO M. R. S. (421A)
PRESIDENT
CHROMATIN BIOLOGY LAB
MBGU, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CENTRE FOR ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH ( JNCASR)
BANGALORE 560 064
mrsrao@jncasr.in

268. Dr. RASHMI R(1862)
18/3, 9TH MAIN, 3RD BLOCK
JAYANAGAR
BANGALORE 560 011

269. Dr. RASHNA BHANDARI (1258)
G3/207 EVEREST APARTMENTS
8TH MAIN, 11TH CROSS
MALLESWARAM, BANGALORE 560 003

270. Dr. RAVIKUMAR B. V (467)
MANAGING DIRECTOR
XCYTON DIAGNOSTICS LTD
15/3 JYOTHI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
ABBIGERE MAIN ROAD, K G HALLI,
BANGALORE 560 015
ravikiran@bub.ernet.in

271. Dr. RAVIKIRAN T(2052)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECH
JNANA BHARATHI CAMPUS
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 056
ravikiran@bub.ernet.in

272. REGINA J D'SOUZA(2364)
DEPT. OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS
BANGALORE 560 029
regidsouza@gmail.com

273. RENUKA SRIHARI(2355)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LAKSHMI AMMANNI COLLEGE
BANGALORE 560003
rsh1_thesis@rediffmail.com

274. Dr. RESHMA (3001)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
PES INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

BANGALORE 560 012
reshma@pes.edu

275. Dr. RITESH KUMAR (2121)
C/O Dr. D. N. RAO
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

276. Dr. ROHINI MATTOO (2067)
#690, SYNDICATE BANK ROAD
I STAGE, INDIRANAGAR
BANGALORE

277. Dr. RUBY TANDON (1953)
C/O Dr. SATEES C RAGHAVAN
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

278. Dr. RUCHIKA SHARMA (2160)
C/O Dr. D. N. RAO
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Ruchikasharma82@gmail.com

279. Dr. RUDRAMMAJI L. M. S.(1584)
2, GROUND FLOOR BLOCK I
GANA RESIDENCY,
KUMARASWAMY LAYOUT PIPELINE
BANGALORE 560 078

280. Dr. SALAM HEROJEET SINGH(1992)
C/O Dr. UPENDRA NANGTHOMBA
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT & GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

281. Dr. SANDHYA PADMANABHAN
KOUSHIKA(1669)
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TATA INSTIUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH
GKVK CAMPUS, BELLARY ROAD
BANGALORE 560 065

282. Dr. SANDHYA S. VISWESWARIAH (470)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT & GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

60
sandhya@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in

283. SANDYA S (2383)
DEPT. OF INORGANIC PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
sandhya@ipc.iisc.ernet.in

284. Dr. SANDRA MISQUITH (446)
LITTLE FLOWER
1/6 LAZAR ROAD, (CROSS ROAD)
BANGALORE 560 005

285. Dr. SANGITA ROY (2288)
B-004 EPITOME CROWN
RANKA COLONY RD
BANNERGHATTA ROAD,
BILEKAHALLI, BANGALORE – 560076
roysangita@hotmail.com

286. Dr. SANJAY PRASAD (2295)
SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
DEPT. OF INORGANIC & PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
sanjay@ipc.iisc.ernet.in

287. Dr. SANKOLLI G. M. (1492)
NO 6, 6th MAIN BDA INDUSTRIAL SUBRUB
NEAR S. R. S. ROAD, PEENYA
BANGALORE 560 012

288. SANNULA KESAVARDANA (2403)
C/O Dr. RAGHAVAN VARADARAJAN
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
skesav@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

289. Dr. SANTANU DATTA (463)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

290. SARASWTHI R. (2375)
# 533, 16TH CROSS, 35TH MAIN
6TH PHASE J P NAGAR
BANGALORE 560078
Suresh.saras@gmail.com

291. Dr. SARADA SUBRAMANAN (1269)
DEPT. OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS, BANGALORE 560 029

292. Dr. SARASWATHI RAMAN D. N.(1542)

# 94, 8th A MAIN,
HMT LAYOUT, R. T. NAGAR
BANGALORE 560 032
smadam@yahoo.co.in

293. Dr. SINAM YOIRENTOMBA MEETEI (2982)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Yoirensinam03@gmail.com

294. Dr. SASMITA SABAT (2526)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
PESIT, BANASHANKARI II STAGE
BANGALORE 560 085
Sasmita.tripathy277@gmail.com

295. Dr. SATHEES C. RAGHAVAN(1693)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

296. Dr. SAUMITRA DAS (1166)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
das@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

297. Dr. SAVITHA SHARMA (1178)
HINDUSTAN LEVER RESEARCH CENTRE
64 MAIN ROAD, WHITEFIELD
BANGALORE 560 066

298. Dr. SAVITHRI H. S. (399)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
bchss@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

299. Dr. K. SEKAR(1756)
BIOINFORMATICS CENTRE
RAMAN BUILDING, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF
SCIENCE, BANGALORE 560 012
sekar@physics.iisc.ernet.in

300. Dr. SELVI B R (2032)
TRANSCRIPTION & DISEASE LAB
MBGU, JNCASR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064

301. Dr. SESHAGIRI P. B. (419)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
polani@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in
Dr. SHADAKSHARA SWAMY M. (174)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
CENTRAL COLLEGE
BANGALORE 560 001
Santhi.koppala@gmail.com

Dr. SHANTI K.N. (2799)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
PES INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
BSK III STAGE, HOSAKEREHALLI
BANGALORE 560 085
Santhi.koppala@gmail.com

Dr. SHASHIDHARA K. S. (2587)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
SAPTHAGIRI COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
#14/5, CHIKKASANDRA, HESARAGHATTA MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE 560 052
shash4d@yahoo.com

Dr. SHLINI P. (1863)
C/O Ghatte, #115, K R LAYOUT
17TH CROSS, J. P. NAGAR 6TH PHASE
BANGALORE 560 078

Dr. SHANKARANARAYANAYA RAO B. S.(1694)
DEPT. OF NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH & NEURO SCIENCES, NIMHANS, P B # 2900, HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE 560 029

Dr. SHAILA M. S. (175)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
shaila@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

Dr. SHANDIL R. K. (1220)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

Dr. SHANKAR RAO K. (178)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
daradwaj@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

Dr. SHARAT CHANDRA H. (176)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
sharat@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

Dr. SHEETAL S. SALVI (1983)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH (IISER), FIRST FLOOR,
CENTRAL TOWER, SAI TRINITY BUILDING
GARWARE CIRCLE, SUTARWADI, PASHAN
PUNE, MAHARASHTRA 411021
salviss01@gmail.com

Dr. SHEETAL SHARMA(1950)
C/O Dr. SATHEES C RAGHAVAN
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

Dr. SHINDE MAHOHAR (2126)
HEAD METABOLOMICS
AVESTAGENOME PROJECT
CREATOR 5TH FLOOR
WHITEFIELD, BANGALORE 560 066
drsmanohar@gmail.com

Dr. SHIVANAND M HEGDE(2158)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Shivanandhegde@gmail.com

Dr. SHIVAKUMARA B. (2065)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

PERMANENT ADD
MAGABAGATTA (POST)
HOSADURGA (TALUK)
CHITRADURGA (DIST) 577 512

Dr. SRABANTI RAKSHIT(2102)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
Srabanti28@yahoo.com

Dr. SREENIVASA RAO AMARANENI (2315)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
PES INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
100 FT RING ROAD, BSK 3RD STAGE
BANGALORE 560 085
sramaraneni@yahoo.com
319. Dr. SREENIVASA B P (2487)  
SENIOR SCIENTIST, IVRI  
HEBBAL, BANGALORE 560 024  
bpsrini@gmail.com

320. Dr. SREEPRIYA (2053)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECH 
JNANA BHARATHI CAMPUS  
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY  
BANGALORE 560 056  
Mpriya7@yahoo.com

321. SREYASHI MITRA(2349)  
MBGU, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CENTRE FOR 
ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH (JNCASR)  
BANGALORE 560 064

322. Dr. SHRIKANTH GADAD (1859)  
TRANSCRIPTION & DISEASE LAB 
MBGU, JNCASR, JAKKUR  
BANGALORE 560 064

323. Dr. SHIKHA LALORAYA(1579)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  
slaloraya@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

324. SHOBHA E.(2406)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560012

325. Dr. SHRINA CHHABRA(1621)  
C/O PAWAN CHHABRA 
INFOSYS TECHNOLOGIES LTD  
44 ELECTRONIC CITY, HOSUR ROAD  
BANGALORE 560 100

326. Dr. SHYAMALA MANI (2268)  
CENTRE FOR NEUROSCIENCE 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  
shyamala@cns.iisc.ernet.in

327. Dr. SIDDALINGA MURTHY K. R. (1301)  
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY 
BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION, CENTRAL COLLEGE  
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY  
BANGALORE 560 001

328. Dr. SIDHARTHAN ARUNACHALAM (1984)  
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  
sidd@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

329. Dr. SINGH A. M. (467)  
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA  
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL  
BANGALORE 560 024

330. SMRITHI MURTHY (2373)  
DEPT. OF MRDG 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  
smithmurthy@gmail.com

331. Dr. SINDHU MURTHY (2401)  
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA  
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL  
BANGALORE 560 024

332. SREEKRISHNAN (1502)  
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA  
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL  
BANGALORE 560 024

333. Dr. SREEKANTH V(2464)  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE  
BANGALORE 560 012  
ssv@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

334. Dr. SREENIVASA B. RAO (574)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
BANGALORE INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES & HOSPITAL, VIGNAN EDUCATION FOUNDATION  
5/3 HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE 560 029

335. Dr. SREENIVASA (477)  
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA  
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL  
BANGALORE 560 024

336. Dr. SREEKRISHNA V.(1585)  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
BANGALORE INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES & HOSPITAL, VIGNAN EDUCATION FOUNDATION  
5/3 HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE 560 029

337. Dr. SREENIVASA B. RAO (574)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY 
BANGALORE INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES & HOSPITAL, VIGNAN EDUCATION FOUNDATION  
5/3 HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE 560 029
339. Dr. SRIVIDYA SHIVAKUMAR (1973)
203, GITANJALI PARADISE
14 NAGAVARPALYA, C V RAMAN NAGAR
BANGALORE 560 093

340. Dr. G. Y. C. V. SUBBALAKSHMI (518)
LECTURER IN NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIHMANS, BANGALORE 560 029

341. Dr. SUBBA RAO GANGISETTY (2335)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
subba@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

342. Dr. SUBRAMANI T. (2156)
#104, SRI VENKATESWARA NILAYA
I CROSS, 7TH MAIN MCHS LAYOUT
BTM IST STAGE, BANGALORE 560 029
Subhash802008@yahoo.com

343. Dr. SUBRAMANYA H. (2036)
AURIGENE DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES
ELECTRONIC CITY PHASE II, HOSUR ROAD
39-40 KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA
BANGALORE 560 100

344. Dr. SUDHIR CHANDRA ROY (1387)
SCIENTIST (SS), MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
LABORATORY, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ANIMAL NUTRITION AND PHYSIOLOGY
(NIANP),
ADUGODI P.O., BANGALORE-560 030
sudhircroy@rediffmail.com

345. Dr. SUDHIR KRISHNA(1666)
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES
TATA INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL
RESEARCH
GKV KAMPUS, BELLARY ROAD
BANGALORE 560 065

346. Dr. K. SUGENDRAN (1980)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INSTITUTE OF AEROSPACE MEDICINE (IAM)
INDIAN AIRFORCE, AIRPORT ROAD

347. SUJATA KUMARI (2360)
TRANSCRIPTION DISEASE LAB
MBGU, JNCASR
JAKKUR, BANGALORE 560064
sujatak@jncasr.ac.in

348. Dr. SUMAN KAPOOR (2255)
C/O Dr. UMESH VARSHNEY
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
suman@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

349. Dr. SUNIL S. MORE(1763)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTER FOR POST GRADUATE STUDIES Jain
UNIVERSITY, 18/3, 9TH MAIN, 3RD BLOCK
JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE 560 011

350. Dr. SUNITA S. N. (2589)
C/O PROF. K.R. SREENIVAS
ENGINEERING MECHANICS UNIT (EMU),
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CENTRE FOR
ADVANCED SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
(JNCASR)
BANGALORE 560 064
Sunitha.shroff@gmail.com

351. Dr. SUNEETHA P. (1994)
C/O Dr. UPENDRA NANGTHOMBA
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT &
GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

352. Dr. SUNITA MARIA DE SOUZA (1221)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

353. Dr. SUNIL S. MORE(1763)
DEPT. OF STUDIES IN CHEMISTRY
CENTRAL COLLEGE CAMPUS
DR. B. R. AMBEDKAR VEEDH
BANGALORE UNIVERSITY, BANGALORE 560 001

354. Dr. SUROLIA A. (324)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
surolia@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

355. Dr. SWAGATA GHATAK(2057)
C/O Dr. S. K. SIKDAR
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

356. Dr. SWARUP KUMAR MUKERJEE (630)
MAHARASTRA HYBRID SEEDS CO. LTD
P O BOX NO 7626,
BANGALORE 560 076

357. SHARMILA T. (2461)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
J B CAMPUS, BANGALORE UNIVERSITY
BANGALORE 560 056
Sharmila1966@yahoo.co.in

358. SHWETA N KARAMBELKAR (2376)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

359. Dr. TADI SATISH KUMAR (2089)
C/O Dr. SATHEES C RAGHAVAN
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

tanu@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

360. TANUSHREE NAIK (2367)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012

361. Dr. TAPAS K. KUNDU (1554)
TRANSCRIPTION & DISEASE LAB
JNCASR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064
tapas@jncasr.ac.in

362. Dr. TARANTH SHETTY K. (519)
DEPT. OF NEUROCHEMISTRY
NIMHANS, BANGALORE 560 029

363. Dr. THIPPESWAMY M (2595)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
tippu@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

364. Dr. THOMAS ANTONY (2037)
AURIGENE DISCOVERY TECHNOLOGIES
ELECTRONIC CITY PHASE II, HOSUR ROAD
39-40 KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA
BANGALORE 560 100

365. UJJWAL RATHORE (2377)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
Ujjwalrathore13@gmail.com

366. Dr. UJJINI H. MANJUNATHA (1940)
#217, 30TH MAIN
J. P. NAGAR 6TH PHASE
BANGALORE 560 078
Manjunath.ujjini@novastir.com

367. UMENDER SHARMA (2540)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

368. Dr. UMESH VARSHNEY (617)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
varshney@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

369. Dr. UPENDRA NONGTHOMBA (1690)
MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT & GENETICS, INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
upendra@mrdg.iisc.ernet.in

370. Dr. USHA NATRAJ (377)
120, ADARSHA VISTA
BASAVANAGAR
BANGALORE 560 037

371. Dr. USHA VIJAYRAGHAVAN (629)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
uvr@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

372. Dr. UTPAL NATH (1657)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
utpal@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

373. Dr. UTPAL S. TATU (1102)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
tatu@biochem.iisc.ernet.in
374. Dr. VATHSALA P. G. (1460)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
vats@biochem.iisc.ernet.in

375. Dr. VASANTHI RAMACHANDRAN (1267)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD, HEBBAL
BANGALORE 560 024

376. Dr. VASU KOMMIREDDY (2135)
C/O PROF. V NAGARAJA LABORATORY
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

377. Dr. VENKATESHWARA RAO R. (630A)
NO.4, 100 FT ROAD, V BLOCK
KORAMANGALA
BANGALORE 560 095

378. Dr. VIJAYA S. (484)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
vijayal@mcbl.iisc.ernet.in

379. Dr. VIJAYACHANDRA (1941)
#2, FLAT NO S04,
4TH CROSS ROAD, SUBEDAR PALYA
YESHWANTPUR, BANGALORE 560 022
K.vijayachandra@yahoo.co.in

380. Dr. VIJAYAN M. (367)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
mv@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

381. Dr. VIJAYRAGHAVAN K. (628)
DIRECTOR
NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
GKVK CAMPUS, BANGALORE 560 064

382. Dr. VIJAYALAKSHMI RAVIDRANATH (522)
CENTRE FOR NEURO SCIENCES
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012

383. Dr. S. VIJAYSARATHY(460)
ASTRA ZENECA RESEARCH FOUNDATION INDIA
BELLARY ROAD
HEBBAL, BANGALORE 560 024

384. Dr. VILAS P. SINKAR (1177)

385. Dr. VIMLESH CHAUHAN (2081)
#21, 670/3, SECTOR A
RAMAIH REDDY COLONY
BASAVANAGAR,
BANGALORE 560 037

386. Dr. VINAY BULUSU (2033)
TRANSCRIPTION & DISEASE LAB
MBGU, JNCASR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560 064

387. Dr. VIRUPAKSHA T. K. (521)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
BANGALORE 560 0

388. VISHNU JANARDAN(2353)
#54, 9TH CROSS, 8TH MAIN
SWIMMING POOL EXTN
MALLESWARAM, BANGALORE 560 003
vishnu.janardan@gmail.com

389. Dr. VEENA B. MEGADI(1766)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
OXFORD ENGINEERING COLLEGE
BOMMANAHALLI, BANGALORE 560 068

390. VAMSEE ADITYA MALLJELSYULA(2402)
MOLECULAR BIOPHYSICS UNIT
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560012
vamsee@mbu.iisc.ernet.in

391. VEENA S. ANIL(2423)
C/O H ANIL, 9/D 13TH CROSS
JAYAMAHAL EXTENSION
BANGALORE 560046
veenaanil@ymail.com

392. VENKATESHA R. T. (2441)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY & APPLIED GENETICS
DAYANANDA SAGAR COLLEGE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, K S LAYOUT, BANGALORE 560078
393. Dr. WILLIAM RASICAN SURIN (2265)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
BANGALORE 560 012
vrampura@gmail.com
wrsurin@mcbi.iisc.ernet.in

394. Dr. YOGESH BHOURAJ OSTWAL (2200)
STUDENTS RESIDENCE
JNCASR, JAKKUR
BANGALORE 560064
yogeshfreebird@gmail.com

395. Dr. YUGANDHAR REDDY B. S. (2727)
1103/14, 16TH MAIN ROAD
SRINAGAR, BANGALORE 560050
Yugi1001@gmail.com

CHANDIGARH

396. Dr. AHULWALIA (142)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

397. Dr. AKHTA MAHMOOD (141)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

398. Dr. AMIT SEHGAL (2488)
DEPT OF ZOOLOGY
PANJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014
Sehgalamitres@gmail.com

399. Dr. AMITA MAHAJAN (1391)
1626 SECTOR 44 B
CHANDIGARH 160 047

400. ANSHU PRIYA (2391)
LAB No 3034, 3rd FLOOR
DEPT. OF EXPT MEDICINE & BIOTECH
RESEARCH BLOCK B
PGIMER, CHANDIGARH 160012

401. Dr. ANURADHA CHAKRABORTI (1286)
DEPT. OF EXPERIMENTAL BIOTECH
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

402. Dr. (Mrs.) ARCHANA BHATNAGAR (1744)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014
Bhatnagar.archana@gmail.com

403. Dr. ARPES BHATTACHARYYA (140)
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
177-G INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE I
CHANDIGARH

404. Dr. BALVINDER SINGH (2583)
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
SECTOR 39-A, CHANDIGARH 160036
bvs@imtech.res.in

405. BHARANI KRISHNA M A (2390)
LAB No 3034, 3rd FLOOR
DEPT. OF EXPT MEDICINE & BIOTECH
RESEARCH BLOCK B
PGIMER, CHANDIGARH 160012

406. Dr. DANI H. M. (355)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

407. Dr. DUA I. S. (1502)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

408. Dr. GANESAN K. (1601)
SCIENTIST, INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL
TECHNOLOGY, SECTOR 39 A
CHANDIGARH 160 036

409. Dr. GILL K. D. (139)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

410. Dr. INDU VERMA (849)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

411. Dr. JAGADEEP KAUR (871)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

412. Dr. JAGMOHAN SINGH (849)
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
SECTOR 39-A
CHANDIGARH 160 036

413. Dr. Jain P. K. (272)
MEDICAL ELECTRONIC INSTITUTE DIVISION
CENTRAL SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS
ORGANISATION, SECTOR 30,
CHANDIGARH

414. Dr. Jaspreet Kaur (902)
H.No. 2520, SECTOR-22 C
CHANDIGARH 160 022

415. Dr. Jethi R. K. (373)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

416. Dr. Jyotdeep Kaur (685)
NO 3052, SECTOR 38-D
CHANDIGARH 160 014
Jyotdeep@usa.net

417. Dr. Kalyani V Deshpande (2085)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DR. H S J INSTT OF DENTAL SCIENCES &
HOSPITAL, PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
SECTOR 25, CHANDIGARH 160 014

418. Dr. Karthikeyan S. (2584)
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
SECTOR 39-A, CHANDIGARH 160036
skarthik@imtech.res.in

419. Dr. Kholi K. K. (138)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

420. Dr. Kholi (137)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

421. Dr. Khuller G. (136)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

422. Dr. Mahmood S. (1090)
DEPT. OF EXPT. MED & BIOTECHNOLOGY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

423. Dr. Majumder S. (668)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 012

424. Dr. Mann A. P. S. (135)
ADVISOR SUGARFED
SCO 128-129, II FLOOR SECTOR 8C
CHANDIGARH
deanhs@pau.chd.nic.in

425. Dr. Manoj Kumar (2489)
DEPT OF ZOOLOGY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014
Manoj.researcher@gmail.com

426. Dr. Meenu Kaur (684)
NO 3173, SECTOR 40D
CHANDIGARH 160 014

427. Dr. Mehdi Forouzan Deh Moghadam (848)
P O BOX 1226 SECTOR 14
CHANDIGARH

428. Dr. Nair C. R. (134)
DEPT. OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINES
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

429. Dr. Navneet Agnihotri (1743)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

430. Dr. Neena Mehta (1510)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

431. Dr. Neetu (1354)
119-C MATA GUJRI HALL
PANJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

432. Dr. Nitin (134A)
DEPT. OF HEPATOLOGY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

433. Dr. Ohja S. (1381)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

434. Dr. Parikshit Bansal (848A)
435. Dr. PRADIP K. CHAKRABORTI (750)
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
POST BOX NO 1304, SEC 39-A
CHANDIGARH 160 014

436. Dr. PRAMOD KUMAR AVTI (1432)
DEPT. OF BIOPHYSICS
RESEARCH B BLOCK, 5TH FLOOR
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

437. Dr. RAJAT SANDHIR (1625)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

438. Dr. RAJESH SEHGAL (135A)
H. NO. 142, SECTOR 22A
CHANDIGARH 160 022

439. Dr. RAJESHWAR SHARMA (435)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

440. Dr. RAKHEE (2363)
LAB No 3034, 3rd FLOOR
RES. BLOCK B
DEPT. OF EXPTL. MEDICINE & BIOTECHNOLOGY
PGIMER, CHANDIGARH 160 012

441. Dr. I. SAROJ DUA (276)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014
sarojdua@rediffmail.com

442. Dr.(rv.ir.133)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

443. Dr. RAVI KANT SHARMA (2086)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DR. H. S. J. INSTT OF DENTAL SCIENCES &
HOSPITAL, PANJAB UNIVERSITY
SECTOR 25, CHANDIGARH 160 014

444. Dr. RAVI KIRAN (133)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014
ravi_kiran37@usa.net

445. Dr. RENUKA (252)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

446. Dr. SADHANA SHARMA (1507)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

447. Dr. SATYAVATI RANA (597)
DEPT. OF GASTROENTEROLOGY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

448. Dr. RAJESHWAR SHARMA (435)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

449. Dr. SAVITA PRASHAR (2084)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DR. H. S. J. INSTT OF DENTAL SCIENCES &
HOSPITAL, PANJAB UNIVERSITY
SECTOR 25, CHANDIGARH 160 014

450. Dr. SEKHAR MAJUMDAR (715)
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY
A-12/III SECTOR 39- A
CHANDIGARH 160 014

451. Dr. SEN S. K.(132)
DEPT.OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

452. Dr. SHARMA S. D. (1506)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

453. Dr. SINGLA S .K. (140A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PUNJAB UNIVERSITY
CHANDIGARH 160 014

454. Dr. SRIRUPA MUKHOPADHYAY (2807)
#1074, SECTOR 38B, 1ST FLOOR
CHANDIGARH 160 036
Srirupa.mu@yahoo.com
455. Dr. SUJATA GHOSH (1505)  
DEPT. OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE & BIOTECH,  
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL  
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

456. Dr. SUKESH CHANDER SHARMA(1509)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
PANJAB UNIVERSITY  
CHANDIGARH 160 014  
sukeshcs@pu.ac.in

457. Dr. SUMEET LABANA (993)  
78, SEC 27-A  
CHANDIGARH 160 019

458. Dr. SUSHUMNA SOOD(1985)  
1105, 15-B,  
CHANDIGARH 160 015

459. Dr. (Mrs.) THUNGAPATHRA M. (1602)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL  
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

460. UTPREKSHYA POKHASEL(2389)  
DEPT. EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE & BIOTECH  
RES. BLOCK B  
PGIMER  
CHANDIGARH 160012

461. VEMIKA CHANDRA (2371)  
C/O PAWAN GUPTA  
INSTITUTE OF MICROBIAL TECH  
SECTOR 39A  
CHANDIGARH 160036

462. Dr. VEENA DHAWAN (1504)  
DEPT. OF EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE & BIOTECH,  
POST GRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL  
EDUCATION & RESEARCH, CHANDIGARH 160 012

CHENNAI

463. Dr. N. ANGAYARKANNI(1755)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY RESEARCH  
VISION RESEARCH FOUNDATION  
SANKARA NETHRALAYA  
18, COLLEGE ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006  
drrk@snmail.org

464. Dr. ANJU CHADHA ( 2094)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
LABORATORY OF BIO ORGANIC CHEM  
IIT MADRAS, CHENNAI 600 036

465. Dr. APARJITA DEY(2115)  
AU-KBC RESEARCH CENTRE  
MIT CAMPUS CHROMEPET  
CHENNAI 600 044

466. Dr. ARIVAZHAGAN R. (2030)  
CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY DEPT.  
CANCER INSTITUTE, ADAYAR  
CHENNAI 600 020

467. Dr. BALAJEE S. (439)  
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING  
RESEARCH, MADRAS ZONAL LAB  
CSIR CAMPUS, TARAMANI,  
CHENNAI 600 113

468. Dr. BHARATHI RAJA(1960)  
RESEARCH SCHOLAR  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
GUNIDY CAMPUS UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS  
CHENNAI 600 025

469. Dr. CHAKRAVARTHY N. (2824)  
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
RAJALAKSHMI ENGINEERING COL LEGE  
THANKALAM, CHENNAI 602 105  
Florachakravarthy@gmail.com

470. Dr. CHANDRA T. (690)  
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  
CHENNAI 600 036

471. Dr. DEVARAJ H. (1059)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
A. C. COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY  
MADRAS UNIVERSITY  
GUINDY CAMPUS, CHENNAI 600 025

472. Dr. DEVIKA R (2212)  
PLOT NO 14, 4TH STREET  
BALAJI NAGAR (PART III)  
SANTHOSHAPURAM , CHENNAI 600 073  
Vineet_2001@yahoo.com

473. Dr. EMMANUEL SELVANAYAGAM (692)  
PLOT NO 71 4TH STREET  
SHANMUGASUNDARAMA NAGAR  
MADAVARAM, CHENNAI 600 060

474. Dr. GANESH KUMAR A. (2336)  
MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY,  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF OCEAN TECHNOLOGY  
PALLIKARNAI, CHENNAI 600 100  
microganesh@yahoo.com
475. Dr. GAYATHRI V (692A)  
5A/21, FIRST FLOOR, ANNPURNAI ILLAM  
3RD SREET, GANESH AVENUE, SHAKTHI NAGAR  
PORUR, CHENNAI 600 116  
Gayathri.vijayakumar@rajalakshmi.edu.in

476. Dr. GEETHA MUTHUKUMARAN (1231)  
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ANNA UNIVERSITY,  
CHENNAI 600 025

477. Dr. GERALDINE SANDANA MALA J. (1445)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020  
agk@iitm.ac.in

478. Dr. GOPALA KRISHNA A. (2733)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-MADRAS  
CHENNAI 600 036  
agk@iitm.ac.in

479. Dr. GOVINDARAJULU P. (380)  
DEPT. OF ENDOCRINOLOGY,  
TARAMANI, CHENNAI 600 113

480. Dr. GOVINDASWAMY (74)  
READER IN BIOCHEMISTRY  
MADRAS UNIVERSITY  
GUINDY CAMPUS, CHENNAI 600 125

481. Dr. (Mrs.) GOWRI CHANDRASKAN (261)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

482. Dr. GUNASEKARAN (2305)  
D 47, 21ST STREET  
PERIYAR NAGAR, CHENNAI 600 082  
gunasekaran@yahoo.co.in

483. Dr. IVVALA ANAND SHAKER (2619)  
S/O NAGESHWAR RAO  
# 126, GANAPATI STREET, GURUSWAMY NAGAR  
MADHANANDAPURAM, PORUR  
CHENNAI 600 116  
anandshaker@rediffmail.com

484. Dr. JAYASREE R. (2908)  
7/692, J N NAGAR WEST  
MAGAPPAR, CHENNAI 600 037  
Jayasree_haree@yahoo.com

485. Dr. JOHANNA RAJKUMAR(2097)  
NEW NO.21, AIR FORCE  
STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM  
CHENNAI 600 059  
drjohannarajkumar@rediffmail.com

486. Dr. JOSEPH THOMAS (626)  
SPIC SCIENCE FOUNDATION  
110 MOUNT ROAD, CHENNAI 600 032

487. Dr. LALITHA K.(72)  
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  
CHENNAI 600 036

488. Dr. KALPANA DEEPA PRIYA (2307)  
C-2, SANGEETH APARTMENTS  
137, EAST TRACK ROAD  
VELACHERY, CHENNAI 600 042  
kalpanachelian@gmail.com

489. Dr. KARUNAGARAN D. (626A)  
DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY MADRAS  
CHENNAI 600 036  
drjohannarajkumar@rediffmail.com

490. Dr. KARRUNAKARAN C. M. (1583)  
FLAT#A1, MARUTHAM GEM APARTMENTS  
PLOT#188-190, MARUTHY NAGAR MAIN ROAD,  
MADAMBKAM, CHENNAI – 600 126  
c.m.karrunakaran@gmail.com

491. Dr. KAVITHA VIJAYARAGHAVAN (2735)  
#108, F2, SUMITHRA NAGAR  
III STREET, POONAMALLEE, CHENNAI 600 056  
Kavitha.vijayaraghavan@rajalakshmi.edu.in

492. Dr. KRISHNA MOORTHY M. S. (73)  
53/21, PARANKUSAPURAM STREET  
KODAMBKAM 113  
CHENNAI 600 024

493. Dr. MAHADEVAN A. (71)  
40, I MAIN ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR  
CHENNAI 600 020

494. Dr. MALLIKA JAINU (2101)  
DEPT. OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING  
SSN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  
KULAVAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 103  
mallikajain@gmail.com

495. Dr. MATHIVADHANI P.(1783)  
DEPT. OF MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY  
Dr. A.L.M.P.G.I.B.M.S. UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS,  
TARAMANI CAMPUS, CHENNAI 60 113

496. Dr. MATHANGI GANAPATHY(2465)
497. Dr. MAYA SUNDARI R. (358)
DEPT. OF GENETICS
Dr. ALM INSTITUTE OF BASIC MEDICAL SCIENCE, MADRAS UNIVERSITY
GUINDY CAMPUS, CHENNAI 600 125

498. Dr. MOHAMED ALI S. (2827)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
RAJALAKSHMI ENGINEERING COLLEGE
THANDALAM, CHENNAI 602 105

499. Dr. MURALI M R (1961)
RESEARCH SCHOLAR
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GUINDY CAMPUS,
UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS, CHENNAI 600 025

500. Dr. NAGARAJAN B. (70)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & TUMOR BIOCHEMISTRY, CANCER INSTITUTE
CHENNAI 600 020
Caninst@md2.vsnl.net.in

501. Dr. RAMA SHANKER VERMA (2834)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-MADRAS
CHENNAI 600 036
vermars@iitm.ac.in

502. Dr. SATHYANARAYANA N. GUMMADI(2304)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-MADRAS
CHENNAI 600 036
gummadi@iitm.ac.in

503. Dr. SOORAPPAN RAJASEKARAN N(1925)
#109, MADRAS UNIVERSITY
HOSTEL FOR MEN, GUINDY CAMPUS
CHENNAI 600 025

504. Dr. SURAPANENI KRISHNA MOHAN (2137)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SAVEETHA MED. COLLEGE & HOSPITAL
SAVEETHA UNIVERSITY
SAVEETHA NAGAR, THANDALAM
CHENNAI 602 105
Krishnamohan_surapaneni@yahoo.com

505. Dr. NIRANJALI DEVARAJ S. (1058)
A.C. COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
MADRAS UNIVERSITY
516. Dr. PRABHU S. (1906)
NO. 6/2, S S BHAVANAM
SARASWATHY STREET
GVRV SWAMY NAGAR EXTN.
GOWRIVAKKAM, CHENNAI 600073

517. PRAVEEN KUMAR V R(2434)
21, INDUS BLOCK, AKSHAYA HOMES
NOLUMBER, CHENNAI 600095
Pravinkumar_vr@yahoo.co.in

518. Dr. PUVAKRISHNAN R.(649)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

519. Dr. RAJESH JAYACHANDRAN (1521)
OLD NO 33 (NEW NO 103), G. A. ROAD,
OLD WASHERMANPET, CHENNAI 600021
email2rajesh@gmail.com

520. Dr. RAMA RAJARAM (1169)
CEMICAL SCIENCES LABORATORY
CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

521. Dr. RAMESWAR N. I. (1319)
FLAT 9 C M APTS
1 GILL NAGAR 2ND ST
CHOLALI MEDU, CHENNAI 600 094

522. Dr. M. RANGANAYAKI (891)
Sr. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
BIOPRODUCTS LABORATORY
CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

523. Dr. REKHA RAVINDRAN (2734)
# 4, SOWBAGHYA AVENUE, KOTTUR
NEAR PONDICHERY ROAD
CHENNAI 600 025
redhaharishankar@gmail.com

524. Dr. RITA SARKAR (524)
DEPT. OF GENETICS
PGIBMS, TARAMANI
CHENNAI 600 113

525. Dr. ROHINI K.(2289)
AE - 63, 5TH STREET
10TH MAIN ROAD
ANNAKAGAR, CHENNAI 600 040
Rohinik23@gmail.com

526. Dr. ROSE C. (2069)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL LEATHER RES. INSTT.
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

527. SABITHA K. (2405)
#6, PANCHAYAT MAIN ROAD
BLOCK -B-23
RAMS APPARTMENT
PERUNGUDI, CHENNAI 600096
rk_sabitha@yahoo.co.in

528. Dr. SAKTHISEKARAN D. (2096)
DEPT. OF MEDICAL BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS
TARAMANI CAMPUS, CHENNAI 600 113
Dr.sakthisekaran@gmail.com

529. Dr. SARASWATHI R. (1987)
#59, SECOND AVENUE
INDIRA NAGAR, ADAYAR
CHENNAI 600 020

530. Dr. SELVA KUMAR (2826)
24/21, THIRUVALLUVAR STREET
M K B NAGAR, AMBATUR
CHENNAI 600 053

531. Dr. SHANTI RAJENDRAN (808)
PLOT 21 MAYOR
CHITTBABU STREET
HINDUSTAN LEVER COLONY
ANNANAGAR, CHENNAI 600 075

532. Dr. K. N. SHASHIKANTH (526)
SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
BRITANNIA INDIA LTD
MATH ROAD PADI, CHENNAI 600 150

533. Dr. (Mrs.) SHYAMALA DEVI C. S. (381)
READER IN BIOCHEMISTRY
MADRAS UNIVERSITY
GUINDY CAMPUS, CHENNAI 600 125

534. Dr. SIVARAMAKRISHNAN V. M. (525)
137, BIG STREET TRIPPLICANE
CHENNAI

535. Dr. SIVARAMAKRISHNAN V. (2134)
#6, SAROJ NAGAR
ARUNACHALAM STREET
MADIPAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 091
sivainsilico@gmsil.com

536. Dr. SRINIVASAN A. (361)
537. Dr. SRITHARAN V. (719)
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
ANNA UNIVERSITY
CHENNAI 600 025
538. Dr. SUBBULAKSHMI CHIDAMBARAM J(2837)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & CELL BIOLOGY
VISION RESEARCH FOUNDATION, 41COLLEGE ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006
csubbulakshmi@gmail.com
539. . SUDHAKAR N. (2225)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
Dr. M G R UNIVERSITY
MUDURAVAYAL, CHENNAI 95
Nsudha79@gmail.com
540. Dr. SUGUNA L. (1870)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL LEATHER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
541. Dr. K. N. SULOCHANA (1353)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
VISION RESEARCH FOUNDATION
18 COLLEGE ROAD, CHENNAI 600 006
542. Dr. (Mrs.) SUSAN THOMAS ( 2189)
400/4, MANASA APARTMENT
SECOND AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR
CHENNAI 600 040
Mohansusan_2005@yahoo.co.in
543. Dr. SWAYTHA RAMAN (2211)
131/2, FIRST STREET
SOUTH JAGANATHA NAGAR
VILLIVAKKAM, CHENNAI 600 042
Raam_swaytha@yahoo.com
544. Dr. THEPHILUS (527)
WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
CHENNAI 600 020
545. Dr. THIYAGARAJAN G. (2070)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL LEATHER RES. INSTT.
ADYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
546. Dr. UMAMAHESWARI A. (1909)
557. Dr. Francis K. (44)  
AUTONOMOUS POST GRAD  
INSTITUTE UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS  
COIMBATORE 641 041

558. Dr. Gayathri P. (1820)  
2/533, TEACHER’S COLONY  
N.G.G.O. COLONY (POST), COIMBATORE 641 022

559. Dr. Hema Prabha E. (1795)  
DEPT. OF PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY AND  
BIOTECHNOLOGY  
TAMIL NADU AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 003  
hemabiolek@gmail.com

560. Dr. Jeeyanthi G. P. (1203)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

561. Dr. Kalaiselvi K. (1730)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

562. Dr. Kannan S.(1374)  
ASST. PROFESSOR IN ZOOLOGY  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE - 641 046 TN  
sk_protein@buc.edu.in

563. Dr. Kapildeo Singh (663)  
CENTRE FOR PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY  
TAMIL NADU AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 003

564. Dr. Kavitha D. (1733)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

565. Dr. Lakshmi Priya (2260)  
D/O P. K. PANNER SELVAM  
S R K WOOD INDUSTRIES  
5TH & 6TH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE  
UDUMALAI MAIN ROAD  
POLLACHI, COIMBATORE 642 001  
Priyasevam4541@gmail.com

566. Dr. Nirmala Devi R. (1732)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

567. Dr. Padma P. R. (847)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

568. Dr. Parvatham R. (1198)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

569. Dr. Pushpa A. (846)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

570. Dr. Radha P.(1734)  
DEPT. OF BIOINFORMATICS  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

571. Dr. Rani P. (1315)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KONGU NADU ARTS AND SCIENCE  
COLLEGE, COIMBATORE 641 029

572. Dr. Renuka R. (2720)  
ASST. PROFESSOR,  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
RVSCAS, SULUR  
COIMBATORE 641402  
senthilrenuka@gmail.com

573. Dr. Sathishkumar R.(2077)  
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY & GENETIC ENGG, BHARATHIAR UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 046

574. Dr. Selvi S. Gayathri Devi (1205)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

575. Dr. Selvi T. Angayar Kanni (1206)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

576. Dr. Sivagami Srinivasan (1201)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043
577. Dr. SUDHA G.(1316)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KONGU NADU ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE, COIMBATURE 641 029

578. Dr. SUDHA DEVI M (3006)  
147, JADEL NAIDU STREET  
PRA NAGAR  
PERIYANAICHKENPALAYAM  
SRKV POST, COIMBATORE 641 020  
Sudhadevi2003@gmail.com

579. Dr. SUGANTHI B. (1199)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

580. Dr. SUMATHI S. (1731)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

581. Dr. SUNDER RAJAM (1442)  
68, RATNAGIRI  
COIMBATURE

582. Dr. (Mrs.) SURYAVADANA (1317)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KONGU NADU ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE  
COIMBATORE 641 029

583. Dr. UMA SUGANTHI (1735)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

584. Dr. USHA K. (1202)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM DEEMED UNIVERSITY  
COIMBATORE 641 043

585. Dr. VIDYALAKSHMI (1923)  
13/24A, KALIAPPA GOUNDER STREET  
KUNIAMUTHUR  
COIMBATORE 641 008

586. Dr. VIMALA ANANTHI D(1604).  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
AVINASHILINGAM UNIVERSITY,  
COIMBATORE 641 043

DAVANGERE

587. Dr. BASavaraj Madhusudhan (1189)  
DEPT. OF STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY

588. Dr. BHAWYA D.(1843)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KUVEMPUS UNIVERSITY- POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI  
THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002

589. Dr. SHARANYA B. (1856)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KUVEMPUS UNIVERSITY- POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI  
THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002

590. Dr. MURALEEDHARA REDDY.T.(1855)

591. Dr. BHAWYA D.(1843)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KUVEMPUS UNIVERSITY- POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI  
THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002

592. Dr. Gopal M. Advirao (1314)  
DEPT. OF STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY  
KUVEMPUS UNIVERSITY, P G CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI, THOLAHUNASE  
DAVANGERE 577 002

593. Dr. SUDHA DEVI M (3006)  
147, JADEL NAIDU STREET  
PRA NAGAR  
PERIYANAICHKENPALAYAM  
SRKV POST, COIMBATORE 641 020  
Sudhadevi2003@gmail.com

594. Dr. KHUSHER C.S.(1851)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KUVEMPUS UNIVERSITY- POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI  
THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002

595. Dr. MOHAMMED MUBASHAR MUJAWAR(1845)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KUVEMPUS UNIVERSITY- POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI  
THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002

596. Dr. MURALEEDHARA REDDY.T.(1855)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>597</td>
<td>Dr. RAGHAVENDRA H.L.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>598</td>
<td>Dr. RAMALINGAPPA</td>
<td>DEPT. OF STUDIES IN MICROBIOLOGY</td>
<td>DAVANGERE UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>SHIVAGANGOTHRI, THOLAHUNSE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dr_belliram@yahoo.co.in">dr_belliram@yahoo.co.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>599</td>
<td>Dr. RAVI H. K.</td>
<td>D NO 1645/33, TEACHERS COLONY</td>
<td>BEHIND ANJANEYA TEMPLE</td>
<td>VIDYANAGAR, DAVANGERE 577 005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>Dr. SNEHA SATHYANANDA</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601</td>
<td>Dr. SHISUPALA S.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY, P G CENTRE,</td>
<td>SHIVAGANGOTHRI, THOLAHUNASE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>602</td>
<td>Dr. NANDITHA H.R.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI</td>
<td>THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>603</td>
<td>Dr. PUSHPA N.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI</td>
<td>THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>604</td>
<td>Dr. VADLAPUDI KUMAR</td>
<td>DEPT. OF STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>P G CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605</td>
<td>Dr. VEENA KUMARA ADI</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>BAPUJI INSTITUTE OF ENGG &amp; TECH</td>
<td>POST BOX 325, DAVANGERE 577 004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>606</td>
<td>Dr. VINUTHA BHAT</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>POST GRADUATE CENTRE, SHIVAGANGOTHRI</td>
<td>THOLAHUNASE, DAVANGERE 577 002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs.) APARNA H. S.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KARNATAK UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>PAVATE NAGAR, DHARWAD 580 00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>608</td>
<td>Dr. CHANDRAPPA M. K.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KARNATAKA SCIENCE COLLEGE</td>
<td>DHARWAD 580 001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>609</td>
<td>DEVARAJAN THANGADURAI</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BOTANY</td>
<td>KARNATAK UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>DHARWAD 580 003</td>
<td><a href="mailto:drdthangadurai@gmail.com">drdthangadurai@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>Dr. HINCHIGERI S. B.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KARNATAKA UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>DHARWAD 580 003</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hinchigeri@yahoo.com">hinchigeri@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>611</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs.) LEELA</td>
<td>DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION</td>
<td>HOME SCIENCE KRISHNAGAR COLLEGE</td>
<td>OF HOME SCIENCES, DHARWAD 580 005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>612</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs.) INAMDAR S. R.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KARNATAK UNIVERSITY</td>
<td>PAVATE NAGAR, DHARWAD 580 003</td>
<td><a href="mailto:karuni@bgl.vsnl.net.in">karuni@bgl.vsnl.net.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>613</td>
<td>Dr. PREETI N.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>C/O S.C. HUCCHANNARAR</td>
<td>SHANTI SADAN, SRINAGAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>614</td>
<td>Dr. SWAMY B. M.</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FAIZABAD

615. Dr. FARRUKH JAMAL (1361)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

616. Dr. KSHIPRA SINGH (992)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

617. Dr. MADAN MOHAN (1537)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

618. Dr. SHAILENDRA KUMAR (1363)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

619. Dr. B. SHARMA (872)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

620. Dr. SHIVI SRIVASTAVA (1680)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

621. Dr. SINGH R. L. (362)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001
drdsingh@yahoo.com

622. Dr. SUDHIR KUMAR AGARWAL (459)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

623. Dr. VINAYAK R. TRIPATHI (1362)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
Dr. RAM MONOHAR LOHIA AVADH UNIVERSITY
FAIZABAD 224 001

GUJARAT (VIDYANAGAR)

624. Dr. AMITA SHAH (1112)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY

625. Dr. BRAJESH CHANDRA VARSHNEY (1535)
SCIENTIST III, R & D BIOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL DAIRY DEVELOPMENT BOARD
ANAND 388 001

626. Dr. DATTA MADAMWAR (1535A)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

627. Dr. DIWAKAR SINGH (2548)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ASPEE COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY
NAVSARI AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
NAVSARI, GUJARAT 396 450
Drdiwakarbiochem@gmail.com

628. Dr. GYAN PRAKASH MISHRA (2244)
SENIOR SCIENTIST (PLANT BREEDING)
DIRECTORATE OF GROUNDNUT RESEARCH
ICAR, IVNAGAR ROAD, JUNAGADH
GUJARAT, 362 001
Gyan.gene@gmail.com

629. Dr. KAMAL KHILANI (1107)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

630. Dr. KAMLASH C. PATEL (1442A)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

631. Dr. KIRAN KALIA (1046)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

632. Dr. KIRAN P SUTHAR (2549)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ASPEE COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY
NAVSARI AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
NAVSARI, GUJARAT 396 450
kpsbiotech@rediffmail.com

633. Dr. KOTHARI I. L. (1105)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

634. Dr. KRISHNAKANT G. SONI (1310A)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

635. Dr. KUNAL RAJKUMAR JAIN (2174)
“PARWAII BHAWAN”
STATION ROAD, KARMSAD
GUJARAT 388 325
Gnaj.jain@gmail.com

636. Dr. MADHU ARORA (1111)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

637. Dr. MAHEH MAHATMA (2551)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ASPEE COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY
NAVSARI AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
NAVSARI, GUJARAT 396 450
maheshmahatma@gmail.com

638. Dr. MANGALA KUNCHWAR (1109)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

639. Dr. MISTRY KINNARI N. (1195)
“NIBHA” TULSINAGAR SOCIETY
BEHID PANJABI SOCIETYS
NADIAD 387 002 GUJARAT

640. Dr. NIRAJ KUMAR SINGH(2175)
LAB NO. 207, BRD SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES
VADTAL ROAD, P B 39, VV NAGAR
ANAND- GUJARAT 388 120

641. Dr. PAL RAMAVATI RAMSEVAK (1311)
DHARMAS’S STREET
TARAPUR, ANAND 388 180

642. Dr. PANSURIYA PRAMOD B.,(1701)
C/O Dr. M. N. PATIL , #312
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

643. Dr. PATEL EKTA NAGARBHAI (1310)
5/A JALARAM SOCIETY, NARABAGAR
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

644. Dr. PATEL PINAKIBAHEN BHARATBHAI
(1312)
A S AMUL PARK
AMUL DAIRY ROAD, ANAND 388 001

645. Dr. RAKTIMA BHATTACHARYA (1168)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

646. Dr. RAMESH CHANDRA T. V. (1047)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH, VIDYANAGAR 388 120

647. Dr. REETU MEHTA (2552)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ASPEE COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY
NAVSARI AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
NAVSARI, GUJARAT 396 450
reetuplantbiotech@gmail.com

648. Dr. SANJAY JHA (2550)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ASPEE COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY
NAVSARI AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
NAVSARI, GUJARAT 396 450
Sanjayjha14@gmail.com

649. Dr. SEEMA SHARMA (1106)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

650. Dr. SIDDIQUE R A (2547)
DEPT. OF VETERINARY PHYSIO & BIOCHEMISTRY
NAVSARI, AGRICULTURE UNIVERSITY
NAVSARI (GUJARAT)
riazndri@gmail.com

651. Dr. UJJWAL TRIVEDI (1108)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

652. Dr. SUJATA SUBHASH BHATT (1194)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

653. Dr. TRIPTI RAGHAVENDRA(2436)
207, BRD SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES
VADTAL ROAD, VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, SAT. CAMPUS
VALLABH, VIDYANAGAR 388120
ptf11@yahoo.co.uk

654. Dr. UJJWAL TRIVEDI (1108)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SARDAR PATEL UNIVERSITY
VALLABH VIDYANAGAR, ANAND 388 120

GULBARGA

655. Dr. ANAND S. NAYAK (1576)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GULBARGA UNIVERSITY
GULBARGA 585 106

656. Dr. KAREGOUDAR T. B. (1575)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GULBARGA UNIVERSITY
GULBARGA 585 106

657. Dr. LALITHA J (2124)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GULBARGA UNIVERSITY
GULBARGA 585 106

drlalitha@gmail.com

658. Dr. MULIMANI V. H. (1131)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GULBARGA UNIVERSITY
GULBARGA 585 106

659. Dr. PAMPANA GOUDA C PATIL (2125)
C/O Dr. J LALITHA
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GULBARGA UNIVERSITY
GULBARGA 585 106

Dr.pcpatil@rediffmail.com

660. Dr. SREERAMULU K. (1574)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GULBARGA UNIVERSITY
GULBARGA 585 106

HISSAR

661. Dr. ASHOK KUMAR GUPTA (109)
180 U E 2
HISSAR 125 005
akguptanrce@usa.net; nrcequine@usa.net

662. Dr. CHAUDHARY B. D. (98)
121 MOHALLA CHAUDHARIAN
HISSAR 125 001

663. Dr. JOSHI U.N. (1828)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CCS HARYANA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
HISSAR 125 004

HYDERABAD

664. Dr. KAUSHALYA GUPTA (333)
SENIOR BIOCHEMIST
B-3, MARRIED FLATS
HARAYANA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
HISSAR 125 004
kaushalyag_gg@rediffmail.com

665. Dr. SANTOSH DHILON (1824)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CCS HARYANA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
HISSAR 125 004

666. Dr. SHASHI MADAN (1827)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CCS HARYANA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
HISSAR 125 004

667. Dr. SUNITA JAIN (1826)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CCS HARYANA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
HISSAR 125 004

668. Dr. VINOD CHHOKAR (2632)
DEPT. OF BIO & NANO TECHNOLOGY
GURU JAMBHESHWAR UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, HISSAR 125 001
vinodchhokar@yahoo.com

669. Dr. VEENA JAIN (1825)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CCS HARYANA AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
HISSAR 125 004

670. Dr. VEENA PURI (1536)
C/O B K OJHA, J. K.
SCF 95/97, GREEN SQUARE
OPP TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
HISSAR 125 001

671. Dr. AJAY KUMAR (304)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

672. Dr. AKASH RANJAN (2213)
STAFF SCIENTIST & HEAD
COMPUTATIONAL & FUNCTIONAL GENOMICS GROUP (CDFD), HYDERABAD 500 001
akash@cdfd.org.in

673. Dr. AKULA RAMESHWAR (97)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
RAJENDRA NAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 030

674. Dr. AMITABHA CHATTOPADHYAY (1072)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
Amit@ccmb.ap.nic.in;amit@gene.ccmbindia.org

675. Dr. ANANDARAJ (251)
INSTITUTE OF GENETICS
HOSPITAL FOR GENETIC DISEASES
OSMANYA UNIVERSITY, BEGUMPET
HYDERABAD 500 016

676. Dr. ANAND SRIVASTAVA (2519)
C/O DIVYA SINGH, F191, VED VIHAR
SUBHAS NAGAR, TRIMULGHERRY
SECUNDERABAD, A P 500 015

677. Dr. ANATHA RAMAMUTHHY G. (1342)
LECTURER IN BIOCHEMISTRY
GOVERNMENT CITY COLLEGE
HYDERABAD 500 002

678. ANOOP RAWAT( 2331)
W 310, CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
Anoop01@gmail.com

679. Dr. APARNA DUTTA GUPTA (2973)
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 500 019
aparnaduttagupta@gmail.com

680. Dr. (Mrs.) APARNA K. (1066)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

681. Dr. ARJULA R. REDDY (1351)
DEPT. OF PLANT SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 500 046

682. Dr. ASMA AHMED (2105)
C/O MR ZUHARE AHMED,
FLAT # 504, HILL PARK RESIDENCY
11-5-323 RED HILLS (NEAR NILOFER HOSPITAL)
HYDERABAD-500004
asmailsc@yahoo.co.in

683. Dr. ASHOK KHAR (356)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

684. Dr. (MRS) AYESHA ISMAIL (2150)
DEPT. OF ENDOCRINOLOGY & METABOLISH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION
JAMAI OSMANIA P O
TARNAKA, HYDERABAD 500 604

685. Dr. BALASUBRAMANIAN D. (260)
DIRECTOR- RESEARCH
L V PRASAD EYE INSTITUTE
L V PRASAD MARG, BANJARA HILLS
HYDERABAD 500 034
dbala@vpei.org

686. Dr. MAHTAB S. BAJJU (96)
211, SRI DATTA SAI APARTMENTS
RTC CROSS ROAD, HYDERABAD – 500020
mbamji@sancharnet.in

687. Dr. BANDANA DHIMAN (1503)
FLAT NO 302, LOVELY HOMES
6-3-1090 I/ 302 SAMAJISUDA
RAJ BHAVAN ROAD, HYDERABAD 500 082

688. Dr. BATTU PRASANNA REDDY (2622)
PLOT NO 3, FLAT NO 301, NEAR RYTU BAZAAR
KAMALA NAGAR, VANASTHALIPURAM
HYDERABAD 500 070
drbpkreddy@gmail.com

689. Dr. BHANUPRAKASH REDDY G. (1320)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION
HYDERABAD 500 007

690. Dr. BHASKAR A. (1089)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
HYDERABAD

691. Dr. BHASKAR REDDY V. (1346)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 500 046

692. Dr. CHATTOPADHYAY M. K. (1067)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

693. Dr. CHATURVEDI B. K. (95)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
IARI REGIONAL STATION
SORGHUM PROJECT, RAJENDRANAGAR
HYDERABAD 500 030

694. Dr. CHETAN DATTA PODURI (1745)
FLAT # 501, HIGHLIGHT HAVELI,
STREET # 6, HABSIGUDA,
HYDERABAD – 500007,
cdpoduri@gmail.com

695. Dr. CHITNIS S. N. (327)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
chitins@ccmb.res.in

696. Dr. CHITRA KANNABIRAN (1264)
L V PRASAD EYE INSTITUTE
ROAD # 2, BANJARA HILLS
HYDERABAD 500 034

697. Dr. DAS U. N. (340A)
H NO 8-3-677/26 YELLAREDDYGUDA
HYDERABAD 500 073

698. Dr. DAYANANDA SIDDAVATTAM (1706)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD 500 046

699. Dr. DEVYANI HALDAR (2969)
INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES,
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD CAMPUS
GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD 500 046
devyanimoong@gmail.com

700. Dr. DHAWALIKAR H. S. (300)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

701. Dr. DIPTANWITA SENGUPTA (2572)
ROOM NO W 107, CENTRE FOR CELLULAR &
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY (CCMB) UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
Sengupta.dipanwita@gmail.com

702. GANDHAMANENI SRIKANTH (1946)
#203, SRI ROIVILLA
8-2-293/K/101-102
KAMALAPURI COLONY PHASE 3
HYDERABAD 500 073
drsrikantgh@gmail.com

703. Dr. GEETA SHARMA (752)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD 500 047

704. Dr. GHANSHYAM SWARUP (305)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

705. Dr. GOPAL REDDY (924)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD 500 007

706. Dr. GOPAL REDDY M. (1370)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GOVT M N J INSTITUTE OF ONCOLOGY & RCC
RED HILLS, HYDERABAD 500 004

707. Dr. GOWRISHAKAR J. (1070)
DIRECTOR,
CENTRE FOR DNA FINGERPRINTING &
DIAGNOSTICS,
BLDG.7, GRIHAKALPA, 5-4-399/B, NAMPALLY,
HYDERABAD-500001

708. Dr. GUPTA P. D (1082)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

709. Dr. HEMA PRASAD (1082A)
INSTITUTE OF GENETICS
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY
BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD 500 016

710. Dr. IMRAN SIDIQUI (1075)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
imsiddiqui@yahoo.com

711. Dr. JAGANNADHAM M. V. (1062)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
jagan@ccmb.res.in

712. Dr. JAYASHEKER (1385)
CENTRAL FORENSIC SCIENCE LAB
RAMANTHAPUR, AMBERPET POST
HYDERABAD 500 013
713. Dr. JOGINADHA SWAMY (1347)
SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD 500 046

714. Dr. JONNALAGADDA S. (372)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD 500 007

715. Dr. JYOTSNA DHAWAN (1082A)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

716. KIRAN KUMAR MANDAPATI(2428)
SANDOR PROTEOMICS PVT LTD
101&102 LATEEF PLAZA
ROAD #4, BATARA HILLS
HYDERABAD 500034
kiran@sandor.co.in

717. Dr. KAISER JAMIL (615)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
HYDERABAD 500 007

718. Dr. KAMESWARI C. A. L. (1341)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY / BIOTECHNOLOGY
GOVERNMENT CITY COLLEGE
HYDERABAD 500 002

719. Dr. KASBEKAR D. P. (615A)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
kas@ccmb.res.in

720. Dr. KOLLURU VENKATA ATCHUTA RAMAIAH (1444)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 500 046

721. Dr. KRISHANAN KANNAN (1486)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

722. Dr. KSHITISH MUJUMDHAR (1086)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

723. Dr. LAKSHMI NARASU
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
INSTITUTE OF P G STUDIES RESEARCH
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY, HYDERABAD 500 028

724. Dr. LALJI SINGH (1074)
DIRECTOR,
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
lalji@ccmb.res.in

725. Dr. MADHAVA REDDY C. (1172)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 46

726. Dr. MADHAVAN NAIR K. (1962)
NATIONAL INSTT OF NUTRITION
ICMR, JAMAI- OSMANIA
HYDERABAD 500 604

727. Dr. MADHUSUDAN RAO (1081)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
madhu@ccmb.res.in

728. Dr. MAHALAKSHMI Y .V . (1345)
PLOT – 7 BHARATHI AVENUE
OLE BOWENPALLY
SECUNDERABAD 500 011

729. Dr. MALATI T. (238)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
NIZAM’S INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCE,
PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD 500 042

730. Dr. MALAY KUMAR RAY (1063)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
malay@ccmb.res.in

731. Dr. MANISHA GANESHAN(1751)
103, PRIME APARTS
ST. NO 8, HABSIGUDA
HYDERABAD 500 007

732. Dr. MANJULA SRITHARAN (1343)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 500 046
733. Dr. MEENA SHUKLA(1758)
C/O GANGADHAR JADHAV
MIG, B-5, F-32, M J MARKET
HYDERABAD 500 001
Meenashukla78@yahoo.com

734. Dr. MERCY JOSEPH (1073)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

735. Dr. MOHAN C .VEMURI (425)
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY
HYDERABAD 500 046

736. Dr. CH. MOHAN RAO (1064)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
mohan@ccmb.res.in

737. Dr. MOHANTY B. K. (297)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
bashyam@ccmb.res.in

738. Dr. MURALI DHARAN BASHYAM (816)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR ONCOLOGY
CENTRE FOR DNA FINGERPRINTING &
DIAGNOSTICS, CDFD
BLDG 7, GURHAKALPA, 5-4-399/B
NAMPA, HYDERABAD 500 001

739. Dr. B. S. N. MURTHY (307)
ROOM NO. W 311
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
bsnm@ccmb.res.in

740. Dr. MURTHY R. K. (426)
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
UNIVERSITYOF HYDERABAD
HYDERABAD 500 046

741. Dr. MRUDULA T.(1642)
C/O DR. G BHANUPRAKASH REDDY
DEPT. OF ENDOCRINOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION
TARNAKA, HYDERABAD 500 007

742. Dr. NAGARAJ R.(238A)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
nrajccmb.res.in

743. Dr. NAGARJUNA V (3000)
PLOT NO 16, H NO 9_9_21/5
3RD FLOOR, REDDY COLONY
CHAMPABET, SIDABAD
HYDERABAD 500 079
v.nagarjunas@gmail.com

744. Dr. NAGARKAR (425)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
nandini@ccmb.res.in

745. Dr. NASREEN Z. ESTESHAM (1207)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION
HYDERABAD 500 007

746. Dr. NEERAJ JAIN (310)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007
nrajccmb.res.in

747. Dr. POORNIMA BHARGAVA (335)
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

748. Dr. PRABIR KUMAR DE (1276)
LABORATORY:S-210 / S-212
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
HYDERABAD 500 007

752. Dr. PRAKASH BABU P. (1369)  
DEPT. OF ANIMAL SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY,  
HYDERABAD 500 046

753. Dr. PRASAD A. R. (1088)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY  
HYDERABAD

754. Dr. PRASAD K. S. N. (311)  
SHANTHA BIOTECHNICS PVT LTD  
3rd FLOOR, SERENE CHAMBERS ROAD  
NO 7, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500 034

755. Dr. PRATAP RUDRA (1324)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY,  
HYDERABAD 500 007

756. Dr. PRAVEEN KUMAR (2981)  
H NO. 10-1-1199, SRI SAI NIVAS  
A C GUARDS, HYDERABAD 500 004  
writetopraveenkumar@yahoo.com

757. Dr. PRIYANKAR GHOSH (1088A)  
CENTRAL FORENSIC SCIENCE LABORATORY  
RAMANTHAPUR AMBERPET POST  
HYDERABAD 500 013

758. Dr. RADHA V. (302)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

759. RADHESHYAM MAURYA (2415)  
DEPT OF ANIMAL SCIENCE  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD  
HYDERABAD 500046  
rmusl@uohyd.ernet.in

760. Dr. RAGHUNATH M. (1266)  
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR  
DIVISION OF ENDOCRINOLOGY  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION  
JAMAI OSMANIA PO, HYDERABAD 500 007

761. Dr. RAJESHWARI RAMANAN (1085)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

762. Dr. RAJKUMARI (1071)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

763. Dr. RAKESH MISHRA (384)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007  
rmishra@ccmb.res.in

764. Dr. RAMANADEVI V. (640)  
INSTITUTE OF GENETICS  
BEGUMPET  
HYDERABAD 500 007

765. Dr. RAMANADHAN M.M (424)  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 046  
mrnel@uohyd.ernet.in

766. Dr. RAMESH V. SONTI (1076)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007  
sonti@ccmb.res.in

767. Dr. RAMESHWAR A. (1084A)  
3-4-105/A  
HYDERGUDA (ATTAPUR)  
HYDERABAD 500 064

768. Dr. RAVI KUMAR GUTTI (2860)  
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD  
GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD 500 046  
guttravi@gmail.com

769. Dr. RAVI LUKE BABU (1959)  
NMR GROUP, BIOORGANIC LABORATORY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY  
HYDERABAD 500 007

770. Dr. RAVI SIRDESHMUKH (301)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

771. Dr. REDDANNA P. (639)  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 046

772. Dr. REDDY B. V. B (299)
773. Dr. REDDY G. S. N.  (1170)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
TARNAKA HYDERABAD 500 007

774. Dr. REDDY P. R. K. (93)  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
UNIVERSITYOF HYDERABAD  
HYDERABAD 500 134

775. Dr. RUKMINI V. (309)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

776. Dr. SARVARI B. K. D.(1372)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
GANDHI HOSPITAL, SECUNDERABAD

777. Dr. SARAVANAN N (2728)  
OCULAR BIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION  
TARNAKA, HYDERABAD 500 007  
Saravanan75nin@yahoo.com

778. Dr. SASHI SINGH (1078)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

779. Dr. SASTRY P. S.(177)  
APT NO 402, APSARA APTS  
SRINAGAR COLONY  
HYDERABAD 500 873

780. Dr. SEETHAMBARAM Y. (1364)  
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE  
A. N. G. R. AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY  
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 030

781. Dr. SEETHARAM BHAT K.  (422)  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION  
HYDERABAD 500 134

782. Dr. K. SESHAGIRI RAO (427)  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 046

783. Dr. SETTY O. H. (619)  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY

784. Dr. SAINATH P.B. (1752)  
NO. 4-8-717, NEAR CBS  
GOWLIGUDA,  
HYDERABAD 500 012

785. Dr. SEYED E. HASNAIN(1050)  
VICE-CHANCELLOR  
UNIVERSITY OF HYDERABAD,  
HYDERABAD-500046  
she@uohyd.ernet.in

786. Dr. SHARMA Y. (1364A)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

787. Dr. SHESHUKUMAR G. (1079)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

788. Dr. SHIRLY GEORGE PANICKER (1265)  
MOLECULAR GENETICS UNIT  
L B PRASAD EYE INSTITUTE  
BANJARA HILLS  
HYDERABAD 500 034

789. Dr. SHOBHA KRUPA RANI (1488)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007  
pshobha@ccmb.res.in

790. Dr. SRIDHAR A. S. (1068)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

791. Dr. SIVA KUMAR N. (591)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD – 500046

792. Dr. SIVAKUMAR B. (1932)  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION  
HYDERABAD 500 134

793. Dr. SRIDHAR A. S. (1068)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007
794. Dr. SUBBA RAO K. (92)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 046

795. Dr. SUBRAMANYAM C. (1323)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 007

796. Dr. SUBRAMANYAM G. (308)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

797. Dr. SUDHA SHARMA (1344)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 046

798. Dr. SUDHAKAR REDDY V (2849)  
VI-KALIMERA, MDL KATTANGUR  
DIST- NALGONDA  
HYDERABAD 508 205  
Sudhakarnin@gmail.com

799. Dr. SURYA NARAYANA P. (1644)  
DEPT. OF ENDOCRINOLOGY  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION  
TARNAKA, HYDERABAD 500 007

800. Dr. SURYANARYANA T. (1368)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
HYDERABAD UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 046

801. Dr. SUSHIL K. DUBEY (91)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

802. Dr. (Mrs.) SWARNA M. (1352)  
8-3-315/25A PLOT NO. 19  
MARUTHINAGAR, YOUSAFGUDA  
HYDERABAD 500 045

803. Dr. TAGORE R. (1371)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
H NO. 6-113/A  
SAROORNAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 035

804. Dr. (Mrs.) USHA K. SRINIVAS (1065)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

805. Dr. VASILIASHOK(1093)  
DEPT. OF VETERINARY BIOCHEMISTRY  
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY SCIENCE  
RAJENDRANAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 030  
vashiashok@hotmail.com

806. Dr. VASUPRADA IYENGAR (1643)  
ROOM NO 103. STUDENTS HOSTEL  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION  
TARNAKA, HYDERABAD 500 007

807. Dr. VEENA R. PARNAIK (312)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

808. Dr. VEENAPUSA BHAVYASRI (2949)  
BIRLA INSTITUTE OF TECH. & SCIENCES- PULANI  
MALAVIYA BHAVAN, MM 285,  
JAWAHAR NAGAR, SHASHIRPET (M)  
R R DISTRICT, HYDERABAD  
bhavyasrivennapusa@gmail.com

809. Dr. VIJAY BHASKAR (1487)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007

810. Dr. VIJAY DESHPANDE (674)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 007

811. Dr. VIJAYA GOPAL (1077)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD  
HYDERABAD 500 007  
vijaya@ccmb.res.in

812. Dr. M. VISWANATHA REDDY (265)  
DEPT. OF GENETICS  
OSMANIA UNIVERSITY  
HYDERABAD 500 007

813. Dr. YASHODA GHANEKAR (1257)  
L V PRASAD EYE INSTITUTE  
L V PRASAD MARG, BANJARA HILLS  
HYDERABAD 500 034

814. Dr. (Ms.) YOSHITOLA (1080)  
CENTRE FOR CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, UPPAL ROAD
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>815</td>
<td>Dr. ABHAY NARAYAN SINGH</td>
<td>C/O Dr. VIKESH KUMAR DUBEY DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY, IIT GUWAHATI, GUWAHATI 781 039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:An.singh@iitg.ernet.in">An.singh@iitg.ernet.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>816</td>
<td>Dr. ABHIJIT DATTA (481)</td>
<td>C 7, ADARSH NAGAR MEERUT 250 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>817</td>
<td>Dr. ABHINAV AERON (2712)</td>
<td>55/237 BHARTIYA COLONY JANSATH ROAD, MUZAFFARNAGAR 251001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:abhivavaeron@gmail.com">abhivavaeron@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>818</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs) ADITI KOUL (1883)</td>
<td>95-F, SECTOR 1, DURGANAGAR ROOPNAGAR, JAMMU (J&amp;K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>819</td>
<td>Dr. ADITYA GANSHPURKAR (2994)</td>
<td>B-9, ATULANCHAL AVASIYA PARISAR JANKI NAGAR, BALDEVBAGH JABALPUR 482 002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:adityaganeshpurkar@gmail.com">adityaganeshpurkar@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>820</td>
<td>Dr. AJAY KUMAR RANA (2513)</td>
<td>S/O RAM TAHAL RANA VILL- MANDAZ KALAN POST REFORMATORY SCHOOL DIST HAZARIBAGH, HAZARIBAGH JHARKHAND 825 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:Ajay1rana@gmail.com">Ajay1rana@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>821</td>
<td>Dr. AKASH TOMAR (2500)</td>
<td>DEPTT OF RECOMBINATION TECH COLLEGE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY S V PATIL UNIVERSITY OF AGRIL &amp; TECH MODIPURAM, MEERUT 250 110 <a href="mailto:akashtomar@hotmail.com">akashtomar@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822</td>
<td>Dr. ALTHAF HUSSAIN SHAIK (2611)</td>
<td>D.NO. 22-139A, KOTA STREET NANDYAL 518 501 AP <a href="mailto:althafigochem@gmail.com">althafigochem@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>823</td>
<td>Dr. AMAR NAMDE0 PANCHBUDDHE (1665)</td>
<td>C-103, SMITA APARTMENT, TIMES OF INDIA ROAD RADIO MIRCHI TOWER, SATELLITE AHMEDABAD 51, GUJRAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>824</td>
<td>Dr. AMARNATH MISHRA (2516)</td>
<td>BISNIL NAGAR , WARD NO 22 (NEAR M P HIGHER SECONDARY SCHOOL) MAHARAJGANJ , UP 273303 <a href="mailto:Anmishra4u@gmail.com">Anmishra4u@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825</td>
<td>Dr. AMIR ZAIDI (2743)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY LAB C-209, RMRIMS, AGAMKUAN PATNA 800 007 <a href="mailto:Azaidi.bio@gmail.com">Azaidi.bio@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>826</td>
<td>Dr. AMIT GHOSH (761)</td>
<td>NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA &amp; ENTERIC DISEASES P-33, CIT ROAD, SCHEME XM BELIAGHATA, KOLKATA 700 010 <a href="mailto:Amitghosh24@yahoo.com">Amitghosh24@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>827</td>
<td>Dr. AMITA YADAV (631)</td>
<td>C/O Dr. BHOLA RAM YADAY AROGYA NIKETAN MATBER GANJ, AZAMGAR 276 001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>828</td>
<td>ANINDYA ROY (2427)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY HYDERABAD ORDIANCE FACTORY CAMPUS YEDDUMAILARAM, ANDRA PRADESH 502205 <a href="mailto:anindya@iith.ac.in">anindya@iith.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>829</td>
<td>Dr. ANINDYA SUNDAR GHOSH (2979)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY KARAGPUR, KARAGPUR 712 302 <a href="mailto:asghosh@hijli.iitkgp.ernet.in">asghosh@hijli.iitkgp.ernet.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>830</td>
<td>Dr. ANAND B (2381)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY IIT GUWAHATI AMINGAON, GUWAHATI 781 039 <a href="mailto:anand@tezu.ernet.in">anand@tezu.ernet.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>831</td>
<td>Dr. ANAND RAMTEKE (2786)</td>
<td>DEPT OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY &amp; BIOTECH TEZPUR UNIVERSITY P O NAPAAM, TEZPUR 784 028 <a href="mailto:anand@tezu.ernet.in">anand@tezu.ernet.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>832</td>
<td>Dr. ARINDAM MAITRA (2925)</td>
<td>NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL GENOMICS, NETAJI SUBHAS SANATORIUM 2ND FLOOR, P O NSS, KALYANI 741 251 <a href="mailto:Maitra.maitra@gmail.com">Maitra.maitra@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>833</td>
<td>Dr. ANIRBAN BASU (1674)</td>
<td>NATIONAL BRAIN RESEARCH CENTRE MANESAR, GURGAON, HARAYANA 122 050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
834. Dr. ANJULI AGARWAL (1914)  GBPUAT AGRIL. RESEARCH STATION  MAJHERA, GARAMPANI 263 135  NAINITAL (UTTARAKHAND)

835. ANTONY JOSEPH VELANGANNI (2433)  DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY  J J COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE  PUDUKKOTTAI, TAMILNADU 622422  ajvelanganni@gmail.com

836. Dr. ANUJ KUMAR CHANDEL (2708)  C-62, SHYAM PARK EXTENSION  SAHIBABAD, DIST- GHAZIABAD  UTTAR PRADESH 201 005  Anuj.kumar.chandel@gmail.com

837. Dr. APRATIM MAITY (1865)  ASST. PROFESSOR  DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  OVC, OUAT, BHUVANESWAR 3

838. Dr. APURBA KUMAR GOSWAMI (1218)  DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY  JAWAHARLAL NEHRU COLLEGE  BOKO, P O BOKO  DIST KAMRUP 781 123 ASSAM

839. Dr. ARUN GOYAL (761A)  DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  GUWAHATI 781 039  arungoyal@iitg.ernet.in

840. Dr. ARUN KR. BRAHMACHARI (1530)  VILL PO BARALA  DT MURSHIDABAD WB 742 235

841. Dr. ARUMUGAM M (2252)  POST BAG NO. 6, DANDA FARM  DEFENCE INSTITUTE OF BIO-ENERGY RESEARCH (DIBER) , DRDO  MINISTRY OF DEFENCE  PITHORAGARG, UTTARKHAND 262 501  arugen@rediffmail.com

842. Dr. ARVIND PRATAP SINGH (2517)  C/O AMAR PRATAP SINGH  39/173, H/4 NAND PURA  NEW AWADI, GOPAL PURA  GWALIOR ROAD, SADAR BAZAR  AGRA UP 282 001

843. Dr. AMIT KUMAR DASH (2254)  C/O Dr. SANTOSH KUMAR DASH

844. Dr. AMANDEEP KAUR KAHLON (2832)  #C-177, PHASE II NEW PALAM VIHAR  PO PALAM V VIHAR, GURGAON 122 017  amangenomics@gmail.com

845. Dr. AMOL BAPURAO TAYADE (2119)  MAHAVIR NAGAR, AMI ROAD  DARWHA, MAHARASHTRA 445 202  anmoltayde@gmail.com

846. Dr. ANIL KUMAR SHUKLA (2701)  C/O DR VIKASH KUMAR DEBEY  DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- GUWAHATI  ASSAM 781 039  s.anil@iitg.ernet.in

847. Dr. ANIL MATHUR (267)  DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  CENTRAL JAMAI INSTITUTE OF LEPROSY  P O BOX 31, TAHGANY  AGRA 282 001

848. Dr. ANUPAM BASU (2253)  MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & GENETIC LAB  DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  THE UNIVERSITY OF BURDWAN  BURDWAN 713 104  Molbio.zoo@gmail.com

849. Dr. ARPAN KUMAR DAS (2263)  CENTRAL MUGA ERI RESEARCH & TRAINING INSTITUTE, CENTRAL SILK BOARD  MINISTRY OF TEXTILE, GOVT OF INDIA  LOHDOIGHARH- 785 700  Arpandas2008@gmail.com

850. Dr. ASHA ABRAHAM (1832)  P G DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  ST. ALOYSIUS COLLEGE  MANGALORE 575 003

851. Dr. ASHIMA KAPOOR (1761)  C-60, SAMRAT PALACE  MEERUT 250 004  Ashimakapoor28@rediffmail.com

852. Dr. ASHIS KUMAR MUKHERJEE (1670)  DEPT. OF MBBT, TEZPUR UNIVERSITY
853. Dr. ASHISH S VERMA (2108)
AMITY INSTITUTE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMITY UNIVERSITY
SECTOR 125, NOIDA 201 303
Ashish_gyanpur@hotmail.com

854. Dr. ASHOK KUMAR MUKHERJEE (756)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
BURDWAN UNIVERSITY
BURDWAN 713 104

855. Dr. ASIM BIKAS DAS(2060)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GUWAHATI, GUWAHATI 781 039

856. Dr. ASWANI KUMAR K. (1417A)
NTR COLLEGE OF VET SCIENCES
GANNAVARAM, KRISHNA (DT) A P 5221102

857. Dr. AVADHESH GAUTAM (2079)
KOYALA WALEE GALEE
HOLEE GATE
MA THURA 281 001

858. Dr. AVILA D’ SILVA(1835)
P G DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ST. ALOYSIUS COLLEGE
MANGALORE 575 003

859. Dr. AVISHEK MAJUMDER(1728)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GUWAHATI, ASSAM 781 039

860. AVINASH BAJAJ(2416)
180,UDYOG VIHAR PHASE 1
GURGAON, HARYANA 122 016
bajaj@nvb.res.in

861. Dr. AYUB ALI M.(1539)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY SCIENCE & AH CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
SELESIH, AIZAWL, MIZORAM 796 014

862. Dr. BAKULESH KHAMAR (1945)
201, ASHADHA APARTMENT
GULBAI TEKRA
AHMEDABAD 380 006

863. Dr. BALAKRISHNARAJA RENGARAJU(2804)

864. Dr. BALAM SATHEESH KRISHNA (2831)
#42/347-53, SIMHAPURI COLONY
OPP APSRTC BUS STATION,
BEHIND SANDEEP HOTEL
KADAPA 516 001
Bs.krishna_7@yahoo.co.in

865. Dr. BALAMURUGAN K. (1836)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ALGAPPA UNIVERSITY
KARAIKUDI 630 003

866. Dr. BALVINDER SINGH(2162)
VILL & P.O.: SHAHBAJNAGAR
DISTT.: SHAHJAHANPUR
UTTAR PRADESH 242001
bsinghiko@gmail.com

867. Dr. BALWANT PRATAP SALUNKE (2620)
GAUTAM NAGAR, NEAR STATE BANK OF INDIA
AT-POST- TAL-CHOPDA, DIST JALGAON
CHOPDA , MAHARASHTRA 425 107
balwantsalunke@yahoo.com

868. Dr. BANAPPA S UNGER(2395)
KLE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
BELGAUM 590 010
banappas@gmail.com

869. Dr. BAPUJI M.(1456)
PROFESSOR OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
DIRECTOR P. G .COURSES, D.L.R COLLEGE
GOLLALA, MAMADADA 533 344

870. Dr. BASANT BALLABH (2120)
DEFENCE INSTT OF HIGH ALTITUDE RES
C/O 56APO , 901 205 LEH
ballabhb@rediffmail.com

871. Dr. BISHNU PRASAD MAKHOPADHYAY(2581)
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DURGAPUR 713 209
Bpmk2@yahoo.com

872. Dr. BHABESH CHANDRA GOSWAMI (728)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
GAUHATI UNIVERSITY
GUWAHATI 781 014
873. Dr. BHAGWAT V. R. (359)
5A, SUYOG NAGAR
WADI BHKAR ROAD
NEAR DEENABANDHU HOSTEL
DEVPUR, DHULE 424 002
bhagwatvr@yahoo.co.in

874. Dr. BHALLA T. C. (687)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
HIMACHAL PRADESH UNIVERSITY
SUMMER HILL, SHIMLA 171 005

875. Dr. BHARAT KUMAR TYAGI (2256)
K-17-A, GANDHI NAGAR
GWAILOR 474002
Bharat_tyagi22@yahoo.com

876. Dr. BHARATA RATNAM PARAYITAM (2267)
B-21, ORCHID PARK
RAMDEV NAGAR, SATELLITE
AHMEDABAD – GUJARAT 380 015
bharatratnam@gmail.com

877. Dr. BHASKAR C. HARINATH (559)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MAHATMA GANDHI INSTITUTE OF MED SCIENCE,
SEVAGRAM, WARDHA 442 102

878. Dr. BHAVANI V (2923)
C/O SUBBA RAMI REDDY D,
NO 1/3/127, MALAVYA NAGAR
GUDU NELLORE, A P 524 102
Bhavani_bio@rediffmail.com

879. Dr. BHUPENDRA KUMAR VERMA (2293)
BEHIND OLD RTO
UDAIPUR ROAD BYPASS
CHUNG NAGA- BEAWAR
DISTT- AJMER, BEAWAR
RAJASTHAN 305 901
bverma@gmail.com

880. Dr. BINA J. MEHTA (560)
C/O J. C. METHA ADVOCATE
WAGHWADI ROAD NEAR POST OFFICE
BHAVANAGAR 2

881. Dr. BIPLAB BOSE (1915)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTT. OF TECH. GWAHATI
GWAHATI, ASSAM 781 039

882. BONDADA ANDALLU (1318)
DEPT. OF HOME SCIENCES
SRI SATHYA SAI INSTITUTE OF HIGHER LEAVING
ANANTHAPUR 515 001

883. Dr. BRAMHACHARI P V (2518)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
KRISHNA UNIVERSITY , MACHILIPATNAM
A P 521 001
veerabramha@gmail.com

884. Dr. CHAAYA IYENGAR (2614)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL
EDUCATION & RESEARCH (NIPER)
PHASE X SECTOR 67
MOHALI 160 062
chaaya@niper.ac.in

885. Dr. CHAITANYA R. TABIB (2320)
C/O R N TABIB
‘SHRI KRUPA’, #52/236
OPPOSITE CBT FORT
HUBLI 580 020
Chaitanya.tabib@gmail.com

886. Dr. CHAKRABORTY B. N. (743)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
NORTH BENGAL UNIVERSITY
POST BOX NO 734430
DARJEELING

887. Dr. CHAKRABORTY R. (2682)
S/O KOTESWARA RAO
KATTUBADIVARIPALEM (P O)
CHILAKALERIPET, GUNTUR
AP 522 611
Chalamaiah_230@rediffmail.com

888. Dr. CHANDRASEKAR KANDAR (2381)
DEPT. OF CELL BIOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED RESEARCH
KOBA, GUJARAT

889. Dr. CHANDRAMANI PATHAK (2684)
S/O KOTESWARA RAO
KATTUBADIVARIPALEM (P O)
CHILAKALERIPET, GUNTUR
AP 522 611
Chalamaiah_230@rediffmail.com

890. Dr. CHANDRASHEKAR C (2205)
NEAR SRI REVANNA MAT
CHIKKANAYAKANAHALLI-572214
TUMKUR(DIST)
csheetha@gmail.com

891. Dr. CHANDI CHARAN KANDAR (1919)
INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY
892. Dr. CHAUDHURY K. V.(561)
CLINICAL BIOCHEMIST
ESCORTS MEDICAL CNTR
NELLAM CHOWK N T, FARIDABAD 120 001

893. Dr. CHINMOY BISWAS
PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
AL AMEEN MEDICAL COLLEGE
BIJAPUR, 586108

894. Dr. CHINTAN VIKRAM KAPADIA (2607)
OPP GADIJI TEMPLE, MOTO MAHETWAD
VALSAD 396 001 GUJARAT
Chintan_bt@yahoo.co.in

895. Dr. CHITRALEKHA DUTTA GUPTA
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY,
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & MARINE ENGG
D H ROAD, AMIRA , SOUTH 24
PARGANAS 743 368
Cduttagupta1@yahoo.com

896. Dr. DAMODARA REDDY VADDI (2748)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SRI KRISHNAVARAYA UNIVERSITY
ANANTAPUR 515 055
redidamodar@gmail.com

897. Dr. DEBANANDA S NINGTHOJAM (2072)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MANIPUR UNIVERSITY, CANCHIPUR
IMPHAL 795 003 MANIPUR
n.debananda@gmail.com

898. Dr. DEBDEEP DASGUPTA (2303)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH ( IISER- KOLKATA)
MOHANPUR CAMPUS
P O BCKV CAMPUS MAIN OFFICE
TOWN- MOHANPUR, NADIA
WEST BENGAL – 741 252
debdeep@isserkol.ac.in

899. Dr. DEEPMONI DEKA(1720)
SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
C/O CENTRE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
IIT GUWAHATI, NORTH GUWAHATI
GUWAHATI 781 039, ASSAM

900. Dr. DEEPA SHARMA(1871)
124/1, BRAHM KUTIR

NEW BASANT VIHAR
KILA ROAD, MEERUT 250 001

901. Dr. DEEPA UJJAWAL(1623)
ROOM NO. S-12, G P HOSTEL
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- ROORKEE
UTTARANCHAL

902. Dr. DEEP ROUT GUPTA (2494)
“AASTHA”, D-6/136, SECTOR 6
CHITRAKOOT SCHEME, AJMER ROAD
JAIPUR 302 021
Deepak.n.gupta@hdfcbank.com

903. Dr. DHANANJAYA B L (2228)
ADICHUNICHANAGIRI BIOTECHNOLOGY & CANCER RESEARCH INSTITUTE (ABCRI)
B G MAGARA, NAGAMANGALA TALUK
MANDYA DISTRICT – 571448
Chandu_greeshma@rediffmail.com

904. Dr. DHATCHANA MOORTHY N.(1707)
DABUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION
VACCINE DEVELOPMENT & PROTEOMICS GROUP, SITE IV , PLOT 22
SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD 201 010
dakshmin@gmail.com

905. Dr. DINESH KUMAR GUPTA(1057)
C/O SHRI SURESH C. GUPTA
16/29 SHEETLA GALI
AGRA 282 003

906. Dr. DINESH YADAV(1617)
LECTURER, DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
D. D .U. GORAKHPUR UNIVERSITY
GORAKHPUR 273 009

907. Dr. DILIP KUMAR DEB (1404)
C/O Dr. N. G .ROY
USHA BAZAR, P O AGARTALA AIRPORT
TRIPURA 799 009

908. DESHPANDE MAHENDRANATH SHRIPAD (2528)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY, PG SCHOOL FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES, AHMEDNAGAR COLLEGE
AHMEDNAGAR 414 001
Mahindraa1bcnagar@gmail.com

909. Dr. DODIA MITTAL  SAVJIBHAI(1550)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
Saurashtra University
Rajkot 5

910. Dr. ELLORA SEN(1688)
911. Dr. GEETU SAXENA (1403)  
NATIONAL BRAIN RESEARCH CENTRE  
MANESAR, GURGAON  
HARYANA 122 050  
GEETUSAXENA1403@yandex.com

912. Dr. GAYATRI KOCHAR (2258)  
AMBALA COLLEGE OF ENGG & APPLIED RESEARCH, DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
DEVSTHALI, NEAR MITHAPUR  
AMBALA 133101, HARYANA  
gayatrikochar@yahoo.com

913. Dr. GEETA S MENON(2571)  
GANESH NIVAS, 4TH FLOOR  
KATEMANIVALI, PUNE LINK ROAD  
KALYAN 421 306  
drgeetamenon@gmail.com

914. Dr. (Mrs.) P. GERALDINE (2575)  
DEPT. OF ANIMAL SCIENCE  
BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY  
TIRUCHIRAPPALLI 620 024  
gerryarchu@yahoo.co.in

915. Dr. GREGOR P J(2202)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION RESEARCH, KOLKATA  
BCKV MAIN OFFICE, MOHANPUR  
W B- 741 252  
Gregor_jose@iiserkol.ac.in

916. Dr. GOGIA RUPAL OMPRAKASH(2699)  
A-13, SHYAM DARSHAN SOCIETY  
PARSHWANATH TOWNSHIP, SHIVAJI CHAWK  
NAVA NARODA,  
AHMEDABAD 382 346  
Rupalgom@gmail.com

917. Dr. GOGOAL FALIA (2166)  
P O BOX 71, PORT BLAIR 744 101  
ANDAMAN

918. Dr. GOKULESH GAUTAM(1986)  
KOYALAWALEE GALLE  
HOLEE GATE,  
MATHURA 281 001  
Gokulesh_qt@yahoo.co.in

919. Dr. GOPAL GOND (1511)  
HOD BIOCHEMISTRY  
G .N. SCIENCE COLLEGE  
BALLARPUR DIST  
CHANDRAPUR 442 701

920. Dr. GOVINDAN T (2741)  
#12, ARASAYEE NAGAR  
O P ROAD ANNAMALAI NAGAR P O  
CHIDAMBARAM 608 002, T N  
Govindant2011@gmail.com

921. Dr. GOYAL K. C. (428)  
STAR UNIT RESEARCH STATION OF RAJASTHAN AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY  
DURGAPURA, JAIPUR 302 018

922. Dr. GOYAL R. K.,(455)  
DEPT. OF VEG CROPS  
UNIVERSITY OF HORT & FORTY  
NAUNI SOLAN 173 230

923. Dr. GUNJAN MEHTA (2738)  
8, JAWAHARNAGAR SOCIETY  
NEAR SWAMINARAYAN AVENUE  
VASNA, AHMEDABAD 380 007  
gunjamehtaitb@gmail.com

924. Dr. GURUSHANKARA H P (2294)  
HUNASANAHALLY  
S R PATNA (TQ)  
MANDYA (DIST) 571 415  
hpgurushankara@gmail.com

925. Dr. HANUMANTHA REDDY H,(1660)  
NORTH EXTENSION  
CHIKBALAPURA 562101  
KOLAR DIST

926. Dr. HARBANS LAL(2088)  
1208, SECTOR 1, HUDA  
ROHTAK 124001  
hl.biopgimsr@gmail.com

927. Dr. HARPREET KAUR (2533)  
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
GIAN SAGAR MEDICAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL  
RAM NAGAR, BANUR DISTT . PATIALA  
Jeenu2k18@rediffmail.com

928. Dr. HARISH NAYAKA M A (2287)  
DEPT. OF SUGAR TECHNOLOGY  
SIR M V POST GRADUATE CENTRE  
UNIVERISTY OF MYSORE  
TUBINAKERI INDUSTRIAL AREA  
MANDYA 571 402
929. Dr. HARISH M C (2645)
3/1066, YERCAUD MAIN ROAD
KONDOPPANAICKENPATTY
KANNANKURICHI (POST)
SALEM  636 008 T N
Harish_nayaka4@yahoo.com

930. Dr. HARMIT SINGH RANHOTRA (1947)
KAHIT VILLA
GORA LANE ROAD
NONGRIMMAW, SHILLONG 793 011
harmitrani@gmail.com

931. Dr. HARTHI DEVI S (1831)
D/O R SELVARANGAN
CE 44 PALACE TOWER COMPLEX
CHERRY ROAD, SALEM 636 001

932. Dr. HARMINJIT KAUR GOINDI (2557)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
BOHJA UNIVERSITY OF LIFE SCIENCES
BADDI , HIMACHAL PRADESH 173 205
hkgoindi@gmail.com

933. Dr.HIMANSHU AGGARWAL (2704)
#108, SECTOR 4
HUDA, NARAINAGARH 134 203
Hims810@gmail.com

934. Dr. HRIDOY RANJAN BAIRAGYA(2582)
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DURGAPUR 713 209
hriday_bolpur@rediffmail.com

935. Dr. INDRA GUPTA (455A)
6- NATRAJ NAGAR
NEAR IMILIWALI PHATAK
TOMK PHATAK, JAIPUR

936. Dr. INDIRA P. SARETHY(1776)
FALT NO. 55, HCL TOWERS
B9/16, SECTOR 62
NOIDA 201 307

937. . INDRANIL GUPTA (2902)
109/D, N S ROAD, P O SHEORAPHULI
DIST HOOGLY, W B 712 223
2006.indranil@gmail.com

938. Dr. IRSHAD AHMAD HANOO(1822)
MAHARAJ GUNJ
AALI KADAL, SRINAGAR

939. Dr. IROM MANOJ SINGHA(2031)
DIV OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
DEFENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
TEZPUR 784001 ( ASSAM)

940. Dr. ITI BANSAL(1939)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DEFENCE RES & DEV ESTABLISHMENT
MINISRY OF DEFENCE
JHANSI ROAD, GWALIOR 474 002

941. Dr. JADHAV SUNIL EKANATH(1664)
FIELD RESEARCH LABORATORY
D.R.D.O, C/O 56 APO, INDIA

942. Dr. JADUGOPAL DATTA(563)
PROF OF CHEMISTRY
BURDWAN UNIVERSITY
BURDWAN 713 104

943. Dr. JAGADEESH DALER(2091)
AT & POST KONANAKOPPA
TQ HANGAL, DIST HAFERI
KARNATAKA
Dalerknk@yahoo.co.in

944. Dr. JAGDISH SHIVARAMAN NAIR(1991)
A/4 , BHALCHANCRA KRIPA
CHS, MANPADA ROAD
DOMBIVILI ( EAST ) 421 201

945. DR. JAGGI LAL (2109)
E-3, 1407, SHAHEED NAGAR
AGRA-282001
Orgchemsjaggi@gmail.com

946. JASBIR SINGH(2411)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY
KURUKSHETRA 136 109
jasbirdhand@gmail.com

947. Dr. JAISWAL Y. K.(1144)
SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY
JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
GWALIOR 474 011

948. Dr. JASWANDI UJWAL DANDEKAR (2736)
B/9,SAHWAS SOCIETY, KULKARNI COLONY
SHARANPUR ROAD, NASHIK 422 022
jasudandekar@gmail.com

949. Dr. JAYARAJ R (2678)
DEIV OF FORESH ECOLOGY & BIODIVERSITY

KASHMIR 190 002

950. Dr. IRSHAD AHMAD HANOO(1822)
MAHARAJ GUNJ
AALI KADAL, SRINAGAR
950. Dr. JASPREET SINGH ARORA (2243)
56, BEHIND PREM NAGAR POST OFFICE
MADAN MAHAL, JABALPUR 482 001
Drrarora2003@gmail.com

951. Dr. JASRAI Y T (1918)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SCIENCES
GUJARAT UNIVERSITY, NAVRANGPURA
AHMEDABAD 380 009

952. Dr. JITENDRA KUMAR (2118)
KATRA PUKHTA
JASWANT NAGAR, ETAWAH
U P 206 245
jitendrabioinfo@gmail.com

953. Dr. JOSHI S. C. (1209)
G.B. PANT INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN
ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT,
HIMACHAL UNIT,
MOHAL KULLU 175 126, HIMACHAL PRADESH

954. Dr. JOSHI RUPAL HARKANT BHAI (1551)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SAURASHTRA UNIVERSITY
RAJKOT 5

955. Dr. JYOTI AGARWAL (2655)
D/O SURESH CHANDRA AGARWAL
PRITHVI DARWAZA RAILWAY ROAD
KAIMGANJ, DISTT- FARRUKHABAD U P 207 502
Agrawal.jyoti82@gmail.com

956. Dr. JYOTI PRASAD SAIKIA (1881)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY &
BIOTECHNOLOGY
TEZPUR UNIVERSITY
NAPAAM 784 028 ASSAM

957. Dr. JUKTA ADHIKARI (456)
FRAZER AVENUE
SYAMSAYAR NORTH
BUDWAN713 101, WEST BENGAL

958. Dr. IMTIYAZ AHMAD HANOOQ (1860)
ALI KADAL N R GANJAYET MOSQUE
SRINAGAR 190 002
KASHMIR

959. Dr. KAILASA SURESH KUMAR (2573)
DEPT. OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY

960. Dr. KAKALI PURKAYASTHA (2272)
N-473, SECTOR 25
NOIDA 201 301
Kakuli2001us@yahoo.com

961. Dr. KAMARUL HANIYA (2744)
DEPT OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY
THASSIM BEEVI ABDUL KADER COLLEGE FOR
WOMEN, KILARAI
TN – 623517
kamarulhinya@yahoo.com

962. Dr. KARUNAKARAN C. (1829)
READER IN CHEMISTRY
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
VHNSN COLLEGE
VIRUDHUNAGAR 626 001
ckarunaka@mcw.edu

963. Dr. KANNA N K. (458)
VICE CHANCELLOR
NAGALAND UNIVERSITY
HEADQUARTERS LUMAMI
CAMP KOHIMA, NAGALAND 797 001
vicechancellornu@yahoo.com

964. Dr. KAPIL MAITHAL (1459)
B 146 (GROUND FLOOR)
RAMPRASTHA COLONY, GHAZIABAD 201 011

965. Dr. KARUTHA PANDIAN S. (1603)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ALAGAPPA UNIVERSITY
KARAIKUDI 630 003

966. Dr. KASHYAP V. K. (444)
DIRECTOR
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICALS
A-32, SECTOR 62, NOIDA 201 307
info@nib.gov.in

967. Dr. KAVITHA K.R. (1772)
D/O RAMAKRISHNA, KRISHNA NILAYA
NANJAPPA LAYOUT, BEHIND SAHYADRI
COLLEGE, SHIMOGA 577 201

968. Dr. KAVITHA C V (1955)
#1-198, 4TH CROSS, BEHIND JAIN BASADI ROAD
RANGANATHA NAGAR
SRIRANGAPATNA, MANDHYA

969. Dr. KAVITHA G (1896)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>970. Dr. KHAN Z. H. (898)</td>
<td>S K UNIVERSITY, ANANTAPUR 515 003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head UG &amp; PG</td>
<td>SHRI SHIVAJI COLLEGE, AKOLA 444 001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>971. Dr. KHANGEMBAM VICTORIA CHANU (2788)</td>
<td>HIGH SECURITY ANIMAL DISEASE LAB IVRI, ANAND NAGAR Bhopal 460 021</td>
<td><a href="mailto:drvictoriachanu@rediffmail.com">drvictoriachanu@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>972. Dr. KIRTI RANI(1426)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIO SCIENCES MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROTHAK 124 001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>973. Dr. KISHWAR HAYAT KHAN(1976)</td>
<td>S/O KHIZIR HAYAT KHAN GUMTI # 3 MOHALLA BHIKHANPUR, BHAGULPUR 812 001 BIHAR</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Hamkishwar1911@yahoo.co.in">Hamkishwar1911@yahoo.co.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>974. Dr. KRISHNENDU ACHARYA(1412)</td>
<td>14 HOOKER ROAD AUGUSTO VILLA DARJEELING 734 101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>975. Dr. KRISHNA KISHORE GALKI(1890)</td>
<td># 1-4-29/2, BURNPET NARASARAOPET, GUNTUR (DT) 522 601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>976. Dr. KRISHNANWENI M (2986)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY PERIYAR UNIVERSITY, SALEM 636 001</td>
<td><a href="mailto:logasarsek@gmail.com">logasarsek@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>977. Dr. KRUPANIDHI (237)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES SRI SATHYA INSTITUTE OF HIGHER LEARNING, PRASANTHINILAYAM 515 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>978. Dr. KULDIP SINGH(1481)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY GOVERNMENT MEDICAL COLLEGE AMRITSAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>979. Dr. KUMAR R R (2190)</td>
<td>RANGANATHAPURAM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>980. Dr. KUMARESAN (2171)</td>
<td>CHINNAKANNADI POST KURINJIPADI 607 302 CUDDAKE DISTRICT</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Reach_rkumar@rediffmail.com">Reach_rkumar@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head UG &amp; PG</td>
<td>SHRI SHIVAJI COLLEGE, AKOLA 444 001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>981. Dr. KUNJESHWORI DEVI S (2940)</td>
<td>BIOCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT MANIPUR UNIVERSITY, IMPHAL MANIPUR 795 003</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Kdsanjenbam@yahoo.com">Kdsanjenbam@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>982. Dr. LAKSHMANA RAO P. B. (1412A)</td>
<td>DIV OF PHARMACOLOGY &amp; TOXICOLOGY JHANSI ROAD GWALIOR 474 002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>983. Dr. LALITA LEDWANI (1949)</td>
<td>PANDIT DEEN DAYAL PETROLEUM UNIV RAISAN, GANDHI NAGAR 382 007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>984. Dr. LAKSHMI DEVI (2610)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY S K UNIVERSITY, ANANTAPUR 515 003</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Klakshmidevi2000@gmail.com">Klakshmidevi2000@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>985. Dr. LAMROOP PRASAD Y (2529)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BOTANY, PG SCHOOL FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES AHMEDNAGAR COLLEGE AHMEDNAGAR 414 001</td>
<td><a href="mailto:prasadlamroop@gmail.com">prasadlamroop@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>986. Dr. LANCESWARAN K (2679)</td>
<td>44-15B, WEST STREET VENGAIRAI POST, PARAMATHI VELUR (TK) NAMAKKAL DIST NAMAKKAL 637 208</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Dr.langesh@gmail.com">Dr.langesh@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987. Dr. LEELA SRINIVAS(712)</td>
<td>DIRECTOR, ADICHUNCHANAGIRI CANCER RES CENTRE BALAGANGADHARANATHA NAGARA 571448 NAGAMANGALA TALUK, MANDYA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>988. Dr. LENJER PRIYA PRADEEP (278)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY MIMER MEDICAL COLLEGE TALEGEH DABHAE, MAHARASTRA ST 410 507</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
991. Dr. MAHABOOB KHAN S(1861)
# 1613 A, SECTOR 35 B
CHANDIGARH 160 022
Khan_mahaboob@yahoo.com

992. Dr. MADAN LAL VERMA (1678)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
H P UNIVERSITY, SUMMER HILL
SHIMLA 171 005

993. Dr. MADHUMATHI M(1833)
P G DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ST. ALOYSIUS COLLEGE
MANGALORE 575 003

994. Dr. MADHUNIKA AGRAWAL (2262)
PHARMACOLOGY DIVISION
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU 180 001
Madunika.sharm@gmail.com

995. Dr. MAHEJIBIN KHAN(1699)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
KUMAUN UNIVERSITY
NA NUITAL 263 001

996. Dr. MAHESHWARI D. C. (565)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
GUJARAT UNIVERSITY
AHMEDABAD 380 009

997. Dr. MAHIPAL SINGH (278A)
C/O BHORAJ SINGH
III A/154, NEHRU NAGAR
GHAZIABAD (UP)

998. Dr. MAHVA GUPTA CHOUDHURY (2539)
“CHARU SMRITI” NARENDRA DAM LANE
LABAN, SHILLON
MEGHALAYA 793 004
Mahva.guptachoudhury@gmail.com

999. Dr. MANMOHAN J. R. DOBRIYAL (2623)
B-14, ANAND VIHAR COLONY
KOTHI CIVIL LINE, JHALAWAR
RAJASTHAN 326 001
Manmohandobriyal@gmail.com

1000. Dr. MIHIR B SUTHAR(2063)
T-8 MADHAV BAUG FLATS
NEAR NIRNAYNAGAR
CHANDLODIYA
AHMEDABAD 382 481

1001. Dr. S. J. MAKHIJA (271)
JASWANTI 11 LAMAYEWADI
MITRA NAGAR BEHIND AKASHWANI
AURANGABAD 431 005

1002. MALARVILI T (2432)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
J J COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE
PUDUKKOTTAI, TAMILNADU 622422
malarvilimail@yahoo.com

1003. Dr. MAMTA SHARMA(1528)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
H. P. UNIVERSITY SUMMER HILL
SHIMLA 5

1004. Dr. MAMTA SHUKLA (2291)
D/O MR SRINATH SHUKLA
PARA BRAHMANAN
FAIZABAD 224 158
mamtashukla@gmail.com

1005. Dr. MANEESHA SHAH (2155)
H NO. 39, PHASE I
SAI LOK, GMS ROAD
DEHRADUN, UTTARHAND 248 001
maneesbiochem@gmail.com

1006. Dr. MANJUNATHA L (2616)
C/O BASAVARAJAPPA R
JR ENGINEER KPTCL, LAXMI NILAYA 3RD CROSS
NANJAPPAYA LAYOUT, NEAR BYEPASS ROAD
SHIMOGA 577 201
Manjunath.kspcb@gmail.com

1007. Dr. MANJUNATHA L (2616)
C/O BASAVARAJAPPA R
JR ENGINEER KPTCL, LAXMI NILAYA 3RD CROSS
NANJAPPAYA LAYOUT, NEAR BYEPASS ROAD
SHIMOGA 577 201
Manjunath.kspcb@gmail.com

1008. Dr. MANISHA THAKUR (1012)
SRF, DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
M.D.UNIVERSITY, ROHTAK 124 001

1009. Dr. MANJULA R. (1140)
SRRE SANKARA COLLEGE
POST BOX 1, KALADY 683 574
ERNAKULAM

1010. Dr. MANVENDER SINGH (1974)
# 27/L NEW COLONY
PALWAL FARIDABAD, HARYANA 121 102

1011. Dr. MARELLA SRI RAMAKRISHNA (995)
READER IN CHEMISTRY
I.J.P.S COLLEGE, GUNTUR 522 006

1012. Dr. MARUTHI K. R. (1663)
PRINCIPAL
KRUPANIDHI DEGREE COLLEGE
#12/1, CHIKKABELLANDUR VILEGEE,
CARMALARAM POST, VARTHUR HOBLI,
BANGALORE - 560 035
kmaruthi@gmail.com

1013. Dr. MATHUR R. K. (935)
SHIVANAND MARG,
1/6 MALVIYA NAGAR
JAIPUR 302 017
manishmathur01@hotmail.com

1014. Dr. MAUSUMI BHARDWAJ (1786)
INSTITUTE OF CYTOLOGY & PREVENTIVE ONCOLOGY (ICMR), I-7, SECTOR 39
NOIDA 201 301
mausumi@yahoo.com

1015. Dr. MD. ANAUL KABIR (1723)
P.A. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
NADUPADAV, KAIRANGALA
MANGALORE 574 153

1016. Dr. MEENAKSHI AGARWAL (2739)
D/O PREMPRAKASH, CHILKA
12TH RESIDENCY ROAD
NEARVIKAS TROLLEY WORKS
JODHPUR 342003
Menu_capric@yahoo.com

1017. Dr. MEENAKSHI BAWARI (723)
SENIOR LECTURER
DEPARTMENT OF LIFE SCIENCE
ASSAM UNIVERSITY (CENTRAL)
SILCHAR - 788011. ASSAM, INDIA.

1018. Dr. MEENAKSHI MALHOTA (1778)
163, HOUSING BOARD COLOGY
JHARSA ROAD, GURGAON 122 001

1019. Dr. MISRA, J. B. (762)
NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTRE
FOR GROUNDNUT IV NAGAR ROAD
POST BAG NO 5, JUNAGADH 363 001

GUJARAT

1020. Dr. (Mrs.) MITTAL Y. (437)
DEPT. OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
BIOCHEMICAL LAB,
UNIVERSITY OF ROORKEE
ROORKEE 247 667

1021. Dr. MANATOSH SADHU (2114)
S/O SRI BIJOY KUMAR SADHU
VILL & PO NALA (CHALEPARA)
DISTT- JAMTARA, JHARKHAND
815 355

1022. MANGLESIH KUMAR SINGH (2464)
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
DEFENCE R&D ESTABLISHMENT
JANSI ROAD, GWALIOR 474002
Manglesh_usa@rediffmail.com

1023. Dr. MAVINKURVE S. (564)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
GOA UNIVERSITY TLEIGAO PLATEAU
P.O. BAMBOLIN, GOA 403 202

1024. Dr. MANEESHA MALL (2602)
E-200 MOTI POKHRA
BASHARATPUR, GORAKHPUR
UP 273 004
scholarmani@gmial.com

1025. Dr. MANJU V (2394)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PERIYAR UNIVERSITY
SALEM 636 011
vaisell@gmail.com

1026. Dr. MANJULA I K (2148)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES
MANGALORE UNIVERSITY
MANGALAGANGOTHRI 574 199
MANGALORE
manjulaik@yahoo.com

1027. Dr. MANJULA I K (2148)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES
MANGALORE UNIVERSITY
MANGALAGANGOTHRI 574 199
MANGALORE
manjulaik@yahoo.com

1028. Dr. MAYUKA GHOSH (2806)
VILL + P O, CHARGHAT
DIST. NORTH 24 PARGANAS
WEST BENGAL 743 247
99

Ghosh.mayukh87@gmail.com
AKOLA 444 001

1029. Dr. Md. MOTIAR RAHAMAN KHAN (2977)
VILL-KURIT, P O +PS AMTA
DIST HOWRAH 711 401
Microbio.khan@gmail.com

1030. Dr. MOHD AYUB ANSARI(1887)
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
BIPIN BIHARI COLLEGE
JHANSI 284 001

1031. Dr. MOHAMMAD ASIF HUSSAIN(1722)
P A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
NADUPADAV, KAIRANGALA
MANGALORE 574 153

1032. Dr. MOHAMMAD TARIQUE(1841)
HAFIZ NAIMATKADA
GOVIND GANJ
SHAHJAHANPUR (UP) 242 001

1033. Dr. MOHAMMAD TARIQUE(1841)
HAFIZ NAIMATKADA
GOVIND GANJ
SHAHJAHANPUR (UP) 242 001

1034. Dr. S. MOHAN (1139)
SREE SANKARA COLLEGE
POST BOX 1, KALADY 683 574
ERNAKULAM

1035. Dr. MOHD AZEEMAL HASAN (2009)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CHAITANYA DEGREE & P G COLLEGE
A P 506 001

1036. Dr. MONICA L. SHARMA (1392)
C/O Dr. M.K.SHARMA
DIABETIC CLINIC P.O.
PRADHAN NAGAR, SILIGURI 3

1037. MOSTAQUE AHMED LASKAR(2399)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ST ANTONY’S COLLEGE
SHILLONG 793001

1038. Dr. MRITUNJAI SINGH (1995)
H NO. 9/R, BADA MAHADEVA PEER NAGAR
GAZIPIUR 233 001

1039. Dr. MUHAMMED ZAFAR IQBAL NAVAL
GUND(2232)
DEPT. OF STUDIES IN ZOOLOGY
GOVT. ARTS & SCIENCE COLLEGE
KARWAR 581301
Zafar_ian@yahoo.co.uk

1040. Dr. MULAR S. M.(899)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SHRI SHIVAJI COLLEGE

1041. Dr. MURALI JAYARAMAN (2075)
#7 BRAMIN STREET
NANDIVARAM, GUDUVANCHERI POST
KANCHEEPURAM DIST. 603202 T.N.

1042. NABONITA SENGUPTA(2463)
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
DEFENCE R&D ESTABLISHMENT
JANSI ROAD, GWALIOR 474002
Nabonita.s@gmail.com

1043. Dr. NAGENDRA NATH DAS (2249)
C/O K KANJIA (SBI)
MEDICAL BANK COLONY, 1ST LANE
BERHAMPUR, ORISSA 760 004
My.dear.sir@gmail.com

1044. Dr. NANDINI SARKAR(2062)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY GUWAHATI
GUWAHATI 781 039

1045. Dr. NAGENDRA PRABHU G.(1013)
P. G. DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY & RESEARCH CENTRE
S D COLLEGE, ALIEPPEY 680 003

1046. Dr. NALINI SRIVASTAVA(1143)
SCHOOL OF STUDIES IN BIOCHEMISTRY
JIWAJI UNIVERSITY
GWALIOR 474 011

1047. Dr. NAMRATA CHHETRI (2579)
394, GARHI CANTT, NEAR GORKHALE
SUDHAR SABHA, DEHRADUN,
UTTARAKHAND 248 003
Namrata.chhetri@yahoo.com

1048. Dr. NARENDRA KUMAR (2677)
D 14, JAIGANG COLONY, SITRI BAZAR
JHANSI
Narendracimap@gmail.com

1049. Dr. NARENDRA MADDU(1895)
ROOM No 205, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MEMBRANE BIOLOGY LABORATORY
S K UNIVERSITY
ANANTAPUR 515 003

1050. Dr. NARESH MALHOTRA (457)
PROF & HEAD, DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
G.G.S MEDICAL COLLEGE
FARIDKOT

1051. Dr. NAVGEET BAJAJ (881)
79, DHALIWAL COLONY
PATIALA

1052. Dr. NARKUNARAJA SHANMUGAM (2558)
DEPT OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY
TRICHY 620 024
snarkunaraja@gmail.com

1053. Dr. NAVEEN PARASAD (1687)
B15, POWER GRID COLONY
K.R. THOPPUR, SALEM 636 502

1054. Dr. NEELAM YADAV (2491)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
90, NIRALA NAGAR, MANDI
SAMITI ROAD, KHAJANIPUR
FAIZABAD 224 001
Neelam2ky@gmail.com

1055. Dr. NEERJA SHARMA (1212)
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
REGIONAL RICE RESEARCH STATION
GOINDWAL ROAD, KAPURTHALA

1056. NIDHANAPATI KARANAM
RAGHAVENDRA (2700)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-HYDERABAD
ORDANCE FACTORY CAMPUS
YEDDUMAILARAM , A P 502 205
midhana@yahoo.co.in

1057. Dr. NIDHI CHAUHAN (2997)
D/O SHRI M C CHAUHAN
H NO. 9, STREET NO 5/B
SHRI KRISHNA COLONY
CHANDRA NARGAR, MORADABAD 244 001
Nidhichauhan2007@rediffmail.com

1058. Dr. NIKITA KALRA (1672)
2345, MEDICAL ENCLAVE
CIRCULAR ROAD, AMRITSAR 143 001

1059. NISHA KAPOOR (2525)
10-A, GOVERNMENT QUARTERS
GANDHI NAGAR, JAMMU, INDIA
JAMMU & KASHMIR 180 004
nisha2208@gmail.com

1060. Dr. NIRANJANA (2835)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY

KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY
SHIMOGA

1061. Dr. NUPUR SINHA (2308)
AMITY INSTITUTE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMITY UNIVERSITY
GREATER NOIDA EXPRESS WAY
SECTOR 125, NOIDA 201 301
nsinha@amity.edu

1062. Dr. OM KUMAR (1139A)
DEPT. OF PHARMACOLOGY & TOXICOLOGY
JHANSI ROAD, GWALIOR 474 002

1063. Dr. PANDIMA DEVI (2003)
17C, KATTABOMMAN ST
VALLIAMAI NAGAR, KOTTAIYUR
KARAIKUDI, 630106 T N

1064. Dr. PANDURANGA MURTHY G. (2266)
SCIENTIST INCHARGE
CENTRE FOR SHRIDEVI RESEARCH FOUNDATION
SHRIDEVI INSTT OF ENG. & TECH.
SIRA ROAD, TUMKUR 572 106
Pandu_murthy@rediffmail.com

1065. Dr. PANNAGA PAVAN JUTUR (2117)
B110, BITS- PILANI
GOA CAPMUS, NH 17B LANE
ZUARI NAGAR, GOA 403 726

1066. Dr. PANNURU PADMAVATHI (2747)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SRI KRISHNADEVARAYA UNIVERSITY
ANANTAPUR 515 055
Padma7yte@gmail.com

1067. Dr. PARMAR Y. S. (454)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
UNIVERSITY OF HORTICULTURE & FORESTRY
NAUNI, SOLAN 173 230

1068. Dr. PARTHA ROY (1760)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- ROORKEE
ROORKEE 247 667
paroyfbs@iitr.ernet.in

1069. PARTHO SAROTHI RAY (2435)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH-KOL
MOHANPUR CAMPUS
P O BCKV CAMUS MAIN OFFICE
MOHANPUR, WESTBENGAL 741252
psray@iiserkol.ac.in
1070.  Dr. PATEL NAYAN RAMANLAL
A/3, SANKET FLATS
NEAR, MIRAMBICA SCHOOL
NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD 380 103

1071.  Dr. PARIMELAZHAGAN T.
FIELD RESEARCH LAB
DEFENCE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
ORGANISATION, C/O 56 APO, INDIA

1072.  Dr. PATTABIRAM T. N.
PROF & DIRECTOR OF P G STUDENTS
& VICE PRINCIPAL, KASTURBA MED COLLEGE,
MANIPAL 576 119

1073.  Dr. PAULOSE C. S.
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
COCHIN UNIVERSITY
COCHIN 682 022

1074.  Dr. PAVAN KUMAR YADAV
VILL+ POST MANSAPUR
VIA NARHIA DISTT MADHBANI
MADHBANI, BIHAR 847 108
Drpavanvir2010@gmail.com

1075.  PAWANJEEET JOGINDRA SINGH
CHHABDA (2527)
PG SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY, AHMEDNAGAR
COLLEGE STATION ROAD, AHMEDNAGAR 414 001
pawanjeetups@rediffmail.com

1076.  PAROMITA BANERJEE (2350)
9, DHARMATALA ROAD
SALKIA, HOWRAH 711106
paromita.banerjee@iiserkol.ac.in

1077.  Dr. PRABHAKAR SINGH BAIS (1543)
K. D. DENTAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL
MATHURA (UP)

1078.  PRABHAKARAN S G (2421)
21/63-C WEST COLONY KAR
BRAND ROAD, KOMARPALAYAM
NAMAKKAL DIST , TAMILNADU 638183
sgprabhakaran@gmail.com

1079.  Dr. PRADEEP KUMAR CHOUDHARY
(2523)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
GLA UNIVERSITY, 17KM MILE STONE
NH2 MATHURA DELHI ROAD
POST CHAUMUHA, MATHURA 281 406

1080.  Dr. PRADHAN SUDAGAR
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- GUWAHATI
GUWAHATI 781 039
saudagar@iitg.ernet.in

1081.  Dr. PRASAD K. R.
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PENDURAI IR T PENDURAI
MEDICAL COLLEGE & RES CENTRE
PENDURAI SANTORIUM,
PENDURAI 638 053

1082.  Dr. PRASANNA KUMAR SINGH
S/O DR SURENRA SINGH
414, BRAHMPURI, MERRUT 250 002
UP
prashantcdri@gmail.com

1083.  Dr. PRASHEEDA CHANDRAN
(1427)
DEPT. OF BIO SCIENCES
MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY
ROHTAK 124 001

1084.  Dr. PRASUNPRIYA NAYAK
‘BHARATI’
HABIBPUR, MIDNAPORE 721101
PASCHIM MEDINIPUR
WEST BENGAL
nprasunpriya@hotmail.com

1085.  Dr. PARVEEN KAPOOR
NO 235/11. BHAGHWALI GALI
KATRA MOTIRAM, I/S HATHI GATE
AMRITSAR 143 006

1086.  Dr. PIYUSH KUMAR
C/O SUDES RANI KALRA
V+ P.O. GARHINEGI
KASHIPUR, UTTARAKHAND 244713
Piyushkalra22@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation/Position</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email Address/Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1089</td>
<td>Dr. PRAKASH SAUDAGAR (2792)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- GUWAHATI GUWAHATI 781 039</td>
<td><a href="mailto:saudagar@iitg.ernet.in">saudagar@iitg.ernet.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1090</td>
<td>Dr. PREM PRAKASH SINGH (568A)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY</td>
<td>GOVT DEGREE COLLEGE CHACHURA BINAGANJ GUNA 473 118</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1091</td>
<td>Dr. PALNI L. M. S. (1164)</td>
<td>SENIOR SCIENTIFIC ADVISER- BIOTECHNOLOGY, &amp; PROJECT DIRECTOR, STATE BIOTECHNOLOGY PROGRAMME, BIOTECH BHAVAN, P O HALDI, PANTNAGAR, U S NAGAR, UTTARANCHAL 263 146</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1092</td>
<td>Dr. (MRS) PAYAL PURI(2455)</td>
<td></td>
<td>F-60A, ADITYA PURAM OPP DD NAGAR BEHIND ROAD, MAHARAJPURA GWALIOR474005</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Payal.shgl@gmail.com">Payal.shgl@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1093</td>
<td>Dr. PRAJAPATI KIRITKUMAR BHAGVANDAS (1313)</td>
<td>TUTOR, K.K. JAIN INSTITUTE OF M L T TUBERCULOSIS RESEARCH CENTRE AMARGADH DIST BHAVANAGAR 364 210</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1094</td>
<td>Dr. PRAHALATHAN C(2398)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>BHARTHIDASAN UNIVERSITY TIRUCHIRAPALLI 620024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1095</td>
<td>Dr. PRAMOD TANDON (279)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BOTANY</td>
<td>SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES NORTH EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY SHILLONG 793 014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1096</td>
<td>Dr. PURANJOY KAR (2897)</td>
<td></td>
<td>NETAJI PALLY (WEST) AKRAMPUR P O NOAPARA, P S BARASAT BARASAT 700 125. WB</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Kar.puranjoy@gmail.com">Kar.puranjoy@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1097</td>
<td>Dr. PUNDIR C. S.(433)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIO SCIENCES</td>
<td>M .D. UNIVERSITY, ROTHAK 124 001</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chandraspundir@gmail.com">chandraspundir@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1098</td>
<td>Dr. PUSHPENDER K SHARMA (2675)</td>
<td></td>
<td>C/O Dr. SAMRAT MUKHOPADHYAY IISER – MOHALI, DBT POST DOCTORAL FELLOW MOHALI , PUNJAB</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Pushpq_78@rediffmail.com">Pushpq_78@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1099</td>
<td>Dr. RAGHAVENDRA S.(1773)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>SAHYADRI SCIENCE COLLEGE SHIMOGA 577 204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Dr. RAHUL BHATTACHARYA (1313A)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF PHARMACOLOGY &amp; TOXICOLOGY</td>
<td>JHANSI ROAD, GWALIOR 474 002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1101</td>
<td>Dr. RAHUL M SHRIVASTAVA (2680)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOINFORMATICS, MAULANA AZAD NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BHOPIAL 462 051</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Rahulshrivastava_2000@yahoo.com">Rahulshrivastava_2000@yahoo.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1102</td>
<td>Dr. RAJADURAI M (2325)</td>
<td></td>
<td>MUTHAYAMMAL COLLEGE OF ARTS &amp; SCIENCE RASIPURAM TAMIL NADU 637 408</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rajaduraidpi@gmail.com">rajaduraidpi@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1103</td>
<td>Dr. (MRS.) RAJAN GUPTA(1620)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY KURUKSHETRA, HARAYANA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1104</td>
<td>Dr. RAJAKSHMI (2785)</td>
<td></td>
<td>D/O A SETTU # 1/155, KATTUR KULLAMPATTY POST AYOTHIYAPATTANAM VIA SALEM T N 636103</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Smt.rajalakshmi@gmail.com">Smt.rajalakshmi@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1105</td>
<td>Dr. RAJADESH KUMAR (2805)</td>
<td></td>
<td>A/38, SECTOR 0, SACHIWALYA COLONY KANKARBAGH, PATNA 800 020 BIHAR</td>
<td><a href="mailto:drrajesh7.vet@gmail.com">drrajesh7.vet@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1106</td>
<td>Dr. RAJADESH D TAK (2346)</td>
<td></td>
<td>AHMEDNAGAR COLLEGE STATION ROAD AHMEDNAGAR 414 001</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rajeshdtak@hotmail.com">rajeshdtak@hotmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1107</td>
<td>Dr. RAJADESH KUMAR (2805)</td>
<td></td>
<td>A/38, SECTOR 0, SACHIWALYA COLONY KANKARBAGH, PATNA 800 020 BIHAR</td>
<td><a href="mailto:drrajesh7.vet@gmail.com">drrajesh7.vet@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1108</td>
<td>Dr. RAJADESH KUMAR SINGH (2702)</td>
<td></td>
<td>S/O SHRI CHANDRESHWAR SINGH VILL” JANKI NAGAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1129. Dr. RAN SINGH SAINI (1891)
ASSOC. PROF (BIOCHEMISTRY)
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH STATION
DURGAPURA, JAIPUR 302 018

1130. Dr. RAO S. S. (215)
MASURKAK HOSPITAL
NAKA NO 1, GOKAK 591 307

1131. Dr. RAVI KIRAN PURAMA (1729)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
I.I.T. GUWAHATI
ASSAM 781 039

1132. Dr. RAVI KUMAR KADEPPAGARI (2347)
CENTRE FOR EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
JAIN UNIVERSITY, JAIN GLOBAL CAMPUS
JAKKASANDRA POST, KANAKAPURA MAIN ROAD
RAMANAGARA DIST 562112
ravikadeps@yahoo.com

1133. Dr. RAVIKUMAR V (2397)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BHARTHIDASAN UNIVERSITY
TIRUCHIRAPALLI 620024

1134. RAVINDER SINGH (2422)
C/O L MARY LINGARAJ
P G PERUMAL STREET
IDYAN KOLAM, M P KARISAL, KULAM (POST)
SRIVILLIPUTUR, TAMILNADU 626 147
chinnaravinder@yahoo.co.in

1135. Dr. RAVINDRA NATH SINGH (2995)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOTECHNOLOGY
SBS P G INSTITUTES OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES & RESEARCH, BALAWALA, DEHRADUN
UTTARKHAND 248 161
rnsingh_srinagar@yahoo.com

1136. Dr. RAVI PRAKASH (1413A)
446/23 (NEAR PARK)
D.L.F. COLONY
ROTHAK 124 001

1137. Dr. RAMESH C. K. (1614)
SENIOR SCALE LECTURER IN BIOTECHNOLOGY
115, SKANDA, 4TH CROSS,
GANAPATHI LAYOUT, VIDYANAGAR
SHIMOGA 577 203

1138. Dr. REEMA GABRANI (1781)
JAYPEE INSTITUTE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY
A-10 SECTOR 62, NOIDA 201 307
Reema.gabrani@jiit.ac.in

1139. Dr. REENA GUPTA (1792)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
H.P. UNIVERSITY, SUMMER HILL
SHIMLA 171 005

1140. Dr. RENUKA B. R. (2226A)
17 OM HOUSHING SCTY
OPP SAHAKAR NAGAR
NEAR KRISHNAPAN APPT
GORAKSHAN ROAD, AKOLA 444 004

1141. Dr. RIMAL ISAAC R.S. (2280)
NEEL NIVAS, ANDUCODE POST
KANYAKUMARI DIST 629168
rimalisaac@gmail.com

1142. Dr. RISHIKESH KUMAR (3002)
S/O SHAKUNTALA DEVI
RAMLAKHAN PATH
8, ASHOK NAGAR (WEST)
KANKARBAGH, PATNA 800 020
Virgo.rishi@gmail.com

1143. Dr. RISHIKESH SHUKLA (2722)
C/O ARUN GOYAL,
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY,
IIT GUWAHATI, GUWAHATI 781 039
r.shukla@iitg.ernet.in

1144. Dr. RITU MAHAJAN (2420)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY
KURUKSHETRA, HARYANA 136119
ritupanipat@rediffmail.com

1145. Dr. RITU PASRIJA (2960)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY
ROHTAK, HARYANA 124 001
ritupasrija@yahoo.com

1146. Dr. RONDA VENKATESWARLU (1872)
PAPIREDDYPALLI, VELIGANDLA (M.D.)
PARKASAM, ANDRA PRADESH

1147. Dr. RUDRAGOUD S. POLICEGOUDRA (2787)
DRDO, MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,
GOVT. OF INDIA
DEFENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY,
POST BAG 2, TEZPUR- 784 001
policiesg@rediffmail.com
1148. **Dr. RUPA ACHARYA (1413)**
14, HOOKER ROAD, AUGUSTO VILLA
DARJELLING 734 101
WEST BENGAL
1149. **Dr. RUPACHANDRA SINGH (1270)**
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MANIPUR UNIVERSITY
IMPHAL 3
1150. **Dr. RUPJYOTI BHARALI (1569)**
C/O BIMAL BHARALI
OPP HOTEL NANDAN
G .S. ROAD, PALTAN BASZAR
GUWAHATI 781 014
1151. **Dr. SABIHA IMRAN (1989)**
D-31 , JALVIDYUT APTS
SECTOR 21C (PART III), FARIDABAD 121 001
1152. **Dr. SADHNA SINGH (2541)**
H N 2386, D/O OF GANGA RAM SINGH
IN FRONT OF HANUMAN CHABUTARA
STADIUM ROAD, NEW RAJENDRA NAGAR
ORAI, UP 285 001
Sadhna1408@gmail.com
1153. **Dr. SHAMBOO SHARAN TRIPATHI (2626)**
“SRI NATH NILAYAM” EAST TIWARI WARD
P O RUDRAPUR
DEORIA 274 204 UP
shambhudna@gmail.com
1154. **Dr. SAMEER SRIVASTAVA (2731)**
11/154, AILWAL
SADAR KOTWALI
AZAMGARH, U P 276 001
Sameer14@gmail.com
1155. **Dr. SANDEEP KUMAR (2208)**
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & PHYSIOLOGY
COLLEGE OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
SARDAR VALLABHBHAI PATEL UNIVERSITY OF
AGRICULTURE & TECHNOLOGY
MODIPURAM , MEERUT 250 110
Sandeep4554@gmail.com
1156. **Dr. SANDEEP KUMAR (2274)**
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DIRECTORATE OF RAPE SEED- MUSTARD RES
SEWAR, BHARATPUR 321 303
Kumarsandeep.biochem@rediffmail.com
1157. **Dr. SANGEETA NEGI (BORA) (2064)**
DEPT. OF APPLIED MECHANICS
25-J JUDGE FARM, HALDWANI
NAINITAL , UTTRANCHAL
1158. **Dr. SAHA N. (385)**
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
NORTH EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY
SHILLONG 793 014
1159. **Dr. SAJAL CHAKRABARTI (483)**
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOPHYSICS
UNIV OF KALYANI, FACULTY OF SCIENCE
KALYANI 741 235
1160. **Dr. SANJUKTA PATRA (2286)**
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
IIT- GUWAHATI, GUWAHATI
ASSAM 781 039
sanjukta@iitg.ernet.in
1161. **Dr. SALIESH Y. DESAI (573)**
5 RAJESH SOCIETY
RAM MOHAN ROAD EXTENSION
THANE 400 002
1162. **Dr. SANDEEP K. MISRA (1268)**
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
INDERPRASTHA DENTAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL
46/1, SITE IV, INDUSRIAL AREA
SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD 201 010
1163. **SANJAY LAXMANRAO SARODE (2326)**
DEPT. OF PHYSIOLOGY & BIOCHEMISTRY
CSMSS DENTAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL
PAITHAN ROAD, KANCHARWADI
AURANGABAD, MAHARASTHRA 431 002
Sanjayme-mail53@rediffmail.com
1164. **Dr. SANKUNNY MOHAN KARUPPAYIL (1394)**
PROF. & HEAD, SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
S.R.T.M. UNIVERSITY, VISHUPURI
NANDED 431 606
1165. **Dr. SANGEETA BHARALI DATTA (1719)**
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
IIT- GUWAHATI, NORTH GUWAHATI
ASSAM 781 039
1166. **Dr. SANTOSH KUMAR H S (1853)**
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
KUVEMPU UNIVERSITY
SHANKARAGHATTA
1167. Dr. SANTOSH SHRIDHORSA AMTE (1308)
C/O VIJAY MANOHERRAO JUNGADE
SHIVAJI NAGAR, OPP BHARASAR BANGLA
OLD CITY, AKOLA 444 002

1168. Dr. SARALA KUMARI (2058)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
S. K. UNIVERSITY
ANANATAPUR 515 003

1169. DR. SARAVANAN
MATHESHWARAN(2283)
25, ARUNACHALA CHETTY STREET
AMMAPET, SELEM 636 003
SARAN240478@GMAIL.COM

1170. Dr. CHANDRAKANTH VAIJNATH SARMANDAL (2854)
44, NARAYAN BAG
INDORE 452 004
 Cvsmandal@yahoo.com

1171. Dr. SATYA P.SINGH (1268A)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES
SAURASHTRA UNIVERSITY
RAJKOT 360 005

1172. Dr. SATYAM KUMAR AGARWAL (2250)
C/O PHARMACOLOGY DIVISION
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU , J & K 180 001
satyamka@gmail.com

1173. Dr. SATEESHA G. J.(1190)
LECTURER IN BIOCHEMISTRY
#25/221, SRI PARAMKALYANI CENTRE FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
AZHWARKURICHI 627 412 TIRUNELVELI (DT)

1174. Dr. SATHISHA KUMAR VERMA (2957)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
AHMEDNAGAR COLLEGE
AHMEDNAGAR 414 001
srthopate@gmail.com

1175. Dr. SHAIK NAYAB RASOOL (2182)
LECTURER IN BIOCHEMISTRY
#25/221, SRINIVASA NAGAR
NANDYAL A P 518 501

1176. Dr. SAXENA O. P.(408)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF SCIENCE
GUJARAT UNIVERSITY
AHMEDABAD 380 009

1177. Dr. SEEMA PATEL (2168)
ROOM NO 170, HOSTEL SUBANSHIRI

1178. Dr. SELVI S (2146)
W/O MR P RAMASWAMY
1/1 PAPPAMPALYAM, PAPPAMPALYAM –POST
THINGALUR –VIA, PERUNDURI-TALUK
ERODE DIST
ramselvister@gmail.com

1179. Dr. SENTHIL KUMARAN R.K. (1787)
5- B, JAYAPURAM
TINDIVANAM 604 001

1180. Dr. SESH P. S. L.(1226)
DEPT. OF VETERINARY BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY SCIENCES & A H
CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
SELESIH, AIZAWL, Mizoram 796014
Pslesh@yahoo.com

1181. Dr. SHADAB AHMED (2167)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
IIT GAUWAHATI, GAUWAHATI 781 039
shadab@iitg.ernet.in

1182. Dr. SHAILENDRA KUMAR VERMA (2046)
DIV. OF MICROBIOLOGY
DRDE, JHANSI ROAD
GWALIOR 474002

1183. Dr. SHAIK NAYAB RASOOL (2182)
LECTURER IN BIOCHEMISTRY
#25/221, SRINIVASA NAGAR
NANDYAL A P 518 501

1184. Dr. SHANKAR RAMCHANDRA THOPATE(2957)
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY
AHMEDNAGAR COLLEGE
AHMEDNAGAR 414 001
srthopate@gmail.com

1185. Dr. S SHANMUGAAPRIYA (2574)
DEPT OF BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF IOMEDICAL SCIENCES
BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY
TIRUCHIRAPALLI 620 024
Shaniya_99@yahoo.com

1186. Dr. SHANTI S.(636)
57, SONARI NORTH LAYOUT
PO SONARI, JAMSHEDPUR 831 011

1187. Dr. SHANTI S. (636)
57, SONARI NORTH LAYOUT
PO SONARI, JAMSHEDPUR 831 011

1188. Dr. SHARMA D. K.(625)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
GAUWAHATI UNIVERSITY
GAUWAHATI 781 014
1188. Dr. L. P. SHARMA (686)
6/9, GAIRAN TRUST BUILDING
KALARAM ROAD SARDAR CHOWK
PANCHAWATI NAUSHIK 422 003

1189. Dr. SHEETAL CHAWLA (2998)
H NO 306/5, PEERJI MOHALLA
NEAR PARTAP TALKIES
ROHTAK 124 001
Sheetal.chawla85@gmail.com

1190. Dr. SHILPA HOOD (900)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SHRI SHIVAJI COLLEGE
AKOLA 444001

1191. Dr. SHILPI PAUL (2559)
G B PANT INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN
ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT, ALMORA
UTTARAKHAND 263 643
Shilpipaul01@gmail.com

1192. Dr. SHIVA YOGESWAR
NEELAGUND(2163)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCHOOL OF CHEMICAL SCIENCES
KUENPU UNIVERSITY, SHANKORGHATIA
SHIVAMOGGA 577 451
neelgund@gmail.com

1193. Dr. SHUBHAM PANDEY (2601)
S/0 DR RAJKISHER PANDEY
VILL POST DEVENDRANAGAR
DIST PANNA MADHYA PRADESH
PANNA 488 333
Shubham.mirm@gmail.com

1194. Dr. SHYAMAL K. NANDI(1167)
ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY &
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
G. B. PANT INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN
ENVIRONMENT & DEVELOPMENT
KOSI KARARMAI ALMORA 263 643

1195. Dr. SINGH H. D. (87)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MANIPUR UNIV CANCHIPUR
IMPHAL 795 003, MANIPUR

1196. Dr. SIRVASTAVA V. K.(242)
SCHOOL OF CATRACT RESEARCH
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
GORAKHPUR UNIVERSITY

GORAKHPUR 273 667

1197. Dr. SIVAMANI S (2151)
3/24 MARIAMMAN KOIL STREET
SELLAPPAMPATTY, NAMAKKAL 637 019
Sivman.sel@gmail.com

1198. Dr. SMRITI GAUR (2719)
6/12, NOVA, JAC ROAD, SHIPRA SUN CITY
INDIRAPURAM,
GHASIABAD 201 014
Taru10@gmail.com

1199. Dr. (Mrs.) SOBTAKKE S .D.(575)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
SHIVAJI UNIVERSITY
KOLHAPUR 416 004

1200. Dr. SOUMI NAHA NAG (2987)
B-2/906, KRISHNA APRA GARDENS
INDIRAPURAM , GHASIABAD
U P 201 014
souminaha@gmail.com

1201. Dr. SOUMIK CHOUDHURY (1875)
PULIKOTTIL HOUSE
MAVISHERY PAYYANUR PD
KANNUR G70 307

1202. Dr. SOUMIK CHOUDHURY (1875)
INSTITUTE OF PHARMACY
JALPAIGURI , WEST BENGAL 735 101

1203.

1204. Dr. SRIKANTA GOSWAMI (2918)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL GENOMICS
KALYANI 741 251
Sg1@nibmg.ac.in

1205. Dr. SRIVASTAVA D. K. (242A)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
Dr. Y. S .PARMAR UNIV OF HORT & FRITY
NAUNI, SOLAN 173 230

1206. Dr. SUBODH KUMAR (2045)
DIV. OF MICROBIOLOGY
DRDE, JHANSI ROAD,
GWALIOR 474002

1207. Dr. SUBRATA LASKAR(722)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF BURDWAN
BURDWAN 713 104

1208. Dr. SUDIP K. GHOSH(1619)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
1209. Dr. SUDHIR KUMAR RAI (2259)  
SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW  
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & BIOTECH.  
TEZPUR UNIVERSITY, ASSAM 784 028  
sudhir@tezu.ernet.in

1210. Dr. SULOCHANA SOMASUNDARAM(1908)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
SRIVENKATESWARA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING  
PENNALUR 602105  
SRIPERUMBUDUR

1211. Dr. SUMAN SINGH(1618)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KURUKSHETRA UNIVERSITY  
KURUKSHETRA

1212. Dr. SUNDARARAMAN M. (1561)  
NATIONAL FACILITY FOR MARINE CYANOBACTERIA, BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY  
TIRUCHIRAPPalli 620 032

1213. Dr. SUNIT M. DHARWADKAR (366)  
2 SARASWATI COLONY (W)  
AURANGABAD 431 005

1214. Dr. SUMAN (1431)  
DEPT. OF BIO SCIENCES  
MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY  
ROHTAK 124 001

1215. Dr. SURAJIT BAKSI(1450)  
A 504 SUPRBH APARTMENT  
BAKERI CITY, VEJALPUR  
AHMEDABAD- 380051  
surajit.baksi@hester.in

1216. Dr. SURINDER SINGH (572)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
G.G.S MEDICAL COLLEGE  
FARIDKOT

1217. Dr. SUresh KUMAR R(1784)  
MOLECULAR GENETICS LAB  
INSTITUTE OF CYTOLOGY & PREVENTIVE ONCOOGY, I-7, SEC 39  
NOIDA 201 301

1218. Dr. SURI R. K. (406)  
18, ASHIRVAD ENCLAVE  
CHAKRATA ROAD  
DEHRA DUN 248 001

1219. Dr. SURYANARAYANA RAO(943)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY  
TIRUCHIRAPPalli 620 024

1220. Dr. SWAGATA DASGUPTA (2802)  
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY  
Kharagpur 721 302  
swagara@chem.iitkgp.ernet.in

1221. Dr. SWAMINATHAN D(1904)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
SVCE, PENNALUR 602 105  
SRIPERUMBUDUR

1222. Dr. SWATI KHANNA (2709)  
B-101, SUBANSIRI HOSTEL  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- GUWAHATI  
ASSAM 781 039  
swats3042@gmail.com

1223. Dr. SYED RIYAZ-UL-HASSAN (2991)  
MICROBIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION  
CSIR- INDIAN INSTITUTE OF INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE, CANAL ROAD  
JAMMU 180 001  
srhassan@iiim.ac.in

1224. Dr. SYED SHAHZADUL HAQUE (2791)  
DEPT OF CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY  
INDIRA GANDHI INSTT OF MEDICAL SCIENCES  
PATNA, BIHAR 800 014  
Sshaq2002@yahoo.co.in

1225. Dr. SYED TAFFAZUL HUSSAIN (1259)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
GOVT MEDICAL COLLEGE  
SRINAGAR 190 010

1226. Dr. TAPAN KUMAR NAILWAL (1700)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
KUMAUN UNIVERSITY  
NAINITAL 263 001

1227. Dr. TAPAS KUMAR MONDAL (2112)  
BIOTECHNOLOGY LABORATORY  
UTTAR BANGA KRISHI VISWAVIDALAYA  
PUNDIBARI, COOCH BEHAR  
WEST BENGAL 736 165

1228. Dr. TAPAS KUMAR SENGUPTA(2191)  
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
& RESEARCH (IISER- KOL)
MOHANPUR CAMPUS, BCKV CAMPUS MAIN OFF
NADIA, W.B. 741 252
senguptak@iiserkol.ac.in

1229. Dr. THAMARAISELVI K (2576)
DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY
TIRUCHIRAPPALLI 620 024
kthamaraiselvi@hotmail.com

1230. Dr. TIMIR TRIPATHI (2537)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
NORTH EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY
SHILLONG 793 022
ttripathi@gmail.com

1231. Dr. TIRUVEEDULA RAJA RAJESWARI (2313)
ASSOCIATE PROF. IN CHEMISTRY
GOVERNEMENT COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
GUNTUR, ANDHRA PRADESH 522 001
Vharshini3@yahoo.co.in

1232. Dr. TSERING STOB DAN (2245)
DEFENCE INSTITUTE OF HIGH ALTITUDE RESEARCH, DRDO
C/O 56, APO, LADAKH, LEH
JAMMU & KASHMIR 901 205
Ts_mbb@yahoo.com

1233. Dr. MUDDAPPUR M (1840)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
K.L.E. COLLEGE OF ENGG & TECH
UDYMBAG, BELGAUM 590 008

1234. Dr. UMA RAMACHANDRAN (1593)
DEPT. OF PHARM. TECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH, SECTOR 67
MOHALI PB: 160 062

1235. Dr. UMESH C. GOSWAMY (505)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
GAWAHATI UNIVERSITY
GAWAHATI 781 014

1236. UME NDR KUMAR (2431)
1738, KHOKHAR NAGAR
TANDA ROAD CHHAPRAULI
CHHAPRAULI, UP 250 617
BAGHPAT
uchemkhokhar@gmail.com

1237. Dr. USHA CHAKRABORTY (774)

CENTRE FOR LIFE SCIENCES
NORTH BENGA L UNIVERSITY
P O NO 734 430, DARJEELING

1238. Dr. UTTAM CHAND BANERJEE (1322)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH (NIPER)
SECTOR 67, S. A. S NAGAR (MOHALI)
PUNJAB 160 062

1239. Dr. VAHAB ALI (2605)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY RMRIMS
AGARMKUAN, PATNA 800 007, BIHAR
Vahab ali@yahoo.com

1240. Dr. VALSA A. K. (1322A)
SREE SANKARA COLLEGE
POST BOX 1, KALADY 683 574
ERNAKULAM

1241. Dr. VALSALA P. (1151)
SELECTION GRADE LECTURER
S N COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
KOLLAM

1242. Dr. VAMAN RAO (2948)
PROFESSOR & HEAD
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NMAM INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
NITTE, UDUPI DIST 574 110
Vaman.rao@gmail.com

1243. Dr. CH. VARADACHARYULU N (1894)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
S K UNIVERSITY
ANANTAPUR 515 003

1244. Dr. VARIJ NAYAN (409A)
S/O Dr. RAJENDRA PRASAD
D/2, GHERA NAYA TOLA (BEHIND DABUR LTD.)
KUMHRAR, KANKARBAGH
PATNA- 800 020
varijnayan@yahoo.co

1245. Dr. VANDANA GAUTAM (2047)
DIV. OF MICROBIOLOGY
DRDE, JHANSI ROAD
GWALIOR 474002

1246. Dr. VARSANTHI NACHIAPPAN(1588)
READER AND HEAD
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BHARATHIDASAN UNIVERSITY
TRICHY 620 024
1247. Dr. VIDHYA N(1988)
#72, V V KOVIL STREET
WALAJABAD, KANCHIPURAM DIST
TAMIL NADU 631 605

drvidyasm@gmail.com

1248. Dr. VIDYA S M (3003)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NMAMIT, NITTE 574 110

1249. Dr. VIDYA RANI.P.B.(1847)
D/o BASAPPA PATEL
6TH CROSS, RAJENDRANAGAR
SHIMOGA 577 201

1250. Dr. VIJAY CHAUTHAIWALE (2251)
TORRENT PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
TORRENT RESEARCH CENTRE
P O GHAT 382 428 GUJARAT
vijaychauthaiwale@torrentpharma.com

1251. VIKAS SHARMA (2409)
DIVISION OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FOA, SKUAST-JAMMU MAIN CAMPUS
CHATHA, JAMMU 180009
vikas.skuast@gmail.com

1252. Dr. VIMALA DEVI S. (2825)
1/58, PERIYARALLIKULAM
VIRUDHUNAGAR, T N 626 004
seenuvimmi@gmail.com

1253. Dr. VISHAL KUMAR SONI(2512)
BASANTPUROKHAS, MADARSA CHOWK
NEAR DR. RIZWAN AHMAD CLINIC
P O GEETA PRESS, GORKHPUR 273 005
vishalkumars@gmail.com

1254. Dr. VISHAL TRIVEDI (2651)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
IIT – GUWAHATI, GUWAHATI
ASSAM 781 039
vtrivedi@iitg.ernet.in

1255. Dr. VEENA PANDE(1698)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
KUMAUN UNIVERSITY
NAINITAL 263 001

1256. Dr. VEERA RAVI(1727)
SR. LECTURER
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
SDM COLLEGE, UJJIRE (DK)
crveeranna@gmail.com

1257. Dr. VEERANNA S (2172)
SR. LECTURER
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
SDM COLLEGE, UJJIRE (DK)
crveeranna@gmail.com

1258. Dr. VEERASWAMY V. (1658)
Sr. LECTURER IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
GOVERNMENT POLYTECHNIC FOR WOMEN
PALAMANER 517 408, A.P.
veeravasamyv09@gmail.com

1259. Dr. VEERUPAXAGOUUDA PATIL(1727)
C/O SMT S K POLICEPATIL,
76/3B, GURUBASAVA COLONY,
BEHIND KHB COLONY,
KALADGI ROAD, BAGALKOT-587101

1260. Dr. VENKATESHWARAN K .S.(409)
SCIENTIST B DEFENCE RES & DEVELOPMENT
ESTABLISHMENT, TENSEN ROAD
GWALIOR 474 002

1261. Dr. VENKATESHWAR RAO (445)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGY
CENTRAL FORENSIC SCIENCE LABORATORY
RAMANATHAPUR 500 013

1262. Dr. VENKATESH RENGASWAMY(1777)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
JAYPEE INSTITUTE OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY
A-10, SECTOR 62,NOIDA 201 307

1263. Dr. VERMA S.(407)
DEPT. OF PHARMACOLOGY
GANDHI MEDICAL COLLEGE
BHOPAL

1264. VETA VARSHINI P A (2330)
12/43, PETTAI K. V. NORTH STREET
KUMBAKONAM
TAMIL NADU 612 001
vethavarshini@gmail.com

1265. Dr. VIDHYA RANGASWAMY(1762)
INDUSTRIAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
RELIANCE LIFE SCIENCES
DARC, R- 282, TTC AREA OF MIDC
THANE- BELAPUR ROAD, RABALE
NAVI MUMBAI 400 701

1266. Dr. VIJAY O KOTHARI ( 2048)
INSTT. OF SCIENCE
NIRMA UNIVERSITY
S G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382 481
1267. Dr. VIJAYAKUMAR M. L.(1423)
“BHAGYASHREE”
RAVINDRA NAGAR 4TH CROSS
SHIMOGA 577 201

1268. Dr. VIJAYAKUMAR L (2147)
NO.I2, BIT STAFF QUARTERS
BANNARI AMMAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CAMPUS, ALATHUKOMBAI (POST)
SATHYAMANGALAM, ERODE DISTRICT,
TAMIL NADU - 638 401
microlvk@yahoo.co.in

1269. Dr. VIKASH KUMAR DUBEY(1724)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ROOM NO. 1N 102,
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GUWAHATI 781 039
vdubey@iitg.ernet.in

1270. Dr. VIRENDRA KUMAR SINGH (1552)
QTR. NO 1, RANI KUNJ (RSM STAFF QTRS)
NEAR SHIela TALKIES
SEOHARA ROAD, DHAMPUR
(BIJNOR) 246 761

1271. Dr. VIKAS PRUTHI (407A)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES AND BIOTECHNOLOGY
ROORKEE UNIVERSITY
ROORKEE 247 667

1272. Dr. R. VIKAS SINGHAL (1443)
428/2, ISHWAR PURI
NEAR ODEON CINEMA, MEERUT (UP) 250 002
Vik_singhal@rediffmail.com

1273. Dr. VINAYAGAMOORTHY (2145)
32/9A, GOVINDAN STREET
CHEYYAR 604407
THIRUVANAMALAI DIST
TAMIL NADU
Vinayaga100@rediffmail.com

1274. Dr. VINITA HOODA (1430)
DEPT. OF BIO- SCIENCES
MAHARSHI DAYANANDA UNIVERSITY
ROHTAK 124 001

1275. Dr. VINITA HOODA(2440)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
MAHARSHI DAYANANDA UNIVERSITY
ROHTAK 124 001
vinitahooda@yahoo.co.in

1276. Dr. VINOD KUMAR CHATURVEDI (401)
CENTRAL TOBACCO RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RESEARCH STATION
DINHATA 763 135

1277. Dr. VIVEKANANDAN M. (374)
D-4, ROHINI MAY FLOWER APARTMENT, OFFICER
COLONY, PUTHUR, TIRUCHIRAPALLI-620017
bard_vivek@yahoo.com

1278. Dr. YENGKOKPAM RANJANA DEVI (2066)
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL ENGG & POST
HARVEST TECH (CAEPHIT)
CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
RANIPool, GANGTOK, SIKKIM 737135

1279. Dr. YOGENDRA SINGH(1996)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
GANJ BASODA(DISTT)
VIDISHA 464 221

INDORE

1280. Dr. ANIL KUMAR (1196)
PROFESSOR & HEAD,
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY,
DEVI AHILYA UNIVERSITY,
KHANDWA ROAD CAMPUS, INDORE 452 017

1281. Dr. MEETA JAIN(1892)
SCHOOL OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DEVI AHILYA UNIVERSITY
KHANDWA ROAD, INDORE 452 017

1282. Dr. REKHA PURANIK (247)
ASST PROF. IN BIOCHEMISTRY
ADARSH HOKAR SCIENCE COLLEGE
INDORE 452 001

IZATNAGAR

1283. Dr. ABHIJIT MITRA(1321)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL GENETICS
INDIAN VEATERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122
drabhijitmitra@gmail.com

1284. Dr. ADAK T. K.(835)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & FOOD SCIENCES
INDIAN VEATERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1285. Dr. ANBU K. A.(1586)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
1286. Dr. ANUJ CHAUHAN (2210)
SCIENTIST, DIV OF ANIMAL GENETICS
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122
Anuj_vet99@rediffmail.com

1287. Dr. ANITA GANGULY (1433)
DEPT. OF VETERINARY BIOCHEMISTRY
RANCHI VETY. COLLEGE
BAU KANKE, RANCHI
JHARKHAND 834 006

1288. Dr. ASHOK KUMAR (90)
64 MANDAL VIHAR ,IVRI ROAD,
IZATNAGAR-243122(UP)
drashokkum@rediffmail.com

1289. Dr. ARVIND A SONWANE (2197)
DIV. OF ANIMAL GENETICS
INDIAN VETERINARY RES. INSTT
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1290. Dr. GOSWAMI P. P (1137)
NATIONAL BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1291. Dr. MAHAMTAB ZAKIRA SIDDIQUI (755)
PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS LABORATORY
A. N. DIVISION BUILDING
IZATNAGAR

1292. Dr. NAGANATH (1417)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1293. Dr. SAHOO G. R. (834)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1294. Dr. SANAT KUMAR MEUR (1210)
DEPT. OF PHYSIOLOGY & CLIMATOLOGY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1295. Dr. SANJEEV KUMAR BHURE (1416)
DIV OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR, BAREILLY (U.P.)
sdbhure@rediffmail.com

1297. Dr. SRIVASTVA A. K. (240)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & FOOD SCIENCES,
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122

1298. Dr. SUCHITRA S. (1415)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
IZATNAGAR 243 122
JAMMU TAWI

1299. Dr. JASWANT SINGH (85)
SCIENTIST BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU TAWI 180 001

1300. Dr. JOHRI R. K. (280)
SCIENTIST BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU TAWI 180 001

1301. Dr. MATOO R. K. (84)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
GOVERNMENT MEDICAL COLLEGE
JAMMU TAWI 180 001

1302. Dr. RAO P. G. (285)
SCIENTIST BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU TAWI 180 001

1303. Dr. SAROJINI JOHRI (1565)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU TAWI 180 001

1304. Dr. SAXENA A. K. (667)
SCIENTIST BIOCHEMISTRY SECTION
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU TAWI 180 001

1305. Dr. THUSU NEELIMA (502)
28 ASHOK NAGAR, LAXMAN VILLA
CANAL ROAD, JAMMU TAWI 180 001

JORHAT

1306. Dr. ANANTA MADHAV BARUAH (791)
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL BIOCHEMISTRY
B. N. COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
BISWANATH CHARIALI, ASSAM 784 176

1307. Dr. BARUAH B. (1123)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006
1308. Dr. BARUAH R. C. (1586A)
DEPT. OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1309. BASABRANI DEVI (2384)
TEOK TEA ESTATE
AMALGAMATED PLANTATIONS PVT LTD
R & D UNIT, P O TEOK 785112
DIST JORHAT, ASSAM
basabranidevi83@gmail.com

1310. Dr. (Mrs.) BEZBARUAH B. (1027)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY DIVISION
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1311. Dr. BEZBARUAH R. L. (1125)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1312. Dr. BINOTI DEVI BARUAH (1910)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
TOCKLAI EXPERIMENTAL STATION
TOCKLAI, JORHAT 785 008

1313. Dr. BISWAJIT BERA (835A)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
TOCKLAI EXPERIMENTAL STATION
TOCKLAI, JORHAT 785 008

1314. Dr. BORA P. K. (1124)
DEPT. OF GEO SCIENCE
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1315. Dr. BORAH R. C.(1224)
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL BIOCHEMISTRY
ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
JORHAT 785 013

1316. Dr. BORA T. C.(855)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1317. Dr. A. BORTHAKUR (933A)
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL BIOCHEMISTRY
ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
JORHAT 785 013

1318. Dr. DEKA BARUAH H. P. (1127)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1319. Dr. DEKA P. C. (936)
VICE CHANCELLOR,
TEZPUR UNIVERSITY NAAPAM,
TEZPUR, ASSAM

1320. Dr. DILEEP KUMAR B. S.(903)
AGROPROCESSING & NATURAL PRODUCTS DIV
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOG (NIIST)
COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC & INDUSTRIAL
RESEARCH (CSIR), INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
PAPPANAMCODE, THIRUVANATHAPURAM 695 019
kumardileep@niist.res.in

1321. Dr. DEEPIKA BARUAH (1913)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
BAHONA COLLEGE P O
BAHONA , JORHAT

1322. Dr. DIPAK PRAJAPATI (212A)
DEPT. OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1323. Dr. GOGOI B .K. (1008)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1324. Dr. GOSWAMI M. R.(1032)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
TEA RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
TOCKLAI, JORHAT 785 008

1325. Dr. GOSWAMI P.(1126)
BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
GAUHATI- ASSAM

1326. Dr. HAZARIKA M.(1128)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
TOCKLAI EXPERIMENTAL STATION
TOCKLAI 785 008

1327. Dr. JYOTI REKHA SAIKIA (1912)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NORTH EAST INSTT. OF SCIENCE & TECH
JORHAT 785 006

1328. Dr. A. C. KAKOTY (1009)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
1329. Dr. KARTIK NEOG (2222)
CENTRAL MUGA ERI RESEARCH & TRAINING INSTITUTE, CENTRAL SILK BOARD
MINISTRY OF TEXTILES
LAHDOIGARH 785 700, JORHAT
Kartik_neog@rediffmail.com

1330. Dr. (Mrs.) KIRONMAYEE TAMULY (1390)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1331. Dr. (Mrs.) MEENA BORTHAKUR (1223)
DEPT. OF MEDICINAL & PLANT SCIENCES
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1332. Dr. MINAKSHI BHATTACHARJEE (2580)
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CSIR-NEIST, JORHAT 785 006
Minakshibhattacharjee2007@gmail.com

1333. Dr. MODI M. K. (937)
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
JORHAT 785 006

1334. Dr. (Mrs.) NEELIMA SAIKIA (1262)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1335. Dr. NIGAM J. N. (933)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1336. Dr. PRAKASHAM R. S. (515)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1337. Dr. PRIYANKA DAS (1225)
ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
JORHAT 785 013

1338. Dr. ROY M. K. (854)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1339. Dr. SANDHU J S
DEPT. OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1340. Dr. SARMA B. K. (854A)
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURAL BIOCHEMISTRY
ASSAM AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
JORHAT 785 013

1341. Dr. SANTANU SABHAPONDIT (1911)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
TOCKLAI EXPERIMENTAL STATION
TOCKLAI, JORHAT 785 008

1342. SANGEETA DAS (2385)
DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NORTH EAST INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY (CSIR)
JORHAT 785 006
sangeetadas4@gmail.com

1343. Dr. SAWLANG BORSING WANN (1534)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1344. Dr. (MRS) SHARBANI MAZUMDER (1882)
C/O Dr. DIPAK PRAJAPATI
NORTH EAST INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY, JORHAT 785 006

1345. Dr. (Ms.) SHARMA BARTHAHUR A. (934)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1346. Dr. SINGH R. P. (86)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1347. Dr. SUSMITA SINGH (1879)
C/O DR. B K GOGOI, BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
R R L (NEIST) JORHAT 785 006

1348. Dr. TAMULY P. (1033)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
TEA RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
TOCKLAI, JORHAT 785 008

1349. Dr. UNNI B. G. (644)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
JORHAT 785 006

1350. Dr. USHA GEORGE (592)
DEPT. OF LIBRARY SCIENCES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1351.</td>
<td>YELENA KAKOTY (2386)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kakoty.yelena@gmail.com">kakoty.yelena@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1352.</td>
<td>Dr. AGNIHOTRI M. M. (1176)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1353.</td>
<td>Dr. ANNIKA SINGH (2590)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Annika74shreesh@gmail.com">Annika74shreesh@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1354.</td>
<td>Dr. ARVIND DIXIT (2585)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Dixit_arvind@yahoo.co.in">Dixit_arvind@yahoo.co.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1355.</td>
<td>Dr. AWAStHI S. K.(1175)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1356.</td>
<td>Dr. BALAJI PRAKASH(1794)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1357.</td>
<td>Dr. PRABHANSHU KUMAR(1429)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1358.</td>
<td>Dr. RITA KAR (87)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1359.</td>
<td>RITU SINGH(2426)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Ritu.genesis@gmail.com">Ritu.genesis@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1360.</td>
<td>Dr. SHUKLA V. N(1300)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1361.</td>
<td>Dr. SINGH S. D.(386)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362.</td>
<td>Dr. SRIVASTAVA G. P.(440)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1363.</td>
<td>Dr. ABHIJIT MITRA (386A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1364.</td>
<td>Dr. ANIL DAHUJA(928)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1365.</td>
<td>Dr. ANURADHA BHARDWAJ(1709)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ab_ndri@rediffmail.com">ab_ndri@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1366.</td>
<td>Dr. ARMINDER KAUR(929)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1367.</td>
<td>Dr. ATREJA S. K. (1300A)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:suresh_aterja@yahoo.co.in">suresh_aterja@yahoo.co.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1368.</td>
<td>Dr. AYAN MUKERJEE (2234)</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ayanabtc@gmail.com">ayanabtc@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1369.</td>
<td>Dr. BANSAL P. (1129)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1391. Dr. REJI JACOB (924)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1392. Dr. REKHA SHARMA (926)
SENIOR SCIENTIST
CORE LAB (NETWORK PROJECT ON ANGR)
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ANIMAL GENETIC RESOURCES
PO BOX 129, GT ROAD, NEAR BALDI BYE-PASS
KARNAL- 132001

1393. Dr. RENU SAGWAL (1873)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1394. Dr. RITA RANI (1711)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
shamarita_123@rediffmail.co

1395. Dr. SACHINANDAN DE (1556)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1396. Dr. SEEMA MEHTA (925)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
shalu2600@yahoo.co.in

1397. Dr. SHALINI JAIN (1712)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
shalu2600@yahoo.co.in

1398. Dr. SHAMIK POLLEY (2235)
ANIMAL BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
Dr.polley83@gmail.com

1399. MR SHASHI BHUSHAN (2781)
ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1400. Dr. SHILPA VIJ (2001)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUT
KARNAL 132 001
shilpavij@yahoo.co.in

1401. Dr. SHIV KUMAR (1213)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1402. MS SMITA SINGH (2775)
ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1403. Dr. SONAL RAJPAL (1713)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1404. Mr. SRINU REDDI (2780)
ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
Reddysrinu89@yahoo.com

1405. Dr. SUBHADRA PRIYADARSHINI (1010)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001

1406. Dr. (MS) SUNITA GROVER (2177)
DEPT. OF MBU
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
sungro@mailcity.com

1407. Dr. SURAJ K. (1130)
DEPT. OF ANIMAL BIOCHEMISTRY
NATIONAL DAIRY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
KARNAL 132 001
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kunalray@gmail.com

1539. Dr. LAHIRI MAJUMDER A. N. (1281A)  
PLANT MOLECULAR & CELLULAR GENETICS  
BOST INSTITUTE (CENTENARY BUILDING)  
P/1/12, CIT SCHEME VIIM

KOLKATA 700 054

1540. Dr. LATA RAMRAKHANI (2341)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY  
RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032  
Lata_ram@hotmail.com

1541. Dr. LATIKA NAGPAL (2903)  
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY & GUHA CENTRE  
FOR GENETIC ENGINEERING 7 BIOTECHNOLOGY, 35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD, KOLKATA 700 019  
latikanagpal@gmail.com

1542. Dr. (Mrs.) LEENA CHOWDHURY (606)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1543. Dr. MADHUMITA BASU (2900)  
BALLYGUNGE SCIENCE COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA, 35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD, KOLKATA 700 019  
Madhubiochem05@yahoo.co.in

1544. Dr. MADHUMITA ROY (1538)  
CHITTARANJAN NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE SHYMAPRASAM MUKHERJEE ROAD  
KOLKATA 700 026

1545. Dr. MAHDEB PAL (2887)  
B G 147, SECTOR II  
SALT LAKE, KOLKATA 700 091  
palmahadeb@gmail.com

1546. Dr. MAHAJAN R. G. (357)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1547. Dr. MAHUA RANI DAS (2972)  
DEPT OF BIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY  
INDIAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE CULTIVATION OF SCIENCE, KOLKATA 700 032  
Mahua.dasbhaban@gmail.com

1548. Dr. MAIDUL HUSSAIN (2706)  
BIOPHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY  
KOLKATA 700 032  
maidulhussain@yahoo.com

1549. Dr. MAMATA CHAWLA SARKAR (2080)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCIENTIST C, DIVISION OF VIROLOGY</td>
<td>NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA AND ENTERIC DISEASES</td>
<td>P33 CIT ROAD SCHEME XM, BELIAGHATA KOLKATA 700010</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chawlam70@yahoo.com">chawlam70@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1550. Dr. MANJU DAS (2975)</td>
<td>EKTA HIGHTS, BLOCK II-12B 56, RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:manjudas@yahoo.com">manjudas@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1551. Dr. MOHANAKUMAR K P (1243)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mohankumar@iicb.res.in">mohankumar@iicb.res.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1552. Dr. MAJUMDER G. C. (1243A)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1553. Dr. MAJUMDER H. K. (606A)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1554. Dr. MALABKA DUTTA(1283)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1555. Dr. MANDAL N. C.(680)</td>
<td>E-5, DIGANTIKA AH- BLOCK, SECTOR II SALT LAKE, KOLKATA 700 091</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:mandalnc2003@yahoo.com">mandalnc2003@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1556. Dr. MANDAL R. K. (680A)</td>
<td>demised 7A, RAM MOHAN ROY ROAD KOLKATA 700 009</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:rkmandal2002@yahoo.com">rkmandal2002@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1557. Dr. MANDI R. N.(1242)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1558. Dr. MANIKUNTALA KUNDU (1242A)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY BOSE INSTITUTE 93/1, A. P. C. ROAD KOLKATA 700 009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1559. Dr. MANJU RAY (482)</td>
<td>EMERITUS PROFESSOR BOSE INSTITUTE, CENTENARY BUILDING DIVISION OF BIOPHYSICS P-1/12 CIT SCHEME VII M, KOLKATA 700 054</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1560. Dr. MANULIKA CHANDRA(388)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BOTANY BOSE INSTITUTE, 93/1, A. P. C. ROAD KOLKATA 700 009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1561. Dr. (Mrs.) MANJUSRI PAL (388A)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF PHYSIOLOGY UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE RAJA BAZAR, KOLKATA 700 009</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1562. Dr. MANIKANKANA BANDOPADHYAY (2879)</td>
<td>ICMR VIRUS UNIT, I.D &amp;B.G. HOSPITAL CAMPUS G B 4 1ST FLOOR EAST WING, 57 S C BANERJEE, ROAD, KOLKATA 700 010</td>
<td></td>
<td><a href="mailto:Manikankana_c@rediffmail.com">Manikankana_c@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1563. Dr. (Mrs.) MINA MUKERJEE(342)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1564. Dr. MITALI PRAMANIK(1249) (USA)</td>
<td>BOSE INSTITUTE P/12, CIT SCHEME VIIM, KOLKATA 700 054</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1565. Dr. MOHANLAL JANA(1036)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1566. Dr. MOITRI BASU (2912)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Moitri_basu@yahoo.co.in">Moitri_basu@yahoo.co.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1567. Dr. MONIKA CHAKRABORTY(1284)</td>
<td>INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY</td>
<td>RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1568. Dr. MOTILAL MAITI(472)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1569. Dr. MOULINATH ACHARYA (2920)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL GENOMICS, NETAJI SUBHAS SANATORIUM
2ND FLOOR, P O NSS, KALYANI 741 251
moulinath@gmail.com

1570. Dr. MOUSUMI DUTTA (2890)
22/3V/2, SREENATH MUKHERJEE LANE
KOLKATA 700 030
Duttamousumi10@gmail.com

1571. Dr. (Mrs.) MRIDULA CHOUDHARY (341)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1572. Dr. S. L. MUKHERJEE (706)
INFAR (INDIA) LIMITED
7 WOOD STREET
KOLKATA 700 016

1573. Dr. MUNMUN BISWAS (2906)
33/1/14, K B SARANI
KOLKATA 700 080
Biswa_munmum@yahoo.co.in

1574. Dr. NABENDU S. CHATTERJEE (1355)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASES, P 33 CIT ROAD, SCHEME XM
BELIAGHATA, KOLKATA 700 010

1575. Dr. (Mrs.) NAG N. (603)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1576. Dr. NAIK T. N. (1162)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASE P33 CIT SCHEME XV
BELIAGHATA ROAD, KOLKATA 700 010

1577. Dr. (Mrs.) NAMITA NANDI (602)
KASTURI APT, FLAT NO ME2
77/A BADE RAJPUR ROAD
KOLKATA 32

1578. Dr. NANDI BAIJAI (1559)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
1588. Dr. PARAG KUNDU (1562)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1589. Dr. PARAMESH CHANDRA SIL (1410)
BOSE INSTITUTE MAIN CAMPUS
93/1 ACHARYA PRAFULLA CHANDRA ROAD
KOLKATA 700 009

1590. Dr. PARASURAMAN JAISANKAR (1929)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA
35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD
KOLKATA 700 019

1591. Dr. PARTHA SAHA (1254A)
SAHA INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS
1/AF BIDHAN NAGAR
KOLKATA 700 064

1592. Dr. PARUL CHAKRABARTI (258A)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY, BOSE INSTITUTE
93/1 A. P. C. ROAD, KOLKATA 700 009

1593. Dr. PIJUSH KR. DAS (345)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
pjushdas@iicb.res.in

1594. Dr. PINAK CHAKRABARTI (1544)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BOSE INSTITUTE, P1/12, CIT SCHEME VIIM,
KOLKATA 700 054
Pinak@boseinst.ernet.in

1595. Dr. PRADIP DAS (785)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA &
ENTERIC DISEASE P33 CIT SCHEME XV
BELIAGHATA ROAD, KOLKATA 700 010

1596. Dr. PRADIP K PARRACK (2093)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BOSE INSTITUTE
KOLKATA 700 054
Parrack@gmail.com

1597. Dr. PRANAB ROY (212)
19A LINTON STREET
KOLKATA 700 014

1598. Dr. PRANAB K. SARKAR (257)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1599. Dr. PRANAB SANKAR BASU (349)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1600. Dr. PRANJAL BISWAS (2899)
226, BIDHUBHUSAN SENGUPTA ROAD
BEHALA, KOLKATA 700 034
Pranjal.244@hotmail.com

1601. Dr. PRASANTA K. RAY (349A)
DIRECTOR, BOSE INSTITUTE
93/1 APC ROAD
KOLKATA 700 009

1602. Dr. PRASHANTA KUMAR BAG (1254)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY,
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF KOLKATA
35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD
KOLKATA 700 019

1603. Dr. PRATAP K. DAS (258)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1604. Dr. PRATIMA DATTA (1929A)
S/1 F DESHPRIYA PARK ROAD
KOLKATA 700 029

1605. Dr. PRIYADARSHI BASU (2919)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL
GENOMICS, P O NSS
KALYANI 741 251
Pb1@nibmg.ac.in

1606. Dr. PRIYAM BANERJEE (2342)
NAITY ROAD, P O BARABAHERA
KOLKATA- 712 246
cpriyam@gmail.com

1607. Dr. PROSENJIT PAL (2926)
BHARATI APARTMEN, 3RD FLOOR
14/3, VERNER LANE, P O BELGHARIA
KOLKATA 700 056
Prosen.pal@gmail.com
1608. Dr. Rabindra Nath Baral (1359)
Chittaranjan National Cancer Institute
Shymparasam Mukherjee Road
Kolkata 700 026

1609. Dr. Radha C. R. (695A)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
4 RAJA S C Mullick Road
Jadavpur, Kolkata 700 032

1610. Dr. Ragini Sinha (2566)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology
4, RAJA S C Mullick Road
Kolkata 700032
Ragini150983@gmail.com

1611. Dr. Rajat Banerjee (2909)
Dept of Biotechnology
University of Calcutta
Ballygunge Science College
4th Floor, 35 B C Road
Kolkata 700 019
rbbcgc@gmail.com

1612. Dr. Rajesh Panigrahi (2877)
ICMR Virus Unit, I.D & B.G. Hospital Campus
G 84 1st Floor East Wing, 57 S C Banerjee,
Road, Kolkata 700 010
Panigrahirajesh75@gmail.com

1613. Dr. Rajib Majumder (2872)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology
4 RAJA S C Mullick Road, Jadavpur
Kolkata 700 032
Majumder rajib2008@gmail.com

1614. Dr. Ranjan Bhadra (1526)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology
4 RAJA S C Mullick Road, Jadavpur
Kolkata 700 032

1615. Dr. Ranjan Bhadra (1237)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology
4 RAJA S C Mullick Road, Jadavpur
Kolkata 700 032

1616. Dr. Ranjan Kumar Nandy (1252)
National Institute of Cholera & Enteric
Diseases, P 33 CIT Road, Scheme XM
Kolkata 700 010

1617. Dr. Rajyasree Bandyopadhyay (695)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
4 RAJA S. C. Mullick Road
Jadavpur, Kolkata 700 032

1618. Dr. Ranadhir Chakraborty (2561)
Department of Biotechnology,
University of North Bengal
P.O. NBU, Siliguri 734013
rcnbu2003@yahoo.com

1619. Dr. Ranajit Bandyopadhyay (694)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
4 RAJA S. C. Mullick Road
Jadavpur, Kolkata 700 032

1620. Dr. Ratan Gachhui (1150)
Life Sciences & Biotechnology
Jadavpur University
Kolkata 700 032
ratangachhui@gmail.com

1621. Dr. Ratna Chatterjee (1930)
Dept. of Biochemistry
University College of Science
University of Calcutta
35 Ballygunge Circular Road
Kolkata 700 019

1622. Dr. Rathana Hati (270)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
4 RAJA S. C. Mullick Road
Jadavpur, Kolkata 700 032

1623. Dr. Ratnamala Ray (485)
Ashok Laboratory
390 B Joshpur Park
Kolkata 700 009

1624. Dr. (Mrs.) Ratna Chakraborty (499)
Regional Centre for Ext & Develop
Central Leather Research Institute
Mathewartola Road
Kolkata 700 046

1625. Dr. (Miss) Ratna Nadi (1406)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology
4 RAJA S. C. Mullick Road
Kolkata 700 032

1626. Dr. Riddi Datta (2935)
Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,
4 RAJA S. C. Mullick Road
Jadavpur, Kolkata 700 032
Riddhi.bo@gmail.com

1627. Dr. Rini Roy (2888)
P 880, Block A, Lake Town
Kolkata 700 089
For_rini_roy@yahoo.co.in

1628. Dr. Rita Sikdar (867)
1629. Dr. RUKSANA CHOWDHURY (605)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032  
rukhsana@iicb.res.in

1630. Dr. RUNU CHAKRABORTY (1163)  
ICMR VIRUS UNIT, KOLKATA  
I.D. & B.G. HOSPITAL, GB-4, 1ST FLOOR  
57, Dr. S.C. BANERJEE ROAD  
KOLKATA – 700010  
rungc@gmail.com

1631. Dr. RUPAK K. BHADRA (648)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1632. Dr. (Mrs.) SABITA MAJUMDAR (610)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR,  
KOLKATA 700 032

1633. Dr. SADHUKHAN P. C. (1646)  
ICMR VIRUS UNIT, KOLKATA  
I.D. & B.G. HOSPITAL, GB-4, 1ST FLOOR  
57, Dr. S.C. BANERJEE ROAD  
KOLKATA – 700010  
provash2000@gmail.com

1634. Dr. SAGARTIRTHA SARKAR (2882)  
DEPT OF ZOOLOGY, CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY  
35 BALIGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD  
KOLKATA 700 019  
Sagartirtha.sarkar@gmail.com

1635. Dr. SAIKAT KUMAR BASU (1414)  
162/B/378 PRINCE ANWAR  
SHAH ROAD, KOLKATA 700 045

1636. Dr. SALIL C. DATTA (492)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032  
salil_datta@yahoo.com

1637. Dr. SAMIR KR. DUTTA (1236)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY  
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR  
KOLKATA 700 032

1638. Dr. SAMPARAJ DAS (1041)  
BOSE INSTITUTE  
P1/12 CIT SCHEME VIIM  
KOLKATA 700 054

1639. Dr. SAROJ K MOHAPATRA (2917)  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL  
GENOMICS, KALYANI 741 251  
smohapatra@yahoo.com

1640. Dr. SAMPURNATA DATTA (2898)  
FLAT NO E/5, 2C SOUTH SINTHEE ROAD  
KOLKATA 700 050  
Data.sampurna@gmail.com

1641. Dr. SAMUDRA KR. BONIK (1655)  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,  
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD  
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032  
samudrapb@yahoo.co.in

1642. Dr. SANAL C. (648A)  
P 98, CIT ROAD,  
KOLKATA 700 010

1643. Dr. SANDEEP SINGH (2921)  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL  
GENOMICS, NETAJI SUBHAS SANATORIUM  
2ND FLOOR, P O NSS, KALYANI 741 251  
Ss5@nibmg.ac.in

1644. Dr. SANJAY GHOSH (2323)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA  
35, BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD  
KOLKATA 700 019  
sgbioc@caluniv.ac.in

1645. Dr. SANJEEETA TAMANG (2931)  
C/O DR. SUMAN KHOWALA  
PRINCIPAL , SCIENTIST  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY  
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR  
KOLKATA 700 032  
Sanjeeta.tamang@yahoo.in

1646. Dr. SANJIBAN K. BANERJEE (1245)  
49/53 PRINCE GHULAM  
M D SHAH ROAD, TOLLYGUNG  
KOLKATA 700 033

1647. Dr. SANJIT DEY (1040)  
F D 273, SECTOR III
SALT LAKE CITY, KOLKATA 700 091
sanjitdey@gmail.com

1648. Dr. SANMITRA BASU (2893)
BALLYGUNGE SCIENCE COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA, 35, BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD, KOLKATA 700 019
sanmitrabasu@gmail.com

1649. Dr. SANTASABUJ DAS (2884)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASES, P 33, CIT ROAD, SCHEME XM BELIAGHATA, KOLKATA 700 010
santasabudas@yahoo.com

1650. Dr. SANTHANU KR. MAHAPATRA (2564)
PASCHIM KASBHA, 6 NO WARD, EGRA PURBA MEDINIPUR 721429, WB SAILAR SANTANU@GMAIL.COM

1651. Dr. SANTU BANDYOPADHYAY(1161)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY, 4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700032

1652. Dr. SARANI GHOSHAL(1683)
FE 6/2A, VIDYA SAGAR PALLY BAGHURIATI, KOLKATA 700 059

1653. Dr. SASMITA MOHANTY(1775)
QRS NO. IV/S, CIFRI CAMPUS MONIRAMPORE, BARRACKPORE 700 120 KOLKATA

1654. Dr. SAPTARSHI HAZRA (2936)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY, 4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032 Sapta.hazra@gmail.com

1655. Dr. SEKHAR CHAKRABORTY(609)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASES, P 33 CIT SCHEME S V BELIAGHATA, KOLKATA 700 010 sekhar_c@hotmail.com

1656. Dr. SEN P. C.(866)
BOSE INSTITUTE MAIN CAMPUS 93/1, A. P. C. ROAD KOLKATA 700 009

1657. Dr. SENGUPTA D. N.(868)
BOSE INSTITUTE MAIN CAMPUS 93/1 APC ROAD, KOLKATA 700 009

1658. Dr. SANDIPAN GANGULY(2233)

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASES KOLKATA sandipanganguly@gmail.com

1659. Dr. SANGHAMITRA SENGUPTA(2895)
10/44. NETAJI NAGAR KOLKATA 700 040 Sanghamitraasg@yahoo.com

1660. Dr. SHAMBA CHATTERJEE (2752)
C/O RABIN CHATTERJEE 3 NO CHANDIGARH P O MADHYAMGRAM BAZAR DIST 24 PARGANS (NORTH) KOLKATA 700 130 shambac@gmail.com

1661. Dr. SHANKARASHIS MUKHERJEE(1797)
15, BECHULAL ROAD FLAT NO. E09, KOLKATA msash@yahoo.co.in

1662. Dr. SHAKUNTALA GHORAI(1649)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY, 4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032 shakuntalaghorai@yahoo.co.in

1663. Dr. SHANTA CHATTAPADHYAY(1253)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASES, P 33 CIT ROAD, SCHEME XM KOLKATA 700 010

1664. Dr. SHARMILA CHATTOPADHYAY(1239)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY 4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR KOLKATA 700 032 sharmila@iicb.res.in

1665. Dr. SHARMILA SENGUPTA (2924)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BIOMEDICAL GENOMICS, NETAJI SUBHAS SANATORIUM 2ND FLOOR, P O NSS, KALYANI 741 251 Ssg1@nibmg.ac.in

1666. Dr. SHYAMALINA HALDER (2894)
BALLYGUNGE SCIENCE COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA, 35, BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD, KOLKATA 700 019 shyamalina@yahoo.com

1667. Dr. SHREEDHARA GUPTA (1927)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA

130
1666. Dr. (Mrs.) SHOMPA DATTA (494)
BENGAL IMMUNITY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
39, AJ CH BOSE ROAD
KOLKATA 700 010

1669. Dr. SIBSANKAR ROY (1238)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032
sibsankar@iicb.res.in

1670. Dr. SIDDHARTHA S JANA (2087)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
2 A4B RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032

1671. Dr. SIDDHARTHA MAZUMDER (1570)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032

1672. Dr. SIDDHARTHA ROY (1513)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032
sidroy@vsnl.com

1673. Dr. SIDIQI M. (1411)
BOSE INSTITUTE NEW CAMPUS
P1/12, CIT SCHEME VII M
KOLKATA 700 054

1674. Dr. SIMANTI DATTA (2569)
CENTRE FOR LIVER RESEARCH
SCHOOL OF DIGESTIVE AND LIVER DISEASES
I.P.G.M.E.&R., 244 A.J.C BOSE ROAD,
KOLKATA-700020.
SEEMDATT@GMAIL.COM

1675. Dr. SNEHASIKTA SWARNAKAR (1523)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
KOLKATA 700 032

1676. Dr. SHREYA ROY CHOWDHURY (2915)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
shreyaroychowdhury@gmail.com

1677. Dr. SOMA BHATTACHARJEE (2055)
C/O DR B P MOHANTY
CENTRAL INLAND FISHERIES RES. INSTT (CLFRI)
BIOCHEMISTRY & BIOTECHNOLOGY LAB
BARRACKPORE, KOLKATA 700 120

1678. Dr. SOMA BANERJEE (2568)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
CENTER FOR LIVER RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF POST GRADUATE AND MEDICAL
EDUCATION AND RESEARCH
244, A.J.C BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR
KOLKATA-700020
Somabanerjee70@yahoo.co.in

1679. Dr. SOUMEN BERA (1931)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA
35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD
KOLKATA 700 019

1680. Dr. SOUMYA MUKHERJEE (2932)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
somymuk@gmail.com

1681. Dr. SOURADIPTA GANGULY (2904)
217, PATULI, PO PANCHASAYAR
KOLKATA 700 094
g.souradipta@gmail.com

1682. Dr. SRABANTI BASU (1928)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA
35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD
KOLKATA 700 019

1683. Dr. Srimonti Sarkar (2056)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGY
IISER, KOLKATA
srimontisarkar@hotmail.com

1684. Dr. Subhankar Maity (1357)
CHITTARANJAN NATIONAL CANCER
RESEARCH INSTITUTE, 37, S. P. MUKHERJEE
ROAD, KOLKATA 700 026

1685. Dr. Subhadipa Majumder (2892)
BALLYGUNGE SCIENCE COLLEGE ( UNIVERSITY
OF CALCUTTA), 35 BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR
ROAD, KOLKATA 700 019
Subhadipa@gmail.com

1686. Dr. SUBHAJIT GIRI (2930)
VILL: MASHILA GREEN PARK
P O RAMCHANDRAPUR, DIST HOWRAH 711 313
subhabioc@gmail.com

1687. Dr. SUBHALAKSHMI GHOSH (2340)
BLOCK Y, FLAT 5, MANICKTALA GOVT. HOUSING ESTATE, VIP ROAD, KOLKATA 700 054
subhalashmig@yahoo.co.in

1688. Dr. SUBHARATA SENGUPTA (347)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1689. Dr. SUBHENDU GUPTA (782)
P 129, BANGUR AVENUE
BLOCK B FLAT 8
KOLKATA 700 055

1690. Dr. SUBIMAL BASU (145)
P3 SHASHI BUSHAN DYE ST
KOLKATA 700 012

1691. Dr. SUBRATA ADAK (1524)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
KOLKATA 700 032

1692. Dr. SUBRATA KUMAR GHOSH (783)
EAST INDIA PHARMACEUTICAL LTD
119, BAREN ROY ROAD (WEST)
KOLKATA 700 061

1693. Dr. SUBRATA MAJUMDER (956)
DIVISION OF MOLEULAR MEDICINE
BOSE INSTITUTE, CENTENARY BLDG
P1/12 CIT SCH VII
KOLKATA 700 054
subrara@bic.boseinst.ernet.in

1694. Dr. SUCHANDRA MAJUMDAR (2563)
BOSE INSTITUTE
P 1/2, C. I. T. ROAD, SCHEME - VIIIM
KOLKATA – 700054, WEST BENGAL
SUCHANDRABHA@YAHOO.CO.IN

1695. Dr. SUCHETA MUKHERJII (1181)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700032
SUCHETAMU@YAHOO.COM

1696. Dr. SUDESHNA CHAUDHURY (1648)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032
Sudeshna_cl@rediffmail.com

1697. Dr. SUDHAMOY GHOSH (148)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
KARAGPUR

1698. Dr. SUDHIR KR. BANERJEE (343)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1699. Dr. SUDIPTA SAHA (1408)
C/O DR. G. C. MAJUMDER (EX-EMERITUS SCIENTIST) AND DR. S. R. DUNGDUNG (SCIENTIST - E1)
SPERM BIOLOGY LABORATORY, ROOM NO. 239
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1700. Dr. SUDESHPA BANERJEE (2577)
101, NANDY BAGAN, ANUBHAV APT
2ND FLOOR, P O HATTU,
KOLKATA 700 078
Sudeshpanbanerjee1986@gmail.com

1701. Dr. SUJAY K. DASGUPTA (957)
BOSE INSTITUTE, CENTENARY BLDG
P 1/12 CIT SCH VII, KOLKATA 700 054

1702. Dr. SUKANYA CHOWDHURY (1035)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1703. Dr. SULANGA BASU (2883)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC DISEASES
P33, CIT ROAD, SCHEME XM, BELIAGHATA
KOLKATA 700 010
supabasu@yahoo.co.in

1704. Dr. (Ms.) SUMAN KHOWALA (725)
SCIENTIST, MOTISREE, 14/1 RAIPUR ROAD(E),
JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032
Sumankhowala@iicb.res.in

1705. Dr. SUMANTRA DAS (494A)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
1706. Dr. G. SURESH KUMAR(471)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S C MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
gskumar@iicb.res.in

1707. Dr. SURYA B.PANIGRAHI(147)
LECTURER N ZOOLOGY
VIDYA SAGAR COLLEGE
KOLKATA 700 006

1708. Ms. SUSMITA CHAUDHURI(1356)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC
DISEASES, P 3 CIT ROAD, SCHEME XM
BELIGHATA, KOLKATA 700 010

1709. Dr. SUSANTA ROYCHOUDHURY(647)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
susanta@iicb.res.in

1710. Ms. SUSWATA BISWAS(146)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BOSE INSTITUTE, CENTENARY BLDG
P1/12 CIT SCHEME VII, KOLKATA 054

1711. Dr. SWAGATA PAL(1650)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
Sp277@yahoo.co.in

1712. Dr. SWATI ROY GANGOPADHYAY(1594)
140A/8, SARAT GHOSH GARDEN ROAD
FLAT NO 6, 3rd FLOOR
KOLKATA 700 031

1713. Dr. TANYA DAS(1251)
BOSE INSTITUTE
P/12, CIT SCHEME VII, KOLKATA 054
Tanya@bic.boseinst.ernet.in

1714. Dr. TANMOY MUKHERJEE(954)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1715. Dr. TANMOY RUDRA (2846)
SCIENTIFIC & ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, 42 STATION ROAD, RAHARA
KOLKATA 700 118

1716. Dr. TANUSREE BHATTACHARYYA(1348)
B 6/2 PURBASA HOUSING ESTATE
160, MANIKTALA MAIN ROAD
KOLKATA 700 054

1717. Dr. TAPAS KR. DATTA(350)
CHEMBIOS APT NO 41
19, H BAISHNABHATA PATULI TOWNSHIP
KOLKATA 700 084

1718. Dr. TAPATI CHATTERJEE(781)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1719. Dr. TARUN KR. DHAR(1234)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD, JADAVPUR
KOLKATA 700 032

1720. Dr. TONMOY MAJUMDER (148A)
BOSE INSTITUTE CENTENARY BLDG
P1/12 CIT SCH VII
KOLKATA 700 054

1721. Dr. TRIPTI DE(1282)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1722. Dr. (Mrs.) TRIVENI KRISHNAN(704)
DIVISION OF VIROLOGY
DIARRHOEAL RESEARCH & CONTROL CENTRE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC
DISEASES, P33 CIT SCHEME XM BELIGHATA,
KOLKATA 700 010
venihics@yahoo.com

1723. Dr. TUHIN SUBHRA SARKAR (2321)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA
35, BALLYGUNGE CICULAR ROAD
KOLKATA 700 019

1724. Dr. TULI BISWAS(508)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1725. Dr. TULIKA MITRA (2911)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
1726. Dr. TUSHAR R. CHAKRAVARTY (863)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1727. Dr. UDAY BANDYOPADHYAY (1541)
DIVISION OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES AND
IMMUNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY
4 RAJA S.C MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1728. Dr. UDDALAK MAJUMDAR (2324)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA
35, BALLYGUNGE CIRCULAR ROAD
KOLKATA 700 019
Uddalak2005@gmail.com

1729. Dr. UJJALA DASGUPTA (607)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032

1730. Dr. UMA DASGUPTA (1285)
BOSE INSTITUTE, 92, A. P. C. ROAD
KOLKATA 700 001

1731. Dr. UMA GANGLULY (786)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHOLERA & ENTERIC
DISEASES, P 33 CIT SCHEME XM, BELIGHATA
KOLKATA 700 010

1732. Dr. UPASANA RAY (2914)
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY,
4 RAJA S. C. MULLICK ROAD
JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700 032
Upasana.roy.88@gmail.com

LUCKNOW

1733. Dr. AJIT KUMAR SHASANY (2652)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL &
AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015
akshasany@yahoo.com

1734. Dr. AKHILESH KUMAR TAMRAKAR (1640)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE

LUCKNOW

1735. Dr. ALOK KALRA (2657)
MICROBIAL TECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC
PLANTS, P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 015
alokkalra@hmail.com

1736. Dr. AMIT KUMAR YADAV (2713)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR- CHEMISTRY
H NO E-III/687, SECTOR J
ALIGANJ , LUCKNOW 226 024
amitchemicalsclences@gmail.com

1737. Dr. AMLA D. V. (821)
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Dr. RANA PRATAP MARG
PB NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1738. Dr. ANIRBAN PAL (2654)
IN-VIVO TESTING FACILITY
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL &
AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015
drapaul@gmail.com

1739. Dr. ANIL K. BALAPURE (665)
TISSUE CULTURE LAB
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTA MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1740. Dr. ANIL RASTOGI (699)
223/153, RASTOGI TOLA
RAJA BAZAR, LUCKNOW 226 001
rastogiak@rediffmail.com

1741. Dr. ANIRBAN PAL (2654)
IN-VIVO TESTING FACILITY
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL &
AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015
drapaul@gmail.com

1742. Dr. ANULIKA JOSHI (76)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1743. Dr. ANIKA MAURYA (2638)
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION DEPT
1744. Dr. (Mrs.) ANNU MAKKER(1179)  
C/O DR HARISH MAKKER  
282, RAJENDRA NAGAR, OPP WATER TANK  
LUCKNOW 226 001  
a.maurya@cimap.res.in

1745. Dr. ANURADHA DUBE(1651)  
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1746. Dr. ARCHANA SRIVASTAVA(1500)  
DEPT. OF ENDOCRINOLOGY  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001  
archanasrivastava@rediffmail.com

1747. Dr. ARVIND KUMAR SRIVASTAVA (641)  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1748. Dr. ARVIND SINGH NEGI (2641)  
CHEMICAL SCIENCE DIVISION  
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015  
arvindcimap@rediffmail.com

1749. Dr. ASHOK AGARWAL(801)  
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE  
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG,  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1750. Dr. ASHOK SHARMA (2859)  
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION  
CSIR –CIMAP, KUKRAIL PICNIC SPOT ROAD  
P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 015  
Ashoksharma@cimap.res.in

1751. Dr. ASHWANI KUMAR(803)  
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY  
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE  
POST BOX NO 80, M.G. MARG  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1752. Dr. ASHISH TANDON(1568)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY

1753. Dr. ASHUTOSH K SHUKLA (2186)  
GENETIC RESOURCES & BIOTECH. DIVISION  
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 015  
ashupov@yahoo.com

1754. Dr. ASHWEEN DEEPAK NANNAware (2639)  
CHEMICAL SCIENCE DIVISION  
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015  
Ad.nannaware@cimap.res.in

1755. Dr. ATUL GUPTA (2642)  
PROCESS CHEMISTRY & CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, DEPT CHEMICAL SCIENCE DIVISION, CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015  
Atul_gupta04@yahoo.co.in

1756. Dr. BRAHM S. SRIVASTAVA(886)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1757. Dr. BRAJESH KUMAR SINGH (2627)  
C/O  CHETNA SINGH  
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TOXICOLOGY  
LUCKNOW 226 001  
brajeshbiotech@gmail.com

1758. Dr. BRIJESH PANDEY (2858)  
E-1, RAMKRSHNAPURAM  
KALYANPUR WEST, PO VIKAS NAGAR  
LUCKNOW 226 022  
Brij_pandeyji@yahoo.co.in

1759. Dr. BRIJESH SINGH SISODIA (2647)  
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION DEPT  
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015  
brijeshgwl@gmail.com

1760. Dr. DAYANANDAN MANI (2663)
D-13, CIMAP COLONY, VIKAS NAGAR –7, LUCKNOW 226 022
dayanandanam@yahoo.com

1761. Dr. (Mrs.) DEEPA AGARWAL (314)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1763. Dr. DEEPA C. KAUSHAL (509)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1766. Dr. DHAR J. D. (997A)
DEPT. OF ENDOCRINOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1767. Dr. DHARMENDRA SAIKIA (2635)
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015
dsaikia@yahoo.com

1769. Dr. DINESH KUMAR (2707)
CENTRE OF BIOMEDICAL MAGNETIC RESONANCE, (CBMR), SGPGIMS CAMPUS RAIBARELI ROAD
LUCKNOW 226 014
Dinesh@cbmr.res.in

1770. Dr. DINESH RAJ MODI (1888)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
BABASAHI BIMRAO AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY VIDHAYA VIHAR, RAEBARELI ROAD
LUCKNOW 226 025

1771. Dr. DEBABRATA CHANDA (2634)
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION DEPT
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015
chandapt@gmail.com

1773. Dr. DEVESH SHUKLA (2660)
C/O Dr. P NATH
PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & GENETIC ENGINEERING DIVISION
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001
Devesh.nbri@gmail.com

1774. Dr. DWIVEDI A. K. (745A)
DEPT. OF PHARMACEUTICS
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1776. FARAH PARVEEN (2617)
C/O PROF SURAKSHA AGARWAL
DEPT OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
SGPGIMS, LUCKNOW 226 014
Farakhkhan83832@gmail.com

1777. Dr. FAROOQI A. H. A. (1175)
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 001

1778. Dr. FEROZ KHAN (2667)
DEPT. OF METABOLIC & STRUCTURE BIOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RES INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. KANNAN A.(1006)
D-24, CSIR COLOGY
NIRALA NAGAR, LUCKNOW
Kannan_allen@yahoo.com

Dr. KARUNA SHANKER (2264)
SCIENTIST, DEPT. OF ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 105
kspkiko@gmail.com

Dr. (Mrs.) KAUL P. P. (1006A)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. KHAN M.Y.(365)
HEAD, DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
B. B. AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY
RAIBARELI ROAD, LUCKNOW
226 025

Dr. KHANDALWAL S. K.(294)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001
Skhandelwal_itrclab@rediffmail.com

Dr. KHANNA S. K.(353)
40/8, GOKHALE VIHAR MARG
LUCKNOW
Khannaitrc@rediffmail.com

Dr. KHANNAN R. N.(296)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. KIDWAI A. M.(330)
B 1088 INDIRA NAGAR
LUCKNOW 226 016

Dr. KISHORE K. SRIVASTAVA (330A)
SCIENTIST, DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL P B NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. KUSUM YADAV (2338)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF LUCKNOW
LUCKNOW 226 007
anukusum@gmail.com

Dr. KUMKUM SRIVASTAVA(1653)
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL P B NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. DAYANANDAN MANI (2663)
D-13, CIMAP COLONY,
VIKAS NAGAR –7, LUCKNOW 226 022
dayanandanam@yahoo.com

Dr. LAIQ- UR- RAHMAN(2662)
DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CIMAP, P O CIMAP
LUCKNOW 220 015
Irahan@cimap.res.in

Dr. OM PRAKASH (2674)
C/O Dr. FEROZ KHAN,
DEPT. OF METABOLIC & STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015
Mailbox4op@gmail.com

SUNITA SINGH DHAWAN(2417)
GRB CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS
LUCKNOW 226015
sunsdhawan@gmail.com

Dr. MADHU DIKSHIT (817)
CARDIOVASCULAR PHARMACOLOGY UNIT
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, P B NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. (Mrs.) MADHU KHANNA (817A)
DEPT. OF PHARMACEUTICS
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

Dr. MAHENDRA P DAROKAR (2646)
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION DEPT
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015
Mp.darokar@cimap.res.in

SUNITA SINGH DHAWAN (2417)
GRB CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATI PLANTS
LUCKNOW  226015
sunsdhawan@gmail.com

Dr. MANICKAM N.(699)
B5/FF/TI
CSIR SCIENTIST APARTMENT
SECTOR K, ALIGANJ 226 024  
Manickam65@yahoo.com

1817.  Dr. MANISH TIWARI (2669)  
C/O Dr. PRABODH K TRIVEDI  
PLANT GENE EXPRESSION LABORATORY  
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
LUCKNOW 226 001  
Maneeshitiwar11@yahoo.co.in

1818. MEENAKSHI TIWARI (2604)  
D-1/50, SECTOR F,  
JANKIPURAM  
LUCKNOW 226 021  
meetmt@gmail.com

1819. Dr. MISHRA V .G.(331)  
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE  
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1820. Dr. MITTAL R. D.(906)  
DEPT. OF PATHOLOGY  
S.G.P.G.I.M.S., LUCKNOW 226 001

1821. Dr. MOHAMMAD WASEEM(800)  
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE  
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1822. Dr. MOHD. SAJID KHAN (2800)  
FACULTY ROOM NO 3.  
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
INTEGRAL UNIVERSITY, LUCKNOW 226 026  
Sajid_987@rediffmail.com

1823. Dr. MOHAMMAD SALMAN KHAN (2801)  
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
INTEGRAL UNIVERSITY  
LUCKNOW 226 026  
Ciblactskhan@gmail.com

1824. Dr. MUKUL DAS(354)  
215/19KA, KAMAL SAROVAL  
SUBHASH MARG, LUCKNOW 226 003  
mditrcc@rediffmail.com

1825. Dr. NAGESH BABU G.(751)  
DEPT. OF NEUROBIOLOGY  
SANJAY GANDHI, PG INSTITUTE OF MED  
SCIENCES, RAEBARELI ROAD  
LUCKNOW 221 014

1826. Dr. NAQVI M. S.(1185)  
C 103 SECTOR M ALIGANJ  
LUCKNOW 226 020

1827. Dr. NARAYAN DASHAURASI(1628)  
C/O Dr. L .M. TRIPATHI  
D – 11, CSIR COLONY  
NAVALA NAGAR, LUCKNOW 226 020

1828. Dr. NARAYAN PRASAD YADAV(1977)  
D-7 SUGANDH VIHAR  
SEC –7, VIKAS NAGAR  
LUCKNOW 226 022

1829. Dr. NEELO SINGH(513)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATAR MANZIL P B NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1830. Dr. NEENA GOYAL(514)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATAR MANZIL P B NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1831. Dr. NEHAL AKHTAR (2625)  
C/O DR PRABODH K TRIVEDI  
PLANT GENE EXPRESSION LABORATORY  
CSIR- NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, RANA PRATAP MARG  
LUCKNOW 226 001  
Akhtarnehal94@gmail.com

1832. Dr. NIHARIKA VERMA(2492)  
E-II/ 101, ALIGUNJ HOUSING SCHEME  
SECTOR C, LUCKNOW 226 024  
Niharikaverma15@gmail.com

1833. Dr. NIKHIL KUMAR(1652)  
BETELVINE BIOTECHNOLOGY  
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1834. Dr. NISHA SINGH (2742)  
2/302, RAJANIKHAND, SHARDANAGAR  
RAEBARELI ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 002  
Nishasingh0711@gmail.com

1835. Dr. (Mrs.) NUZHAT K. KAUSHAL(510)  
DEPTT OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
CHATAR MANZIL P B NO 173  
LUCKNOW 226 001

1836. Dr. PALLAVI PANDEY (2637)  
D/O MR RAM KUMAR PANDEY
1-B, ALKAPURI, KURSI ROAD
NEAR GYATRI MANDIR, LUCKNOW 226022
rgmpandey@yahoo.com

1837. Dr. K. P. PANDYA (352)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1838. Dr. PRABHAT NATH JHA(1868)
PLANT TRANSGENIC LABORATORY
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LUCKNOW 226 001

1839. Dr. PRASANT KUMAR ROUT(2640)
D-9, CIMAP COLONY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, LUCKNOW 226 022
Pkrout@cimap.res.in

1840. Dr. PRAVEEN K RAJVANSHI (2676)
C/O Dr. RAM RAJASEKHARAN
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP,
LUCKNOW 226 015
rajvanshipraveen@gmail.com

1841. Dr. PRASHANT MISRA (2624)
PLANT GENE EXPRESSION LABORATORY
CSIR- NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, RANA PRATAP MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001
prashantgenome@rediffmail.com

1842. Dr. PREMENDRA D. DWIVEDI (774)
FOOD TOXICOLOGY DIVISION
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. M ARG
LUCKNOW 226 001
pddwivedi@yahoo.com

1843. PRIYA NAIR (2603)
3/217, VIRAM KHAND
GOMTI NAGAR
LUCKNOW 226 100
Pnair2008@rediffmail.com

1844. Dr. (Mrs.) QUMAR RAHMAN (510A)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. M ARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1845. Dr. RAHUL ARYA(1471)
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LUCKNOW 226 001

1846. Dr. RAHUL SINGH (2682)
F –14, PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1847. Dr. RAHUL SINGH (2682)
F –14, PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY LABORATORY
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1848. Dr. RAJENDRA SINGH SANGWAN(767)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & MOL. BIOLOGY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015

1849. Dr. RAJESH LUTHRA(851)
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015

1850. Dr. RAJESH KUMAR SHUKLA (2670)
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015
Shuklar22@gmail.com

1851. Dr. RAM CHANDRA GUPTA(839)
PHARMACOKINETICS & METABOLISM
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTA MANZIL , LUCKNOW 226 015

1852. Dr. RAMA PATI TRIPATHI(1003)
MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY DIVISION
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE,LUCKNOW 226 1011

1853. Dr. RAMESH CHANDER(1005)
82 KHALAKAD MANDI
SAADAT GANJ, LUCKNOW 226 017

1854. Dr. RAMESH V.(757)
DEPT. OF CLINICAL CHEMISTRY PATHOLOGY
1855. Dr. RANI SINGH (2522)
PLANT TRANSGENIC LAB
PMB&E DIVISION
NBRI, RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1856. Dr. RANJANA SRIVASTAVA (758)
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1857. Dr. RANJEET KUMAR (2183)
MOLECULAR & STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, LUCKNOW 226 001
Drkumar.ranjeet@gmail.com

1858. Dr. (Mrs.) RAUSHAN HUSSAIN (747)
DEPT. OF DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RES CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M G MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1859. Dr. RAVISH CHANDRA TRIPATHI (1004)
DEPT. OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015

1860. Dr. RENU TRIPATHI (1627)
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1861. Dr. SAILENDRA SINGH (2636)
C/O Dr(MRS) SUCHITRA BANERJEE
PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015
Sk_rmsu@yahoo.com

1862. Dr. SARITA TRIPATHI (2980)
NMR FACILITY FOR MACROMOLECULES
MOLECULAR & STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY DIV
CSIR- CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LUCKNOW 226 001
saritacdri@yahoo.in

1863. Dr. SAMEER SHARMA (757A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY

1864. Dr. SANE A. P.(822)
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1865. Dr. SANE P. V.(819)
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1866. Dr.(Mrs.) SANE V. A.(823)
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1867. Dr. SANGEETA SAXENA (1889)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
BABASAHEB BHIMRAO AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY
VIDYA VIHAR, RAE BARELI ROAD
LUCKNOW 226 025

1868. Dr. SANJOG T THUL (2514)
PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, (CIMAP-CSIR) NEAR KURAIL FOREST
P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 015
Sanjay.thul@gmail.com

1869. Dr. SAXENA J. K. (511)
DEPUTY DIRECTOR & HEAD,
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001
jkscdri@yahoo.com

1870. Dr. SANGWA N. S. (511A)
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 015

1871. Dr. SANWAL G .G.(1418)
B-28, ALIGANJ
LUCKNOW

1872. Dr. SETH P. K.(746)
CEO, BIOTECH PARK, KURSI ROAD
LUCKNOW

1873. Dr. (Mrs.) SHAILJA BHATTACHARYA (1654)
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL P B NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1874. Dr. SHARMA V. P.(775)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RES CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001
Vpletrc1@rediffmail.com

1875. Dr. SHASHI DOGRA(804)
3/309 , VIVEK KHAND
GOMTI NAGAR
LUCKNOW 226 001
dogarks@yahoo.co.in

1876. Dr. SHIRISH ANAND RANDE(495)
CENTRE FOR PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LUCKNOW 226 001

1877. Dr. SHILPA MOHANTY (2659)
MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION DIVISION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, LUCKNOW 226 015
Shilpamohanty17@gmail.com

1878. Dr. SHRavan KUMAR SINGH(1567)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1879. Dr. SHUKLA O. P.(768)
BIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1880. Dr. SHYAM SINGH (771)
DEPT. OF BIOPOLYMER
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1881. Dr. SHWETA SINGH (2515)
A-47A, BARHA RAILWAY COLONY
ALAMBAUGH, LUCKNOW 226005
shwetasinghp@gmail.com

1882. Dr. SHWETA JHA(1867)
PLANT TRANSGENIC LABORATORY
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
LUCKNOW 226 001

1883. Dr. SHIV KUMAR (2649)

MOLECULAR BIOPROSPECTION DEPT
CSIR- CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP, PICNIC SPOT ROAD, LUCKNOW 226 015
Ars198922@gmail.com

1884. Dr. SIDDHARTHA KUMAR MISHRA(1626)
VILLS POST- BANSPAR (GHUGHALI)
DISTT- MAHARAJGANJ 273151 U.P.

1885. Dr. SOMNATH SINGH(480)
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL P B NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1886. Dr. SRIVASTAVA L. P.(1049)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M.G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001

1887. Dr. SRIVASTAVA S. P,(772)
C-49, SECTOR ‘J’
ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW 226 020

1888. Dr. SRIVASTAVA V. M. L.(769)
DEPT. OF PARASITOLOGY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1889. Dr. SUAIB LUQMAN(1608)
GENETIC RESOURCES AND BIOTECH DIVISION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP
NEAR KUKRAIL PICNIC SPOT
LUCKNOW 226 015

1890. Dr. (MRS) SUCHITRA BANERJEE (2644)
20/15, INDIRA NAGAR
LUCKNOW 226 016
Suchitrabanerjee07@yahoo.com

1891. Dr. SUDHIR K. AGARWAL (771A)
READER
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY
LUCKNOW 226 007

1892. Dr. SUDHIR MEHROTRA(996)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LUCKNOW UNIVERSITY
LUCKNOW 226 007
sudhirankush@yahoo.com
1893. Dr. SUDHIR K. SINHA(700)
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1894. Dr. SUMIT GHOSH (2671)
DEPT. OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL &
AROMATIC PLANTS, PO CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015
ghosh_sumit2000@yahoo.co.in

1895. Dr. G. SUNIL BABU(1886)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
B B AMBEDKAR UNIVERSITY
RAEBARELLI ROAD
LUCKNOW 226 025

1896. Dr. SUNITA DWIVEDI(807)
DEPT. OF IMMUNOLOGY
SGPGIMS, LUCKNOW 226 014

1897. Dr. SUSHIL KUMAR(321)
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL &
AROMATIC PLANTS, P O CIMAP
LUCKNOW 226 015

1898. Dr. TEKWANI B. L.(642)
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1899. Dr. TH RAMSING SINGH(1263)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1900. Dr. TRIPATHI L. M.(770)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1901. Dr. TRIVEDI P. K.(824)
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1902. Dr. TULI R.(820)
NATIONAL BOTANICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
RANA PRATAP MARG
P B NO 436, LUCKNOW 226 001

1903. Dr. UMA ROY(512)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001

1904. Dr. UPRETI R. K.(329)
INDUSTRIAL TOXICOLOGY RESEARCH CENTRE
POST BOX NO 80, M. G. MARG
LUCKNOW 226 001
res: A-22, KURMANCHAL NAGAR
LUCKNOW 226 016
upretirk@rediffmail.com

1905. Dr. VEDA PRAKASH PANDEY (2751)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF LUCKNOW
LUCKNOW 226 007
vedapbiotech@hotmail.com

1906. Dr. VELUSAMY SUNDARESAN (2538)
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL & AROMATIC
PLANTS (CIMAP-CSIR)
LUCKNOW 226 015
vsundaresan@cimap.res.in

1907. Dr. VINEETA TRIPATHI (2672)
DEPT OF BOTANY
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001
Vineeta_tripathi2cdri.res.in

1908. Dr. VINITA SINGH(806)
DEPT.OF GENETICS
SGPGIMS, RAEBARELI ROAD
LUCKNOW 226 014

1909. Dr. (Mrs.) VIJAI LAKSHMI(840)
SENIOR ASSITANT DIRECTOR
MEDICINAL & PROCESS CHEMISTRY DIVISION
CENTRAL DRUG RESEARCH INSTITUTE
CHATTAR MANZIL, PB NO 173
LUCKNOW 226 001
vijailakshmi@rediffmail.com

1910. Dr. VIKRANT GUPTA (2185)
GENETIC RESOURCES & BIOTECH DIVISION
CENTRAL INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL &
AROMATIC PLANTS ( CIMAP)
LUCKNOW 226 015

1911. WAHAJUDDIN (2618)
DIVISION OF PHARMACOKINETICS &
METABOLISM, CSIR CENTRAL DRUG RES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Department/Institute</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs.) AMARJIT KAUR ATWAL(1211)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF PLANT BREEDING</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:wahajuddin@cdri.res.in">wahajuddin@cdri.res.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>Dr. ARNEJA J. S. (1014)</td>
<td>SENIOR BIOCHEMISTS</td>
<td>H NO. 245-F, KITCHLU NAGAR</td>
<td><a href="mailto:akatwal@pau.chd.nic.in">akatwal@pau.chd.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>Dr. BATTU S. K.(1132)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jsarneja@pau.chd.nic.in">jsarneja@pau.chd.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs.) BAVITA ASTHIR(1022)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:skbatta@pau.chd.nic.in">skbatta@pau.chd.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>Dr. CHANCHAL SINGH (2615)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY &amp; BIOCHEMISTRY, COLLEGE OF VETY SCIENCE</td>
<td>GADVASU, LUDHIANA 141 004</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chanchal833@gmail.com">chanchal833@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Dr. CHARANBIR SINGH (1422)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF VETY BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:akgupta@satyam.net.in">akgupta@satyam.net.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Dr. (Mrs.) CHARANJIT KAURHIRA(82)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF FOOD &amp; NUTRITION</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:chira@pau.chd.nic.in">chira@pau.chd.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Dr. CHAUDHARY K. C.(1420)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF VETY BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:mksangha@pau.chd.nic.in">mksangha@pau.chd.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Dr. GUPTA A. K.(1018)</td>
<td>DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amarjita@pau.chd.nic.in">amarjita@pau.chd.nic.in</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LUDHIANA
1931. Dr. (Mrs.) NARINDER KAUR (1017)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
skmunshi@pau.chd.nic.in

1932. Dr. (Mrs.) NEENA CHAWLA (1025)
DEPT. OF VEGETABLE CROPS
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
nkaur@rediffmail.com

1933. Dr. (Mrs.) PARVEEN (1134)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & CHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
par-veen-in@yahoo.com

1934. Dr. (Mrs.) RABINDRA (1021)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
rabinatra@pau.chd.nic.in

1935. Dr. RAHEJA R. K. (80)
DEPT. OF PLANT BREEDING
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
rkraheja@pau.chd.nic.in

1936. Dr. (Mrs.) SANDEEP SODHI (1465)
DEPT. OF VETY. PATHOLOGY
PUNJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1937. Dr. SANGHA S.P.S. (1421)
DEPT. OF VETY BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1938. Dr. SANJAY AHUJA (1114)
C/O S P AHUJA
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
9/32, PAU CAMPUS,
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1939. Dr. (Mrs.) SATVEER KAUR GREWAL (1622)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & CHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY

1940. Dr. A. K. SAXENA (79)
DEPT. PLANT BREEDING
PUNJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1941. Dr. (Mrs.) SHASHI NAYYAR (1466)
DEPT. OF VETY. ANATOMY & HIST
PUNJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1942. Dr. (Mrs.) SHYAMA VADHERA (78)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
svadhera@pau.chd.nic.in

1943. Dr. S. M. SINGH (264)
M D OSWAL HOSPITAL
CANCER TREATMENT & RES FOUNDATION
LUDHIANA

1944. Dr. J. S. SITAL (1019)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
jsital@pau.chd.nic.in

1945. Dr. B. S. SOHAL (410)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1946. Dr. (Mrs.) SUREKHA BHATIA (1736)
DEPT. OF PLANT BREEDING, GENETICS & BIOTECHNOLOGY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004

1947. Dr. GIRIDHAR SONI (1015)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LOVELY SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES
LPU PHAGWARA, PUNJAB 144 402
Giridharsoni@rediffmail.com

1948. Dr. (Mrs.) SUCHETA SHARMA (1023)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
ssharma@pau.chd.nic.in

1949. Dr. SYED SHABIH HASSAN (2705)
ASSISTANT SCIENTIST
DEPT. OF FRM, COLLEGE OF FISHERIES
GADVASU, LUDHIANA 141004
1950. Dr. (Mrs.) VARINDRA (1020)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
PANJAB AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
LUDHIANA 141 004
varindra@pau.chd.nic.in

1951. Dr. AMUTHA SANTHANAM (2504)
DEPT OF GENETIC ENGINEERING
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
Amutha1994santhanam@gmail.com

1952. Dr. BALASUNDARAM M (2588)
317, SUNDARA BAVANAM
BHARATHIYAR NAAR I, P P CHAVADI
MADURAI 625 010
balabioaimst@gmail.com

1953. Dr. CHANDRAN M. (1307)
VADAPALNZI P O
MADURAI 625 021

1954. Dr. GANESH D (2510)
DEPT OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
ganeshsneha@yahoo.co.in

1955. Dr. GOPAL P (2508)
DEPT OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
Pgp79@yahoo.com

1956. Dr. JAYACHITRA A (2509)
DEPT OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
Jchitra21@gmail.com

1957. Dr. KANNAN N D (2505)
DEPT OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
kannannd@yahoo.com

1958. Dr. G KUMARESAN (2495)
DEPT OF GENETICS, GENETICS LAB
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
kumar@oncocellomics.org

1959. Dr. MINI M L (2242)
PLOT NO 40, H NO. 4/198
T M NAGAR, UTHANGUDI P O
MADURAI 625 107
mininau@gmail.com

1960. Dr. PALANIVELU P. (938A)
PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
pp@mma.tn.nic.in

1961. Dr. RAJAMANICKAM C (679).
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021

1962. Dr. RAJ N. S (938)
75 NORTH STREET
SINGARAYAR COLONY
MADURAI 625 002

1963. Dr. SANKARANARAYANAN R (2503)
COE IN BIOINFORMATICS
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
Rsankar1972@gmail.com

1964. Dr. SHAHILA H (2507)
DEPT OF MOLECULAR MICROBIOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
mohanshakila@yahoo.com

1965. Dr. SRIDEVI G (2506)
DEPT OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
ganapathisridevi@yahoo.com
1966. SUDHIR PANDEY (2469)
C/O Dr. G KUMARESAN
DEPT OF GENETICS
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
Pandeyudsudhir523@gmail.com

1967. Dr. SUJA S K (2836)
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY
LADY DOAK COLLEGE
MADURAI 625 022

1968. Dr. TAMIL SELVI A (2724)
DEPT OF ZOOLOGY
FATIMA COLLEGE (AUTONOMOUS)
MADURAI 625 018
tamilselvijeyasankar@yahoo.com

1969. Dr. VELUTHAMBI K.(1512)
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MADURAI KAMARAJ UNIVERSITY
MADURAI 625 021
kveluthambi@rediffmail.com

MUMBAI

1970. Dr. AARTI Y. VYAS (228A)
BLOCK A/942, KAILASH COLONY
ULASHNAGAR 5 (DIST) THANE
MUMBAI
aartiyvyas@yahoo.co.in

1971. ACCOUNTS OFFICER(1885)
TATA INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH, HOMI BHABHA ROAD
MUMBAI 400 005

1972. Dr. AHMAD ALI (1328)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH (NIPER)
INDUSTRIAL AREA, HAJIPUR - 844 102, BIHAR
ahmadali95@gmail.com

1973. Dr. ALTEKAR WIJAYA(230)
RAGHUKUL 5,
LALLABH PARK ROAD
ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI 400 058

1974. Dr. AMARCHAND M. K.(558)
1/13, RAY LAXMAN CO OP SCTY
OPP NOKHWE HIGH SCHOOL
THANE MAHARASTRA

1975. Dr. ANIL KUMAR(1748)
BIO ORGANIC LAB, NO.336
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
anil@chem.iitb.ac.in

1976. Dr. (Mrs.) ANJALI DEEPAK RAUT(229)
DEPT. OF LIFE SCIENCES
BOMBAY UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGARI SANTACRUZ (E)
MUMBAI 400 098

1977. Dr. ANUBRATA DEVABRATA DAS (2511)
2-46-S, MOD LABS, MOLECULAR GENETICS
SECTION, MOLECULAR BIOLOGY DIVISION
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085
anubrata@barc.gov.in

1978. Dr. ASHOK K VARMA (2864)
TMC- ACTREC, SECTOR 22
KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI
NAVI MUMBAI 410210
avarma@actrec.gov.in

1979. Dr. BACOB EAPEN(228)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGY & AGRICULTURE
T.P.S BANDRA III, MUMBAI 400 050

1980. Dr. BALAJI P V (2871)
DEPT. OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
balaji@iitb.ac.in

1981. Dr. BAPAT M. M.
23, 6TH FLOOR B ROAD
MUMBAI 400 020

1982. Dr. BHAKTI S. JOSHI(1517)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
MODULAR LABORATORY
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 065

1983. Dr. BHATIA S. C.(228)
CUBA-GIOGY RES CENTRE
AREAY ROAD, GOREGAN ESTATE
MUMBAI 400 012

1984. Dr. BINDE S. V.(229)
INDIAN CANCER RESEARCH CENTRE
PAREL, MUMBAI 400 012
1985. Dr. BINNY M. MONY(1708)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TIFR, COLABA, HOMI BHABHA ROAD
MUMBAI 400 005
J M STREET, PAREL, MUMBAI 400 012
schdevag@nirrh.res.in

1986. CHANDRASHEKAR S P (2449)
B601, GOLDEN SQUARE
CST ROAD
KALINA, SANTACRUZ (E)
MUMBAI 400098
chandrasp@hotmail.com

1987. Dr. CHEBROLU PULLA RAO (2869)
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY,
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
cpra@iitb.ac.in

1988. Dr. DARAB K. DASTUR(227)
DEPT. OF NEUROPATHOLOGY & APPLIED
BIOLOGY, MRC 15 FLOOR
BOMBAY HOSPITAL, MUMBAI 400 020

1989. Dr. DELJANI DASGUPTA(491)
E/1 RAJ KUNJ CO OP HSG SCTY
CHEMBUR 74, MUMBAI 400 012

1990. Dr. DIPAK VORA(2408)
B-704, CROSSGATE CIAS
LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX
ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI 400 053
dipavora@vsnl.net

1991. Dr. DEVASHISH RATH(1716)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY BHABHA
ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

1992. Dr. (Mrs.) DHANANJAYA SARANATH(637)
CANCER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
PAREL, MUMBAI 400 012

1993. Dr. DULAL PANDA(1489)
BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
panda@iitb.ac.in

1994. Dr. GEETANJALI SACHDEVA (2863)
PRIMATE BIOLOGY DIVISION
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH IN
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH (NIRRH)

1995. Dr. GHASWALA P. S.(368)
LADY NAVAJBAI TATA BUILDING
FLAT #1, GROUND FLOOR
TATA COLONY, S V ROAD
BANDRA (W), MUMBAI 400 050
percy@ghaswalafoundation.org

1996. Dr. GIRISH NAIR(234)
4 PUSHPA KUNJ
37TH ROAD BANDRA, MUMBAI 400 050

1997. Dr. GOTAM K. JARORI(1632)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TIFR, HOMI BHABHA ROAD
COLABA, MUMBAI 400 005
gkj@tifr.res.in

1998. Dr. GUDE R. P. (1589)
CHEMOTHERPY, TATA MEMORIAL CENTRE
ADVANCED CENTER FOR TREATMENT,
RESEARCH & EDUCATION IN CANCER
(ACTREC) CANCER RESEARCH INSTITUTIO
KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI 410 208

1999. Dr. HARI S MISRA (2270)
HOMI BHABHA NATIONAL INSTITUTE
MOLECULAR GENETICS SECTION
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY DIVISION
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085
hsmisra@barc.gov.in

2000. Dr. HOLOK LARSEN(226)
LARSEN TRUBO LIMITED
LLOYD BUILDING, DOUGAL ROAD
MUMBAI 400 001

2001. Dr. IYER S. N.(225)
63 BHARAT TIRTHA
409, V N PURAV MARG
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400 071

2002. Dr. (Mrs.) JAFFER M.B.(224)
33 A MIRMAR
3 NEFEAN SEA ROAD
MUMBAI 400 036

2003. Dr. JAYASHREE K. SAINIS(600)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY &
AGRICULTURE, MODULAR LABORATORY
BHABHA ATOMIC RES CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 025
2004. Dr. JYOTI H. RAMCHANDANI(688)
16 KRISHNA KUNJ
OPP JOHNSON & JOHNSON
LBS MARG, MULUND (W)
MUMBAI 400 080

2005. Dr. KAMATH M. V.(653)
NATIONAL PLASMA FRACTIONATION CENTRE,
7TH FLOOR, NEW BUILDING
KEM HOSPITAL, MUMBAI 400 012

2006. Dr. (Smt.) KARPAGAM PASUPATHY(671)
B 6 BANGANGA CO OP HSG SCTY
GOVANDI STATION ROAD
DEONAR, MUMBAI 400 088

2007. Dr. KASHYAP DAVE(2073)
SCHOOL; OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGG
IIT BOMBAY, POWAI
MUMBAI 400 076
kashyap@iitb.res.in

2008. DR. KIRAN KONDABAGIL(2865)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
kirankondabagil@iitb.ac.in

2009. Dr. KIRTIKUMAR PATEL(1749)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
kirti@chem.iitb.ac.in

2010. Dr. KRISHNAMURTHY RAO K.(850)
BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
kkr@iitb.ac.in

2011. Dr. LATHA J.(1350)
N A & B T DIVISION
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085

2012. Dr. MAGAR N. G.(221)
303, SHASTRI MARG
KULA, MUMBAI 400 070

2013. Dr. MAHAJAN S. K.(736)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY &
AGRICULTURE, MODULAR LABORATORY
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085
skmah@magnum.barc.ernet.in

2014. Dr. MANISH GOSWAMI(1714)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
MODULAR LAB- A BLOCK
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2015. Dr. K. P. MISHRA (1386)
503 & 504, NEELYOG RESIDENCY CHS LTD.
K -1 PATNAGAR, GHOTKOPAR (EAST)
MUMBAI 400 075

2016. Dr. S. B. MISTRY (221)
AHURA CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
SION ROAD, BOMBAY 400 001

2017. Dr. A. K. MOHANTY (739)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY &
AGRICULTURE, MODULAR LABORATORY,
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085

2018. Dr. NAIK S. S.(218)
HON SECRETARY
ACWORTH LEPROSY HOSPITAL
WADALA, MUMBAI 400 031

2019. Dr. NARAYANA RAO A. V. S. S.(1518)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY Y, MUMBAI 400 085

2020. Dr. NARKAR M. V.(277)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2021. Dr. NARENDRA JAWALI (1519)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2022. Dr. NATASHA KAPOOR(2412)
D/216/42, MANISH NAGAR
J P ROAD, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI 400053

2023. Dr. PAIKE JAYADEVA BHAT (2867)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
jayadeva@iitb.ac.in
2024. Dr. PANDEY V. N.
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
BHBHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2025. Dr. PATEL S. M.(217)
34, PROF ALLIEDA ROAD
BANDRA, MUMBAI 400 050

2026. Dr. (Mrs.) POORNA VISWANATHAN (739A)
B 31, EVER TOP APPARTMENTS,
SHANKAR NAGAR, ANDHERI (W)
MUMBAI 400 053

2027. Dr. PRADEEPKUMAR P I (2866)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
pradeep@chem.iitb.ac.in

2028. Dr. PRASHANT KODGIRE(1746)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076

2029. Dr. PRASHANT S. PHALE(1480)
BIOTECHNOLOGY GROUP
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
pphale@iitb.ac.in

2030. Dr. PRASENJIT BHAUMIK (2870)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
pbhaumik@iitb.ac.in

2031. Dr. PRASUN KUMAR MUKHERJEE(1349)
NUCLEAR AGRICULTURE AND
BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION, BHBHA
ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085

2032. Dr. PRATIBHA RAVINDRA(1598)
17-B KAUPINESHWAR
NATUPARANJPEE COMPLEX
MITHBANDAR ROAD, SIDHIVINAYAK MANDIR
SATGURU TOWERS THANE (EAST)

2033. Dr. (Mrs.) PRATIMA SHARAD
JADHAV(711)

PLOT 4B, KOKANASTHA CO-OP HSG SOCIETY
18th A ROAD, KHAR (WEST)
MUMBAI 400 052
Jyotee@bol.net.in

2034. Dr. PUNEKAR N. S.(216)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
nsp@iitb.ac.in

2035. Dr. RAAMESH RAGHAVAN(1306)
232 VIJAY ENCLAVE
WAGHBIL NAKA, GHODBUNDER ROAD
THANE 400 601

2036. Dr. RAJANIKANT C.(1485)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
BHBHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
MUMBAI 400 085
rajanikantc@yahoo.com

2037. Dr. RAMASWAMY N. K.(792)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
BHBHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2038. Dr. RAMASWAMY Y. R.(213)
4/2 KASTUR KUNJ
SRI BALACHACRA ROAD
MATUNGA, MUMBAI 400 019

2039. Dr. RANJIT RANBHOR(1747)
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
ranjit@btc.iitb.ac.in

2040. Dr. RATHORE V .S.(545)
C/O Mr. RIBHU RATHORE
1B-601 WHISPERING PALMS
LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP
AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVLI (E)
MUMBAI 400 101

2041. Dr. RUKMINI GOREKAR(1256)
SO ‘D’ MOLECULAR BIOLOGY UNIT
CANCER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
TATA MEMORIAL CENTRE
Dr. E BORGE MARG, MUMBAI

2042. Dr. SAMEER RAVINDRA(1597)
17-B KAUPINESHWAR
NATUPARANJPEE COMPLEX
MITHBANDAR ROAD, SIDHIVINAYAK MANDIR
SATGURU TOWERS THANE (EAST)

2043. Dr. SANDIPAN RAY (2861)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMCS & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
sandipaniitbombay@gmail.com

2044. Dr. SANTANU KUMAR GHOSH (2737)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY- BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
Santanughosh@iitb.ac.in

2045. Dr. SANTANU DASGUPTA (1182)
DIRECTOR, SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS
MONSANTO INDIA
MUMBAI-400101
santanu.dasgupta@monsanto.com

2046. Dr. SETHNA Y. I. (210)
PROF OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
BOMBAY UNIVERSITY
VIDYANAGARI, SANTACRUZ
MUMBAI 400 036

2047. Dr. SHAHID A MUJAWAR (2231)
FLAT NO 30, 7TH FLOOR, SWSTIK 4
SIR J J HOSPITAL CAMPUS
BYCULLA, MUMBAI 400 008
Akbarson4@gmail.com

2048. Dr. SHALAKA METKAR (895)
2-38 H MBAD
MODULAR LAB
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2049. Dr. K. SHANKARANARAYANA IYER (239)
INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH IN REPRODUCTION
J M STREET, PAREL
MUMBAI 400 021

2050. Dr. SHANTOO GURANANI (211)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEM & FOOD TECH
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE
TROMBAY, MUMBAI 400 085

2051. Dr. SWATI PATANKAR (2868)
DEPT OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGINEERING
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-BOMBAY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076
patankar@iitb.ac.in

2052. Dr. VIKRANT M BHOR (2862)
MOLECULAR IMMUNOLOGY DIVISION

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF RESEARCH IN
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH (NIRRH)
J M STREET, PAREL, MUMBAI 400 012
bhov@nirrh.res.in

2053. SHRI YOGENDRA SINGH RAJPUROHIT (2740)
2-46-S, A BLOCK MOLECULAR LAB
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY DIVISION
BARC, MUMBAI 400 084
ysraj@barc.gov.in

2054. Dr. SHOBHONA SHARMA (1633)
DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
TIFR, HOMI BHABHA ROAD
COLABA, MUMBAI 400 005
Sharma@tifr.res.in

2055. Dr. SMITA DILIP MAHALE (1675)
NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH
IN REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH (ICMR)
JAHANGIR MERWANJI STREET
PAREL, MUMBAI 400 012

2056. Dr. SORAB NARIMAN DALAL (1309)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR
BIOLOGY, CANCER RESEARCH INSTITUTTE
DR ERNEST BORCIES ROAD
PAREL, MUMBAI 400 012
sdalal@actrec.gov.in

2057. Dr. SUBRAHMANYAM G. (792A)
ASST PROFESSOR,
BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE,
INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
POWAI, MUMBAI 400 076

2058. Dr. D. SUBRAMANIAN (209)
DIRECTOR, CIBA- GIOGY RES CENTRE
AREARY ROAD, GOREGAN ESTATE
MUMBAI 400 063

2059. Dr. SUJATA SAHOO (2797)
DIVISION OF FISH NUTRITION, BIOCHEMISTRY &
PHYSIOLOGY, CIFE, PANCH MARG
OFF YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (W)
MUMBAI 400 061
sujatasahoo@cife.edu.in

2060. Dr. SUNIL KUMAR (2074)
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & BIOENGG
IIT BOMBAY, POWAI
MUMBAI 400 076
sunilkumar@iitb.ac.in

2061. Dr. SUNIL S. RAO (235)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2079.</td>
<td>Dr. ASHA RANI N (2761)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>FATHER MULLER MEDICAL COLLEGE</td>
<td>KANKANADY, MANGALORE 575 002</td>
<td><a href="mailto:ashanellore@gmail.com">ashanellore@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2080.</td>
<td>Dr. ASHOK PRABHU K (2756)</td>
<td>DEPT OF CLINICAL BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>KMC LABORATORY SERVICES</td>
<td>KMC HOSPITAL AMBEDKAR CIRCLE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Clinbiolabsmir01@gmail.com">Clinbiolabsmir01@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2081.</td>
<td>Dr. AVINASH S S (2763)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>FATHER MULLER MEDICAL COLLEGE</td>
<td>KANKANADY, MANGALORE 575 002</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Dravinash.ss@gmail.com">Dravinash.ss@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2082.</td>
<td>Dr. BEENA V SHEEY (2793)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES</td>
<td>KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Beena.shetty@manipal.edu">Beena.shetty@manipal.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2083.</td>
<td>Dr. GAYATHRI M RAO (2794)</td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td>CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES</td>
<td>KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Gayathri.rao@manipal.edu">Gayathri.rao@manipal.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2084.</td>
<td>Dr. GEETHA SAMAK (2767)</td>
<td>DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY</td>
<td>DVS COLLEGE OF ARTS &amp; SCIENCE COLLEGE</td>
<td>SHIVAMOGGA 577 201</td>
<td><a href="mailto:geethasamak@gmail.com">geethasamak@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2085.</td>
<td>Dr. GOPINATH P M (2686)</td>
<td>DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE</td>
<td>MANIPAL UNIVERSITY, MANIPAL 576 104</td>
<td><a href="mailto:gopinathpm@manipal.edu">gopinathpm@manipal.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2086.</td>
<td>Dr. P GOPALAKRISHNA BHAT (2746)</td>
<td>DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE</td>
<td>MANIPAL 576 104</td>
<td><a href="mailto:popalakrish@gmail.com">popalakrish@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2087.</td>
<td>Dr. GURUPRASAD K P (2690)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2088.</td>
<td>Dr. HEMALATHA (2842)</td>
<td></td>
<td>MISSION COMPUND</td>
<td>SHIRVA POST, UDUPI TQ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2089.</td>
<td>Dr. JAYADEV K (2765)</td>
<td></td>
<td>“VANAJA VRINDA”</td>
<td>OPP ST DOMINIC CHURCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2090.</td>
<td>Dr. MADHUKAR MALLYA H (2696)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY &amp; GENETICS</td>
<td>KMC INTERNATIONAL CENTRE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2091.</td>
<td>Dr. MAHATO K K (2689)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DIVISION OF BIOPHYSICS UNIT</td>
<td>MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2092.</td>
<td>Dr. MALATHI M (2759)</td>
<td></td>
<td>PROF &amp; HOD</td>
<td>FATHER MULLER MEDICAL COLLEGE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2093.</td>
<td>Dr. MANGALA HEGDE (2766)</td>
<td></td>
<td>D/O V K HEGDE, MOODIKERI</td>
<td>P O HEGDE TA: KUMTA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2094.</td>
<td>Dr. MANJULA SHANTARAM (2768)</td>
<td></td>
<td>YENEPOYA MEDICAL COLLEGE</td>
<td>YENEPOYA UNIVERSITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2095.</td>
<td>Dr. MURALI T S (2692)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2096. Dr. A MUTHUSAMY (2770)
DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCE CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY
MANIPAL 576 104
amsamy@gmail.com

2097. Dr. NANDINI M (2750)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES
KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANGALORE 575 004
Nandini.m@manipal.edu

2098. Dr. PADMALATHA RAI S (2688)
DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY, MANIPAL 576 104
Padmalatha.rais@manipal.edu

2099. Dr. PRAGNA RAO (2695)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANIPAL 576 104
dpragnarao@gmail.com

2100. Dr. POORNIMA MANJREKAR (2754)
PROF & HEAD
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES
KUSTUBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
BEJAI, MANGALORE 575004
Poornima.manjrekar@manipal.edu

2101. Dr. RAJA SEKHAR M (2691)
DIVISION OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY, MANIPAL 576 104
rsmoka@gmail.com

2102. Dr. RESHMA KUMARCHANDRA (2771)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES
KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANGALORE 575004
Reshma.kc@manipal.edu

2103. Dr. REVATHI P SHENOY (2697)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANIPAL 576 104
Revathi.shenoy@manipal.edu

2104. Dr. RUKMINI M S (2755)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES
KUSTUBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
BEJAI, MANGALORE 575004
Rukmini.shetty@manipal.edu

2105. Dr. SAADI ABDUL VAHAB (2769)
28-B, KMC QUARTERS
MADAV NAGAR
MANIPAL 576 104
Saadi.a@manipal.edu

2106. Dr. SATHISH RAO B S (2687)
DIVISION OF RADIOBIOLOGY & TOXICOLOGY
MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY, MANIPAL 576 104
satishraomsc@gmail.com

2107. Dr. SATYAMOORTHY K (2685)
DIRECTOR, MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY
MANIPAL 576 104
ksatyamoorthy@manipal.edu

2108. Dr. SHAMA PRASADA K (2693)
MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY, MANIPAL 576 104
Spbhat81@gmail.com

2109. Dr. SEEMA (2844)
MEENAKSHI BHAVAN
2-11-845/2, 1ST FLOOR
BATTAGUDDA, BEJAI
MANGALORE 575 004
msseema@gmail.com

2110. Dr. SHARAFATH (2843)
HALLEMATH MANSION
KULUR KAVOOR ROAD
PANJIMOGRU, MANGALORE 575 013
nasreensharafath@yahoo.com

2111. Dr. SHIVASHANKARA A R (2760)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FATHER MULLER MEDICAL COLLEGE
KANKANADY, MANGALORE 575 002
sranchandrayya@gmail.com

2112. Dr. SHIVARAJA SHANKARA Y M (2764)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
KVG MEDICAL COLLEGE
KURUNJIBAG, SULLIA 574327
shivrajasym@yahoo.com
Dr. SUDHA K (2772)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CENTRE FOR BASIC SCIENCES
KASTURBA MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANGALORE 575004
sudhakuthathur@yahoo.co.in

Dr. UDUPA N (2694)
PRINCIPAL
MANIPAL LIFE SCIENCES CENTRE
MANIPAL UNIVERSITY, MANIPAL 576 104
n.udupa@manipal.edu

Dr. ULLAS KAMATH (2725)
PROFESSOR OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MELAKA MANIPAL MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANIPAL 576 014
ULLASDR@gmail.com

Dr. VINAY KUMAR (2773)
SUB.MAJ. BHUP SINGH
#67, SHIV COLONY
NEAR RAILWAY STATION,
KOSLI, REWARI, KOSLI 123 302
vinayihbt@gmail.com

MYSORE

Dr. AJAY PAL (2643)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
CHAOUDHARY CHARAN SINGH HARYANA AGRIL
UNIVERSITY, HISAR 125 004
ajaydrdc@rediffmail.com

Dr. AKHILENDRA NAIDU(1805)
DEPT.OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. AKMAL PASHA(1813)
DEPT.OF FOOD PROTECTANTS & INFESTATION CONTROL
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020
pasha202@yahoo.com

Dr. ALI S. Z.(922)
DEPT. OF GRAIN SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. AMITA RANI(1811)
FOOD PROTECTANTS & INFESTATION CONTROL
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. AMIT K. R.(1293)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY,
MYSORE 570 001

Dr. ARUN CHANDRASHEKAR(1440)
DEPT. OF FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Asha Martin (2379)
DEPT OF AQCL
CFTRI, MYSORE 570020

Dr. BHARTHI P. SALIMATH(1001)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MYSORE UNIVERSITY
MANASAGANGOTHI, MYSORE 570 006

Dr. BASKARAN V. (1434)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. BHASKER N. (1810)
MEAT, FISH & POULTRY TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. BORSE. B.B. (1809)
PLANTATION PRODUCTS, SPICES & FLAVOUR TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. CHANDRASEKHRA N (530)
D –18 3RD MAIN, PAARAMAHAMSA ROAD
YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. DIVAKAR S. (921)
DEPT. O F FERMENTATION TECHNOLOGY & BIOENGINEERING
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. FARHATH KHANUM (1296)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY,
MYSORE 570 001

Dr. GIRIDHAR P.(1438)
DEPT. OF PLANT CELL BIOTECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. GUNASEKARAN N. (1812)
FOOD PROTECTANTS & INFESTATION CONTROL
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

Dr. ILAIYARAJA N (2170)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY
SIDDARATHA NAGAR, MYSORE 570 011
nilayaraja@gmail.com

2136. Dr. JAGAN MOHAN RAO L. (1656) DEPT. OF PLANTATION PRODUCTS, SPICES AND FLAVOUR TECHNOLOGY C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020
Jlnatpro@yahoo.com

2137. Dr. JAYADEEP A. (1635) DEPT. OF GRAIN SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020 jaaydeep@cftri.org

2138. Dr. JAYANTH H. S. (1638) READER IN MICROBIOLOGY H.NO L 11 8TH CROSS UNIVERSITY STAFF QTRS MANASAGANGOTRI MYSORE 570006 Jayanth_s@yahoo.com

2139. Dr. JAMUNA PRAKASH (1298) DEPT. OF FOOD SCIENCE & NUTRITION MYSORE UNIVERSITY, MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 006

2140. Dr. K. JEEVARATNAM (1291) DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY, SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES PONDICHERRY UNIVERSITY B HARAT RATNA, B R AMBEDKAR ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING, R.V.NAGAR, KALAPET, PUDUCHERRY 605014.

2141. Dr. BHABANI S.JENA(1798) DEPT. OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020 bsjena@yahoo.com

2142. Dr. JHARNA RANI DAS (831) DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2143. Dr. JYothi LAKSHMI(1802) DEPT.OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY & TECHNOLOGY C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2144. KALPANA DEVI(2388) DEPT OF EPIC CFTRI,MYSORE 570 020

2145. Dr. KALPANA PATEL(1290) DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION

2146. Dr. KHYRUNNISA BEGUM (1299) DEPT. OF FOOD SCIENCE & NUTRITION MYSORE UNIVERSITY MYSORE 570 006

2147. Dr. KRISHNAKANTHA T. P.(253) DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2148. Dr. LALITHA RAMAKRISHNA GOWDA(531) DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2149. Dr. LOKESH B. R.(474) DEPT. OF LIPID SCIENCE AN TRADITIONAL FOODS, C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020 brlokesh@yahoo.com

2150. Dr. MAHADEVA MURTHY S(1458) DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY YUVARAJA’S COLLEGE MYSORE 570 005

2151. Dr. MAHESH M. S.(1435) DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2152. Dr. MANJA K. S.(1292) 20, ROOPANAGAR, BOGADI MYSORE 570 026 kannars@hotmail.com

2153. Dr. MONANMANI H. K.(596) DEPT OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOENGINEERING C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2154. Dr. MURALIKRISHNA G.(914) DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020 Gmk@cscftri.ren.nic.in

2155. Dr. MUTHUKUMAR S.P. (1804) DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2156. Dr. NAGARAJAN S. (1808) PLATNTATION PRODUCTS, SPICES & FLAVOUR TECHNOLOGY C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2157. Dr. NAGARAJA K. V. (566)

156
2158. NANDINI PRASAD SHETTY(2387)
DEPT OF FCBT
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2159. Dr. NARAYAN PRASAD N.(539)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY,
MYSORE 570 011

2160. Dr. NARENDRA BABU S.N. (1796)
DOS IN CHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE
MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 006
baburaja@gmail.com

2161. Dr. NAVEEN S (2169)
SCIENTIST,
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY
MYSORE 570 011
Naveen_dfl@gmail.com

2162. Dr. NEGI P.S. (1799)
DEPT. OF HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2163. Dr. PARPIA H. A. B.(532)
SURYAKANTI HINKAL P O
MYSORE 570 017

2164. Dr. PARPIA H A B (532)
FORMER DIRECTOR CFTRI
SEHER, 62/7, EMERALD ENCLAVE
BELAVADI POST BOX NO 28
MYSORE 570 018

2165. Dr. PRABHASANAKAR P. (1818)
DEPT. OF FLOUR MILLING, BAKING &
CONFECTIONARY TECHNOLOGY
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2166. Dr. PRAKASH HALAMANI(1000)
DEPT. OF FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2167. Dr. PRAKASH V.(533)
DISTINGUISHED SCIENTIST OF CSIR-INDIA
JSS TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS CAMPUS
JSSCMS, MYSORE 570 006

2168. Dr. PRAPULLA S. G.(920)

2169. Dr. PRASAD RAO U. J. S.(829)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2170. Dr. PURNIMA KAUL(1819)
DEPT.OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY & TECHNOLOGY
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2171. Dr. RADHAKRISHNA MURTHY R .(254)
76/5 3rd BLOCK HOSPITAL ROAD
JAYALAKSHMIPIRURAM
MYSORE 570 012

2172. Dr. RAGHAVA Rao K.S.M.S. (1816)
DEPT. OF FOOD ENGINEERING
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2173. Dr. RAJAGOPAL Rao D.(534)
694 DOUBLE ROAD
SARASWATHIPURAM
MYSORE 570 012

2174. Dr. RAMACHANDRA Rao T. N.(535)
3/11 TEMPLE ROAD
JAYALAKSHMIPIRURAM, MYSORE 570 012

2175. Dr. RAMASHARMA P. R.(911)
DEPT.OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2176. Dr. RAMASWAMY K. (1814)
DEPT.OF FOOD PROTECTANTS & INFESTATION
CONTROL, CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2177. Dr. RAMASWAMY S.(542)
427. 9th MAIN ROAD
SARASWATHIPURAM, MYSORE

2178. Dr. RAMESH KUMAR P. (1800)
DEPT.OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2179. Dr. RANGASWAMY J. R.(536)
DEPT. OF INFECTION CONTROL & PROTECTANTS,
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2180. Dr. RAVENDRA PRATAP SINGH(748)
SCIENTIST, MAN POWER DEVELOPMENT
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2181. Dr. RANGAPPA K. S. (1639)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY,
MYSORE UNIVERSITY
MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 006
rangappaks@yahoo.com

2182. Dr. RAVISHAKAR G. A. (537)
DEPT. OF PLANT CELL BIOTECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2183. Dr. RATHINA RAJ K. (1806)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2184. Dr. SABEETA KAPOOR (2543)
C/O DR SHYLAJA M DHARMESH
LAB NO 14 CANCER & ULCRAER BIOLAB
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
CFTRI, MYSORE 570 020
Ksabeeta9@gmail.com

2185. Dr. SAHU R. K (1436)
DEPT. OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY & TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2186. Dr. SALIMATH P. V. (912)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION,
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 20

2187. Dr. RENU AGARWAL (918)
DEPT. OF FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2188. Dr. SANGEETHA RAVIKUMAR (1803)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2189. Dr. (Mrs.) SARSWATHI G. (538)
DEPT. OF HOME SCIENCE
MYSORE UNIVERSITY
MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 006

2190. Dr. SASIKALA V. B. (1441)
DEPT. OF RAIN SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 560 013

2191. Dr. SATHYANARYANA RAO T. (1657)
DEPT. OF PSYCHIATRY
J. S. S MEDICAL COLLEGE
MYSORE 570 015

2192. SATISH S (2378)
DEPARTMENT OF STUDIES IN MICROBIOLOGY
UNIVERSITY OF MYSORE
MANASAGANGOTRI
MYSORE- 570 006
satish.micro@gmail.com

2193. Dr. SATISH KUMAR MURARI (2271)
67TH, 6TH MAIN, DOUBLE ROAD
KAMAKSHI EAST
KUVEMPUNAGAR, MYSORE 570 009
Murari_sk@hotmail.com

2194. Dr. SEKHAR SHETTY H (1002)
DEPT. OF APPLIED BOTANY
MANASAGANGOTHRI
MYSORE UNIVERSITY, MYSORE 570 006

2195. Dr. SHAMALA T. R (916)
DEPT. OF FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2196. Dr. SHARDA R (830)
DEPT. OF PLANT CELL BIOTECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2197. Dr. SINDHU KANYA (1350A)
SCIENTIST
DEPT. OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY & TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020
sindhutc@yahoo.com

2198. Dr. SHIVANNANDAPPA T. M. (541)
DEPT. OF INSECT CONTROL & PROTECTANTS,
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2199. Dr. SHYLAJA DHARMESH (714)
DEPT. OF APPLIED BOTANY
MYSORE UNIVERSITY
MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 006

2200. Dr. SOMASHEKAR S. (1807)
DEPT. OF FERMENTATION TECHNOLOGY & BIOENGINEERING
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2201. Dr. SREEKANNAN N. Y. N. (1437)
DEPT. OF LIPID SCIENCE & TRADITIONAL FOODS
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2202. Dr. SRINIVASAN K. (913)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2203. Dr. SUDARSHANA KRISHNA K. R. (1295)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY,
MYSORE 570 001

2204. Dr. SUBRAMANIAN R. (1631)
DEPT. OF FOOD ENGINEERING,
C. F. T. R. I, MYSORE 570 020
2205. SHUBHRA PANDE (2392)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570020

2206. Dr. SUMITRA DEVI S. (1815)
DEPT. OF FOOD PROTECTANTS & INFESTATION
CONTROL
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2207. Dr. SURESH P. V. (1637)
DEPT. OF MEAT, FISH & POULTRY TECHNOLOGY
C. F. T. R. I, MYSORE 570 020

2208. Dr. TEJESVI M.V. (1878)
# 459, A & B BLOCK, PADUVANA ROAD
KUVEMPU NAGAR, MYSORE 570 023

2209. Dr. THAKUR M. S. (919)
DEPT. OF FERMENTATION TECHNOLOGY
& BIOENGINEERING
C. F. T. R. I, MYSORE 570 020

2210. Dr. UDAYA SANKAR (1817)
DEPT. OF FOOD ENGINEERING,
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2211. Dr. UMA V. MANJAPPA (1801)
DEPT. OF PROTEIN CHEMISTRY & TECHNOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2212. Dr. VARADRAJ M. C. (917)
DEPT. OF FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
C. F. T. R. I, MYSORE 570 020

2213. Dr. VANAJAKSHI (1634)
DEPT. OF FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2214. Dr. VASUDEVA S P (2316)
#5, BHEEMA, 1ST MAIN, 7TH BLOCK
HEALTH & H BLOCK
RAMAKRISHNA NAGAR, MYSORE 570 022

2215. Dr. T.G. VEERABASAPPA GOWDA (713)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MYSORE UNIVERSITY
MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 020

2216. Dr. Y.P. VENKATESH (999)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2217. Dr. (Mrs.) VIJAYA RAO (540)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY
MYSORE 570 001

2218. Dr. VIJAYENDRA S. V. (1439)
DEPT. FOOD MICROBIOLOGY
C.F.T.R.I, MYSORE 570 020

2219. Dr. VENKATA RAMANA K. (1294)
DEPT. BIOCHEMISTRY & NUTRITION
DEFENCE FOOD RESEARCH LABORATORY,
MYSORE

2220. Dr. VISWANATH B. S. (1297)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
MYSORE UNIVERSITY
MANASAGANGOTRI, MYSORE 570 006
NAGPUR

2221. Dr. ABOLI KHANZODE (1453)
102/99 KANCHI APPTS.
DINDAYALNAGAR
NAGPUR 440 022

2222. Dr. ANUP KALE (1696)
28, BHARATIYA LOKKALYAN SOCIETY
COSMOS TOWN, TRIMURTINAGAR
NAGPUR 440 022

2223. Dr. AQUEEL KHAN (1695)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR UNIVERSITY
NAGPUR 440 033

2224. Dr. ARCHANA MOON (1546)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR UNIVERSITY
NAGPUR 440 033

2225. Ms. ARUNA JAWADE (2285)
UNIVERSITY DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
RTM NAGPUR UNIVERSITY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR 440 033

2226. Dr. (Mrs.) ATYA KAPLEY (942)
DIRECTOR, RESEARCH DIVISION
NEERI, NAGPUR 440 020

2227. Dr. BISWAS S. K. (277A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR UNIVERSITY
NAGPUR 440 020

2228. Dr. CHANDAN PRABHU (1934)
ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS UNIT (EMU)
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NEHRU MARG
NAGPUR 440 010

2229. Dr. CHIDDARWAR M. K.(1120)
189, MANOSHANTI APPTS
CEMENT ROAD, SHIVAJINAGAR
NAGPUR 440 010

2230. DAMINI MOTWANI(2443)
1067a, NEAR KISHANI MARG
JARIPATKA, NAGPUR 440 014
daminimotwani@rediffmail.com

2231. Dr. DESHPANDE M. K. (540A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR 440 010
Biochemi@nagpur.dot.net.in

2232. Dr. DIDOLKAR R .V.(371)
26, KEDAR SHIVAJINAGAR
NAGPUR 440 010

2233. Dr. KAMALKAR VISHWANATH (542A)
P.G. DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
LIT PREMISES, AMRAVATI RAOD
NAGPUR 440 033

2234. Dr. KOTWAL S. D.(1118)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR UNIVERSITY
NAGPUR 440 033

2235. Dr. KRISHNA PRABHU S.,(940)
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NEHRU MARG
NAGPUR 440 020

2236. Dr. KSHIRSAGAR D. G.,(635)
DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NEHRU MARG
NAGPUR 440 020

2237. Dr. PADMANABHAN P.,(941)
DEPT. OF D. R. D.
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE, NEHRU MARG
NAGPUR 440 020

2238. Dr. PANDIT V. I. (852)
”MANEESA” PT S R SHUKLA RD
ABOVE NCC GROUP H Q

CIVIL Luries, NAGPUR 440 001

2239. Dr. PATIL M.(1119)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
LIT PREMISES, NAGPUR UNIVERSITY
NAGPUR 440 033
Biochemi@nagpur.dot.net.in

2240. Smt. PUSHPALATHA ARVIND KAMLISHIYA (2296)
C/O OMPRAKASH CHOUDHARI
RAVIDAS NAGAR
KAMPTEE, NAGPUR- 441 002
kpushp@gmail.com

2241. Dr. RAGINI K. CHAHANDE(1499)
92, GEEL KUNJ
VAISHALI NAGAR, NAGPUR

2242. Dr. RAJANI GANPAT RAO TUMANE(2555)
79, HANUMAN HOUSING SOCIETY
MEHANDI BAG, BINAKI
NAGPUR 440 017
Rajo_tumane@yahoo.co.in

2243. Dr. RISHI SHANKER (595)
SCIENTIST D.R.D
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY  
NEW DELHI 110 067  
Swati_tiwari@mail.jnu.ac.in

2528. Dr. G. P. TALWAR (103)  
THE TALWAR RESEARCH FOUNDATION  
E –6 , NEB VALLEY, NEB SERAI  
SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI 110 068

2529. Dr. TANVIR KAUR (1271)  
DIVISION OF NON-COMMUNICABLE DISEASES,  
INDIAN COUNCIL OF MEDICAL RESEARCH,  
NEW DELHI-29

2530. Dr. TANNISTHA NANDI(1516)  
14 KAILASH KUNJ  
G. K I, NEW DELHI -110048  
tannistha.nandi@iiit.ac.in

2531. Dr. TAPAN KUMAR CHADHURI(1780)  
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES INDIAN  
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, DELHI  
HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI 110 016  
tkchadhuri@bioschool.iitd.ernet.in

2532. Dr. TARUNA MADAN(797)  
A 138, ASHOK VIHAR PHASE II  
DELHI 110 052

2533. Dr. S. M. TOTEY (809)  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF IMMUNOLOGY

2534. Dr. N. B. TULSANI(351)  
CSIR CENTRE FOR BIOCHEMICALS  
V. P. CHEST INSTITUTE  
DELHI UNIVERSITY, DELHI 110 007

2535. Dr. TULIKA PRAKASH(1479)  
H NO 250, SECOND FLOOR  
BHAI PARMANAND COLONY  
DELHI 110 009

2536. Dr. (Mrs.) JAYA S. TYAGI (315)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES  
NEW DELHI 110 029  
jstyagi@gmail.com

2537. Dr. UMA CHAUDHRY(2532)  
MD-19, PITAN PURA, DELHI 110 034  
Chaudhry.uma@gmail.com

2538. Dr. UMA DHAWAN (2847)  
B-201, VINAYAK APARTMENT  
PLOT NO 36, SECTOR 10, DWARAKA  
NEW DELHI 110 075  
umamittal@gmail.com

2539. Dr. M. UPENDER (316)  
MALARIA RES CENTRE  
22 SHYAMNATH MARG  
DELHI 110 054

2540. Dr. (Mrs.) P USHA SHARMA(621)  
INSTITUTE OF GENOMICS AND INTEGRATIVE  
BIOLOGY, DELHI UNIVERSITY CAMPUS  
MALL ROAD, DELHI 110 007

2541. Dr. VANI BRAHMCHARI(1327)  
Dr. B. R. AMBEDKAR CENTRE  
FOR BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH  
DELHI UNIVERSITY  
DELHI 110 007

2542. Dr. S. VARADARAJAN (102)  
INDIAN NATIONAL SCIENCE ACADEMY  
BHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG  
NEW DELHI 110 002

2543. Dr VARSHA MEHRA(2224)  
DA- 646, SHALIMAR BAGH  
DELHI 110 088
Dr. (Ms.) VARSHA G. RAJA
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
NEW DELHI 110 067

Dr. VIJAY K. CHAUDHURY
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
DELHI UNIVERSITY, SOUTH CAMPUS
NEW DELHI 110 021

Dr. VIJAYATA SINGH
C/O Dr. ASIS K NANDI
LAB NO 415, SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
NEW DELHI 110 067

Dr. VINAY KUMAR NANDICOOR
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF IMMUNOLOGY
ARUNA ASAF ALI MARG
NEW DELHI 110 029

Dr. YASHA HASIJA
M 209, VIKAS PURI
NEW DELHI 110 018

Dr. YOGENDRA SINGH
INSTITUTE OF GENOMICS AND INTEGRATIVE BIOLOGY, DELHI UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
MALL ROAD, DELHI 110 007

ORISSA

ABDUR RAHAMAN
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, BHUBANESWAR, ORISSA 751 005
arahaman@niser.ac.in

ABHISHEK KUMAR
INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES
MOLECULAR VIROLOGY LAB
NALCO SQUARE, CHANDRASEKHARPUR
BHUBANESWAR, ORISSA 751 023
Abhishekbtt13@gmail.com
2564. ABHISHEK KUMAR (2613)  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, IOP CAMPUS  
NEAR SAINIK SCHOOL, BHUBANESWAR, ORISSA 751 005  
Abhi34158@yahoo.co.in

2565. AMOL RATNAKAR SURYAWANSHI (2478)  
INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES  
(AUTONOMOUS INSTITUTE OF DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY) NALCO SQUARE  
CHADRASEKHARPUR, BHUBANESWAR  
ORISSA 751 023  
amolsurya@gmail.com

2566. Dr. ANATH BANDHU DAS (2530)  
DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE BIOTECHNOLOGY  
COLLE OF AGRICULTURE, ORISSA UNIVERSITY OF AGRIL & TECH, BHUBANESWAR 751 003  
A_b_das@hotmail.com

2567. ANITA ROY (2480)  
PLOT NO 464, SAHID NAGAR  
BHUBANESWAR  
ORISSA 751 007  
Aroy451963@gmail.com

2568. APRAMITA CHAND (2612)  
C-209, VINAYDEEP APPTS, ASHOK NAGAR  
BHUBANESWAR, ORISSA 751 009  
Aparmita.chand@gmail.com

2569. ASIMA BHATTACHARYYA (2477)  
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, BHUBANESWAR,  
ORISSA 751 005  
asima@niser.ac.in

2570. Dr. ASHIS BISWAS (2161)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
NIT, ROURKELA  
ORISSA 769 008  
Biswaasashis123@yahoo.com

2571. BADIREENATH KONKIMALLA V (2472)  
FC 210, SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, SACHIVALAYA MARG, SAINIK SCHOOL, BHUBANESWAR, ORISSA 751 005  
badireenath@niser.ac.in

2572. BIBEKANANDA MEHER(2419)  
AT/PO BELPARA  
VIA BANGOMUNDA  
DIST BALANGIR, ODISHA 767040  
mehenbibek@gmail.com

2573. CHANDAN GOSWAMI (2474)  
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGY  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, BHUBANESWAR,  
ORISSA 751 005  
chandan@niser.ac.in

2574. Dr. CHINMAY PRADHAN (2531)  
PG DEPT OF BOTANY  
UTKAL UNIVERSITY, VANISI Vihar  
BHUBANESWAR 751 004  
Chinmay_pr@yahoo.com

2575. Dr. DANGAR T.K. (379)  
SCIENTIST, CRRI CUTTACK  
CUTTACK 753 006

2576. Dr. DAS B.R. (710)  
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY  
INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES, 301, SAHID NAGAR  
BHUBANESWAR 751 007

2577. DEBASMITA PANKAJ ALONE (2470)  
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, BHUBANESWAR,  
ORISSA 751 005  
debasmita@yahoo.com

2578. Dr. DHANANJAY SOREN (2758)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES  
RAVENSHAW UNIVERSITY  
CUTTACK 753 003  
dsoren@ravenshawuniversity.ac.in

2579. HARAPRIYA MOHAPATRA (2476)  
SCHOOL OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION & RESEARCH, BHUBANESWAR,  
ORISSA 751 005  
hm@niser.ac.in

2580. Dr. JAGNESHWAR DANDAPAT (2808)  
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
UTKAL UNIVERSITY  
BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA 751 004

2581. KISHORE CHANDRA SEKHAR  
PANIGRAHI(2482)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2582</td>
<td>LUNA GOSWAMI (2479)</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>KIIT UNIVERSITY, PATIA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:lbh_1975@yahoo.co.in">lbh_1975@yahoo.co.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2583</td>
<td>Dr.(MRS) LUNA SAMANTA (2757)</td>
<td></td>
<td>HEAD OF THE DEPT OF ZOOLOGY</td>
<td>SCHOOL OF LIFE SCIENCES</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Luna_samanta@rediffmail.com">Luna_samanta@rediffmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2584</td>
<td>MANJUSHA DIXIT (2471)</td>
<td></td>
<td>NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION &amp;</td>
<td>HUBANESWAR, ORISSA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:manjusha@niser.ac.in">manjusha@niser.ac.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2585</td>
<td>Dr. MANU ASTHANA (2711)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>UTKAL UNIVERSITY, ODISHA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2586</td>
<td>Dr. MRUTYUNJAY SUAR (2496)</td>
<td></td>
<td>SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>CAMPUS –II, KIIT UNIVERSITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2587</td>
<td>Dr. NABIN KUMAR DHAL (2989)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENT &amp; SUSTAINABILITY</td>
<td>CSIR IMMT, P O RRL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2588</td>
<td>Dr. NAYAK R. (185)</td>
<td></td>
<td>DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES</td>
<td>NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE EDUCATION &amp; RESEARCH, INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS CAMPUS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2589</td>
<td>Dr. NRISINGHA DEY (2956)</td>
<td></td>
<td>INSTITUTE OF LIFE SCIENCES</td>
<td>NALCO SQUARE, HUBANESWAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2590</td>
<td>PALOK AICH(2481)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NALCO SQUARE, BHUBANESWAR 751 023
Soumen_ils@yahoo.co.in

2601. Dr. SUBHASIS CHATTOPADHYAY(1765)
59/4/1 FULBAGAN ROAD
P.O. BAGHAJATIN
KOLKATA 700 086

2602. Dr. SONAWANE AVINASH M (2497)
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CAMPUS –II, KIIT UNIVERSITY
BHUBANESWAR 751 024
Avi_sonawane@yahoo.com

2603. Dr. SURABHI DIPALI MUDULI (2990)
DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENT & SUSTAINABILITY
CSIR IMMT, P O RRL
BHUBANESWAR, ODISHA 751 013
surabhidipali@gmail.com

2604. Dr. SURJENDU KUMAR DEY(1757)
DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES
FAKIR MOHAN UNIVERSITY
VYASA VIHAR, BALASORE 756 019,
ORISSA
Surjendufmu@rediffmail.com

2605. Dr. TAPAN KUMAR ADHYA(716)
SENIOR SCIENTIST (MICROBIOLOGY)
CENTRAL RICE RES INSTITUTE
CUTTACK 753 006

2606. TRILOCHAN SATAPATHY(2418)
VILL/P.O. RAISINGRA
P S SALIPUR DIST
CUTTACK ORISSA STATE
ODISHA 754221
trilochansatapathy@yahoo.co.in

2607. Dr. VISHAKHA RAINA (2498)
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CAMPUS –II, KIIT UNIVERSITY
BHUBANESWAR 751 024
Vishakha.raina@gmail.com

PALAMPUR

2608. Dr. ANITA SINGH (709A)
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR 176 061

2609. Dr. ARVIND GULATI (809A)
INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN BIORESOURCES
TECHNOLOGY
PALAMPUR 176 061

2610. Dr. ASHU GULATI(1091)
INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN BIORESOURCES
TECHNOLOGY
PALAMPUR 176 061

2611. ATUL KUMAR GUPTA(2429)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
&GENETIC ENGINEERING
CBSH, GBPVA&T
PANTNAGAR263145
atuliotech@gmail.com

2612. Dr. T. K. BHAT (275)
SCIENTIST,
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR 176 061

2613. Dr. BIKRAM SINGH(1092)
INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN BIORESOURCES
TECHNOLOGY
PALAMPUR 176 061

2614. Dr. BIRBAL SINGH(1186)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR 176 061

2615. Dr. DHIRAJ KUMAR VYAS(1448)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION, PALAMPUR 176 061

2616. Dr. GORAKH MAL (2955)
SENIOR SCIENTIST ( BIOCHEMISTRY)
IVRI REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR, KANGRA, PALAMPUR 176 061
Gorakh1@yahoo.com

2617. Dr. (Mrs.) C. KOCHAR (415)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR 176 061

2618. Dr. H. P. MAKKAR (337)
SENIOR SCIENTIST
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR 176 061
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2619. Dr. PARAMIR SINGH AHUJA (717)
CSIR COMPLEX
PALAMPUR 176 062

2620. PRIYANKA GIRI(2430)
ROOM No 111,
GOLDEN JUBILEE HOSTEL
CBSH, GBPUA&T
PANTNAGAR 263145
priyankaqiribiotech@gmail.com

2621. Dr. S. D. RAVIDRANATH (88)
CSIR COMPLEX
PALAMPUR 176 062

2622. Dr. SANJAY KUMAR(923)
INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN BIORESOURCE TECHNOLOGY, CSIR COMPLEX
PALAMPUR 176 061

2623. Dr. O. P. SHARMA (338)
BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION, PALAMPUR 176 061
Omsharma53@yahoo.com

2624. Dr. H. P. SINGH (416)
HATS DIVISION
CSIR COMPLEX, PALAMPUR 176 061

2625. Dr. M. P. SINGH (876)
INSTITUTE OF HIMALAYAN BIORESOURCE TECHNOLOGY, CSIR COMPLEX
PALAMPUR 176 061

2626. Dr. SWETA SOOD(1449)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
INDIAN VETERINARY RESEARCH INSTITUTE
REGIONAL STATION
PALAMPUR 176 061

PANTNAGAR

2627. Dr. AMITA SAXENA(429)
ASST PROFESSOR
DEPT. OF FISHERIES,
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145

2628. Dr. ASHUTOSH DUBEY (2139)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
drashutoshdubey@rediffmail.com

2629. Dr. DECHEN ONGMU KALEON(1045)
DEPT. OF VETERINARY BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES,
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145

2630. DINESH PANDY(2362)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & GENETIC ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
GB.PANT UNIVERSITY OF AG. & TECH.
PANTNAGAR 263 145
dineshpandeymbge@gmail.com

2631. Dr. G. K. GARG (543)
DIRECTOR,
KRISHIDHAN RESEARCH FOUNDATION PVT LTD,
D3 TO D6,ADDL.MIDC AREA,
AURANGABAD ROAD,
JALNA,431213

2632. Dr. A. K. GUPTA (1042)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & GENETIC ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145

2633. Dr. HIMANSHU PUNETHA (2143)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G B PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Punetha_hp@rediffmail.com

2634. Dr. B. D. LAKHCHURA (544)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G B PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145

2635. Dr. MANVIKA SAHGAL(2141)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G B PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
manvikasahgal@rediffmail.com

2636. Dr. D. P. MISHRA.(363)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G B PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145

2637. Dr. PUSPHA LOHANI (2142)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G B PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Pushpalo.hani@yahoo.com

2638. Dr. (Mrs.) REETA GOYAL (546)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145

2639. Dr. SANDEEP ARORA (1230)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF VET. SCIENCE
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Sanjeevagrawal14@rediffmail.com

2640. Dr. SANJEET AGARWAL (2138)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Sanjeevagrawal14@rediffmail.com

2641. Dr. S. P. SINGH (547)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Singhbr@rediffmail.com

2642. Dr. SINGH B R (2144)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Singhbr@rediffmail.com

2643. Dr. VERMA A K (2140)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
COLLEGE OF BASIC SCIENCES & HUMANITIES
G. B. PANT UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE AND TECHNOLOGY, PANTNAGAR 263 145
Akv72@rediffmail.com

PONDICHERRY

2644. Dr. K. BALARAMAN (1333)
DIRECTOR (SR. GRADE)
VECTOR CONTROL RESEARCH CENTRE
INDIRANAGAR, PONDICHERRY 605 006

2645. Dr. BISHAMBER DASS TOORA (2311)
VICE- PRINCIPAL & PROF. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
AANIPADAI VEEDI MEDICAL COLLEGE
CUDDORE MAIN ROAD
PONDICHERRY 607 002
drptoora@rediffmail.com

2646. Dr. BOOMINATHAN
LAKSHMANANE (1726)
49, NATTAR MAIN STREET
MURUNGAPAkkAM
PONDICHERRY 605 004

2647. Dr. GAUTAM SARKAR (1193)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
A. V. MEDICAL COLLEGE,
PONDICHERRY 607 402

2648. Dr. S. KUMARESEN (548)
ASST. PROF. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
JIPMER
PONDICHERRY 605 006

2649. Dr. MARIE AROCKIANATHAN P (2209)
#27, THENNAN SALAI ROAD
PUDUCHERRY 605 001
Pmanathan26@gmail.com

PUNE

2650. Dr. ABSAR AHMAD (2221)
DIV. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008
a.ahmad@ncl.res.in

2651. Dr. ADIKANE HARSHAVARDHAN VISHVANATH (2122)
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DIV
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
DR HOMI BHABHA ROAD
PUNE 411 008
Hv.adikane@ncl.res.in

2652. Dr. AMITA CHANDRA (2664)
C/O ATUL GUPTA,
CARRARO TECHNOLOGIES INIDA PRIVATE LTD
GIGASPACE , BUILDING BETA 1, 3rd FLOOR ,
OFFICE No 301, VIMAN NAGAR
PUNE 411 014
Amita10jan2006@gmail.com

2653. Dr. ANITA PATIL (718)
B-15, ISHER CO-OP SOCIETY,
NEAR SWASTIK RUBBER FACTORY
KHADKI, PUNE 411020
patilramdasanita@yahoo.com
2654. Dr. K. B. BASTAWDE (430)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2655. Dr. BHASKAR SAHA (1475)
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR CELL SCIENCES
GANESHKIND, PUNE 411 007

2656. Dr. B. CHOPDE (1031)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE 411 007

2657. Dr. DEBASHIS MITRA (2090)
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR CELL SCIENCES
PUNE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PUNE 411 007
dmitra@nccs.res.in

2658. Dr. (Mrs.) D. D. DEOBAGKAR (766A)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE 411 007

2659. Dr. D. N. DEOBAGKAR (1098A)
VICE CHANCELLOR
GOA UNIVERSITY, TALEIGAO
GOA 403 206

2660. Dr. M. V. DESHPANDE (585)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2661. Dr. V. V. DESHPANDE (392)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2662. Dr. DEVANDRA SINGH(398)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2663. Dr. P. K. DHAKEPHALKAR (1400)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
AGARKAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE
PUNE 411 004

2664. Dr. FRANCIS ROY(266)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
PUNE UNIVERSITY
PUNE 411 007

2665. Dr. K. N. GANESH (720)
DEPT. OF BIO- ORGANIC
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2666. Dr. GIRIDHARI LAL(2490)
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR CELL SCIENCE
NCCS COMPLEX, PUNE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
GANESHKIND, PUNE 411 007
glal@nccs.res.in

2667. Dr. M. V. GOKHALE (397)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2668. Dr. GOPAL C KUNDU(1837)
SCIENTIST- E ,
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR CELL SCIENCES
NCCS COMPLEX, PUNE 411 007

dmitra@nccs.res.in
2676. Dr. J. M. KHIRE(730)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2677. Dr. KIRTI CHINTAMANI (2594)
C/O A D SONAR, B 201
SAI LAUREL PARK, PIMPLE GURAV
PUNE 411061
Kirtichintamani21@gmail.com

2678. Dr. S. M. KOTWAL(861)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008
Biochemi@nagpur.dot.net.in

2679. Dr. D. K. KULKARNI (578)
DEPT. OF PLANT TISSUE CULTURE
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2680. Dr. MADHURIMA DIXIT(266A)
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY
PUNE UNIVERSITY,
PUNE 411 007
Mdkshit@chem.unipune.ernet.in

2681. Dr. MADHURIMA S WAKANKAR (2220)
DIV OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008
Ms.wakankar@ncl.res.in

2682. Dr. MAHESWARAN MANI (2857)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
PONDICHERRY UNIVERSITY
KALAPET, PUDUCHERRY 605 014
mahesm@gmail.com

2683. Dr. MALA RAO (393)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2684. Dr. MANAS KUMAR SANTRA (2570)
LAB NO 12, NATIONAL CENTRE FOR CELL
SCIENCES, NCCS COMPLEX, PUNE UNIVERSITY
PUNE 411 007
Manas@nccs.res.in

2685. Dr. MILIND CHAVAN(1229)
SEAGRAM R&D CENTRE
128/3 TELCO ROAD
MOHAN NAGAR, CHINCHWAD
PUNE 411 019

2686. Dr. NEELIMA J. KULKARNI(1573)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
MODERN COLLEGE, GANESH KHIND
PUNE 411 013

2687. Dr. OGALE SHEHA SANJEEV (2071)
1271, SHUKRAWAR PETH
LANE NO 6, SUBHASHNAGAR
GANGA YESH, PUNE 411 002

2688. Dr. G. T. PANSE (394)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2689. Dr. PARTH S PATEL (2218)
DIV. OF PLANT TISSUE CULTURE
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008
Parth_galu@yahoo.com

2690. Dr. (Mrs.) A. A. PRABUNE(586)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2691. Dr. PROMITA DATTA (2593)
C/O LATE KRISHNA CHANDRA BHAR
1/1, NIRMONI SARKAR LANE,
KOLKATA 700006
Promita_datta_83@yahoo.co.in

2692. Dr. (Mrs.) A. V. PUNDLE (587)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY
PUNE 411 008

2693. Dr. B. D. PUNEKAR (1158A)
FLAT NO 10, PRAVAM CO OP HSG SCTY
LAKAKI ROAD, MODEL COLONY
PUNE 411 016

2694. Dr. RAJESH BANKA(1228)
SEAGRAM RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
128/3, TELCO ROAD
CHINCHWAD, PUNE- 411 019

2695. Dr. (Mrs.) RAMA BHADEKAR(1571)
432 SHRIKRISHNA NAGAR
2696. Dr. RASHMI SANTOSH TUPE(2194)  
DATTARTRAYA G TUPE  
TUPE VASTI, URAL KANCHAN  
TALUKA, HAVELI (DIST), PUNE 412 202

2697. Dr. RATNAKAR RAVINDRA CHITTE(1866)  
DIVISION OF MICROBIAL SCIENCES  
A R I, G.G AGARKAR ROAD  
PUNE 411 004

2698. Dr. P. K. RANJEKAR (326)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2699. Dr. RAVINDRA TEWARI(431)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2700. Dr. RAWAL S. K. (576)  
DEPT. OF PLANT TISSUE CULTURE  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2701. Dr. RAWAL CHETAN CHANDRAKAT(2187)  
484/17, FLAT NO 6  
MITRAMANDAL SOCIETY, PARVATI  
PUNE 411 009

2702. Dr. (Mrs.) M. V. RELE (581)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2703. Dr. (Mrs.) SABITA DEY(643)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
AGHARKAR RES INSTT (MACS)  
LAW COLLEGE ROAD, PUNE 411 008

2704. Dr. SACHIN GAJGHATE(2992)  
FLAT NO 28, 4TH FLOOR  
GANESHBAG SOCIETY  
KOTHRUD, PUNE 411 029  
sgajghate@gmail.com

2705. Dr. (Mrs.) S. S. SARNAIK(1572)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGICAL SCIENCES  
AGARKAR RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
G.G. AGARKAR ROAD  
PUNE 411 004

2706. SANJEEV GALANDE(2450)

2707. Dr. (Mrs.) SEETA LAXMAN (580)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2708. Dr. V. SHANKAR (582)  
E-22 SHRIRAMNAGAR  
OFF D. P. ROAD  
AUNDH, PUNE 411007

2709. Dr. V. S. SHEORAIN (325)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE 411 007

2710. Dr. SHEO MOHAN SINGH(2214)  
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY  
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF INFORMATICS TECHNOLOGY, P –14 HINJEWADI PHASE I  
PUNE 411 057  
sheomohan@yahoo.com

2711. Dr. J. G. SHEWALE (246)  
RES & DEVELOPMENT  
HINDUSTAN ANTIBIOTICS LTD  
PIMPRI, PUNE 411 008

2712. Dr. (Mrs.) SHAILZA SINGH(1682)  
W/O HIMANSHU KUMAR  
BLOCK C7 FLAT NO 501  
KUNAL ICON, PIMPLE SAUDAGAR  
PUNE 411 027  
shailza_iitd@yahoo.com

2713. Dr. U. P. SHINDE (396)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2714. Dr. B. SITARAMA RAO (579A)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
NATIONAL CHEMICAL LABORATORY  
PUNE 411 008

2715. Dr. V. SITARAMAM (583)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE 411 008
2716. Dr. (Mrs.) H. SIVARAMAN (584)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
PUNE 411 008

2717. Dr. M. C. SRINIVASAN (579)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
PUNE 411 008

2718. Dr. K. H. SHREEDHARA SWAMY (506)  
VICE PRESIDENT-PHARMACOLOGY  
NOVEL DRUG DISCOVERY & DEVELOPMENT  
LUPIN LIMITED  
46A / 47A, NANDE VILLAGE, MULSHI TALUKA  
PUNE 411 042, INDIA  
sreedharaswamy@lupinpharma.com

2719. Dr. (Mrs.) SUMEDHA S. DESHMUKH (1029)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
PUNE 411 008

2720. Dr. C. G. SURESH (1028)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
PUNE 411 008

2721. Dr. VAISHALI SHRIDHAR DIXIT (1741)  
TILAK MAHARASHTRA VIDYAPEETH  
1242, SHADASHIVPETH, PUNE 411 030

2722. Dr. VASUDEVAN SESHADRI (880)  
national centre for cell science  
GANESHKIND, PUNE 41107  
seshadrv@nccs.res.in

2723. Dr. (Mrs.) VIDYA GUPTA (588)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
PUNE 411 008

2724. Dr. VISHNE MENON (2586)  
C/O DR. MALA RAO  
DIVISION OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
DR HOMI BHABHA ROAD, PASHAN  
PUNE 411 008  
moronvishnu@gmail.com

2725. Dr. L. VISWANATHAN (410)  
TECHNICAL CONSULTANT  
FLAT NO 9, KAMET PLOT NO 88  
RAMBAUG COLONY, KOTHURUD  
PUNE 411 038

2726. Dr. VIVEK N. AMBEDE (1540)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
ARMED FORCES MEDICAL COLLEGE  
PUNE 411 040

2727. Dr. YOGESH R. MAWAL (395)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMICAL SCIENCES  
national chemical laboratory  
PUNE 411 008  
(2012-4 members in individuals)

SANTINIKETAN

2728. Dr. (Mrs.) S. BHATTACHARYA (583A)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
VISWA BHARATI  
SANTINIKETAN 731 235

2729. Dr. A. B. DAS (1229A)  
DEPTT OF ZOOLOGY  
VISWA BHARATI  
SANTINIKETAN 731 235

2730. Dr. S. K. DATTA (413A)  
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY  
VISWA BHARATI  
SANTINIKETAN 731 235

2731. Dr. NILANJANA DAS (1564)  
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY  
SIKSHA BHAVANA  
VISVA BHARATI  
SANTINIKETAN 731 235  
nilanjana34@rediffmail.com

SRINAGAR

2732. Dr. K. M. FAZILI (726)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KASHMIR UNIVERSITY  
HOZRATABAL, SRINAGAR 190 006

2733. Dr. MASOOR ALAM BAIG (504)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KASHMIR UNIVERSITY  
HOZRATABAL, SRINAGAR 190 006

2734. Dr. SHAJRUL AMIN (727)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
KASHMIR UNIVERSITY  

HOZRATABAL, SRINAGAR 190 006

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

2735. Dr. ABITHA THOMAS (2698)
TC/14/770, MALIAKKAAL
POTHIJANAM DHALAVA HILLS
KUMARAPURAM MEDICAL COLLEGE P O
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 011
Thabi.tom@gmail.com

2736. Dr. R. AJAY KUMAR (1750)
DEPT. OF MOLECULAR MICROBIOLOGY
RAJIV GANDHI CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
THYCAUD P.O. TRIVANDRUM 695 014

2737. Dr. ANIL KUMAR G.(1718)
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITA VISHWA VIDYAPEETHAM
AMRITA PURI, CLAPPANA
KOLLAM, KERA LA 690 525

2738. Dr. ANNIE ABRAHAM(1703)
DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTOM
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581

2739. Dr. ANUP KUMAR NAIR (2040)
AMRITA SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITAPURI, KOLLAM, TRIVANDRUM

2740. Dr. P. S. APPU KUTTAN (369)
DIV OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCTIMST, TRIVANDRUM
KERA LA 695 011

2741. Dr. ARUN A RAUF (1921)
LECTURER, DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA,
KARIAVATTOM
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581

2742. Dr. ASHOK PANDEY(638)
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
TRIVANDRUM 695 019

2743. Dr. ASHWATHY S (2039)
AMRITA SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITAPURI, KOLLAM
TRIVANDRUM

2744. Dr. ATHIRA A P (2945)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA

2745. ATHIRA OMANKUTTAM(2354)
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITA VISHWA VIDYAPEETHAM
AMRITAPURI, CLAPPANA P O
KOLLAM, KERALA 690525
athira.omanakuttan@gmail.com

2746. Dr. M. BHATTATHIRY (834A)
EDAVOOR MADOM, SNRA 99A,
SWATHY NAGAR LANE-1
PEROORKADA P O
TRIVANDRUM 695 005

2747. Dr. BINU THARAKAN (2004)
THARAKAN HOUSE, PAKKIL PO
KOTTAYAM, KERALA

2748. Dr. BIJU P G (2941)
DEPT OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
TRIVANDRUM 695 581
Pgblju75@gmail.com

2749. Dr. BOBAN P T (2943)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTOM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581
ptboban@yahoo.com

2750. Dr. CHIKKU A M (2298)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTOM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581
mailtochikku@yahoo.co.in

2751. Dr. CHINU CHACKO (2300)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTOM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581
chinuchacko@yahoo.co.in

2752. Dr. CHITRA K R (2357)
THENNOOR VEEDU PULIMATH (PO)
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM (DIST)
KERALA 695612
drkrchithra@gmail.com

2753. Dr. DIVYA S (2044)
AMRITA SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITAPURI, KOLLAM
TRIVANDRUM

2754. Dr. DELSE P SEBASTIAN (2999)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
ST. ALBERT’S COLLEGE, ERNAKULAM
KERALA 682 018
delsbotany@gmail.com

2755. Dr. EMILIA ABRAHAM (945)
REGIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
TRIVANDRUM 695 019

2756. Dr. GEETHA B S (2730)
KERALA BIOTECHNOLOGY COMMISSION
KERALA STATE COUNCIL FOR SCIENCE TECH&
ENVIRONMENT, SASTHRA BHAVAN
PATTOM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 004
dayal.geetha@gmail.com

2757. Dr. GEORGE THOMAS (627)
INTERFIELD LABORATORIES
XIII/1208 INTERPRINT HOUSE
KARUVELIPADY, KOCHI-682005
KERALA
gfitlab@yahoo.com

2758. Dr. GIREESH T (2556)
DIVISION OF BOTANY
CROP IMPROVEMENT GROUP
RUBBER RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF INDIA
KOTTAYAM, KERALA 686 009
tgiree@yahoo.com

2759. Dr. P. A. HABEEB (1738)
S/O P.V. ABDUL REHMAN
PUTHUVETTIL HOUSE
CHORANELLUR P.O, PATTIKARA
THRISSUR, KERALA 680 501

2760. Dr. HARIKUMARANTHAMI B S (2813)
READER IN BIOCHEMISTRY
DEPT. OF LIFE SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF
CALICUT, UNIVERSITY P O
THENJIJPALAM, KERALA 673 635
Thampi111@gmail.com

2761. Dr. A. HELEN (1702)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
KERALA UNIVERSITY
KARIAVATTOM,
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581

2762. Dr. N. JAYAKUMARI (420)

DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCTIMST, TRIVANDRUM 695 011

2763. Dr. JAYANTHI (1183)
SCIENTIST -B
DEPT. OF PLANT BIOTECH
TROPICAL BOTANIC GARDEN & RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, PALODE
TRIVANDRUM 695 562

2764. Dr. JOSS MECHERY (420A)
PLOT 99, NEHRU NAGAR
TRICHUR, KERALA 680 006

2765. Dr. P. N. KRISHNAN (894)
SCIENTIST, TROPICAL BOTANICAL GARDEN &
RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 690 562

2766. Dr. P. A. KURUP (894A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
KERALA UNIVERSITY, KERALA 595 581

2767. Dr. MADHUSOODANAN U.K (2196)
SREENIWARA, MOOLAKANDAM
ANANDASHRAN (POST)
MAVUMGAL, KERALA 671 531
madhuproteome@gmail.com

2768. Dr. P. G. LATHA (779)
TROPICAL BOTANICAL GARDEN & RESEARCH
INSTITUTE, PALODE
TRIVANDRUM 695 562

2769. Dr. MALINI LALORAYA (1917)
DIVISION OF MOLECULAR REPRODUCTION
RAJIV GANDHI CENTRE FOR BIOTECH
THYCAUD P O, POOJAPPURA
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 014

2770. Dr. MANI S (2301)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTOM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581
minisaraswathy@gmail.com

2771. Dr. MOHAMMED RAFI (1920)
LECTRER, CALICUT UNIVERSITY
CALICUT

2772. Dr. D. MURALEEDHARAN (778)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
KERALA UNIVERSITY
KARIAVATTOM, TRIVANDRUM 695 581

2773. Dr. MURALEEDHARA KURUP (2297)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
2774. Dr. NIDHINA HARIDAS P A (2041)
AMRITA SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITAPURI, KOLLAM
TRIVANDRUM

2775. Dr. NINU POULOSE (2043)
AMRITA SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
AMRITAPURI, KOLLAM
TRIVANDRUM

2776. Dr. OMKUMAR R V (2095)
DEPT. OF NEUROBIOLOGY
RAJIV GANDHI CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
THYCUD P O., THIRUVANANTHAPURAM
695014, KERALA
omkumar@rgeb.res.in

2777. Dr. P. PADMESH (1559)
PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION
TROPICAL BOTANIC GARDEN & RESEARCH INSTITUTE, PALODE
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 562

2778. Dr. PAUL VATA KENCHERY
DEPT. OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY
COCHIN UNIVERSITY
KERALA 682 022

2779. Dr. PRADEEP KUMAR G (1948)
SCIENTIST - F
RAJIV GANDHI CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
THYCAUD P O POOJAPPIRA
TRIVANDRUM 685 014

2780. PRAKASH KUMAR B (2453)
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES
MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY
PRIYADARSHINI HILLS
KOTTAYAM, KERALA 686560
pbshenoy@gmail.com

2781. Dr. RAHEEM C H (2128)
CH HOUSE PALEMAP P O
MALAPPURAM DT
KERALA 679 331

2782. Dr. J. V. REJI (1578)
PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY DIVISION

2783. Dr. REKHA GOVINDAN (2983)
36/156, SREYAS, OLAVAKODE P O
PALAKKAD, KERALA 678 002
Rekhagovindan2000@yahoo.com

2784. Dr. RENJITH R S (2299)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTO, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581
renjith.revi@gmail.com

2785. Dr. K. K. SABU (950)
DEPT. PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY
TROPICAL BOTANICAL GARDEN RESEARCH INSTITUTE, PACHA PALODE
THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 696 562

2786. Dr. SAJA K (2942)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
KARIAVATTO, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM 695 581
sajabohan@gmail.com

2787. Dr. SARIN SARA JOSE (2845)
#50, NEHRU NAGAR
KURIACHIRA THRISSUR
KERALA 680 006
sarinsara@rediffmail.com

2788. Dr. S. SHASHIDHAR (413)
MAHATMA GANDHI UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
GANDHINAGAR . P. O
KOTTAYAM, KERALA 686 008

2789. Dr. P. SHANMUGAM (1591)
DEPT. OF ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
REGIONAL RESEARCH LAB (CSIR)
TRIVANDRUM 695 019

2790. Dr. SHIJU JACOB (2946)
DEPT. OF PHYSIOLOGY
ST PLUS X COLLEGE, RAJAPURAM
P O KASARAGOD, KERALA 671 532
Shjacob24@gmail.com

2791. Dr. K. B. SONI (930)
ASST PROFESSOR
PLANT MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRE
VELLAYANI, TRIVANDRUM 695 522

2792. Dr. SOUMYA S J (2944)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
UNIVERSITY OF KERALA
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation or Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2793</td>
<td>Dr. R. Sreejayan (1582)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology Centre for Biotechnology</td>
<td>Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology, Thiruvananthapuram 695 014</td>
<td><a href="mailto:soumisj@gmail.com">soumisj@gmail.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2794</td>
<td>Dr. Sreekumar E (2219)</td>
<td>Molecular Virology Laboratory</td>
<td>Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology, Thiruvananthapuram 695 514</td>
<td><a href="mailto:esreekumar@rgcb.res.in">esreekumar@rgcb.res.in</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2795</td>
<td>Dr. T. T. Sreelekha (1791)</td>
<td>Department of Cancer Research</td>
<td>Regional Cancer Centre, Thiruvananthapuram 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2796</td>
<td>Dr. Subir Kumar Das (1197)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology</td>
<td>AMRITA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2797</td>
<td>Dr. A. Subramoniam (1122)</td>
<td>Department of Phytochemistry &amp; Phytopharmacology</td>
<td>TROPICAL BOTANIC GARDEN &amp; RESEARCH INSTITUTE, PALEDE, Thiruvananthapuram 695 562</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Asubramoniam@yahoo.com">Asubramoniam@yahoo.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2798</td>
<td>Dr. Subramanya Iyer (418)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology</td>
<td>Sree Chitra Tirunal Medical College, Poopalapura, KERALA 696 012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2799</td>
<td>Dr. Suma Mohan S (2042)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology</td>
<td>AMRITA SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2800</td>
<td>Dr. Tahir Abdul Rehman (1739)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology</td>
<td>OOKAYIL HOUSE, P. O. Punnyakulam, Kollam, Kerala 679 561</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2801</td>
<td>Dr. A. Thulaseedharan (765)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology</td>
<td>The Rubber Research Institute of India, Kottayam, Kerala 686 009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2802</td>
<td>Dr. Vishnu Prasad C. N. (1717)</td>
<td>Department of Biotechnology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala 695 581**

---

**Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation or Role</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Email Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2803</td>
<td>Dr. Chappa Rao (1898)</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2804</td>
<td>Dr. Balaji M (1900)</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2805</td>
<td>Dr. Kishore S (1902)</td>
<td>Department of Zoology</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2806</td>
<td>Dr. Murthy S D S (1899)</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2807</td>
<td>Dr. Rajasekhar M (1901)</td>
<td>Department of Zoology</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2808</td>
<td>Dr. Surya Kumari D. (281)</td>
<td>Department of Zoology</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2809</td>
<td>Thahir Basha (2348)</td>
<td>Department of Zoology</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2810</td>
<td>Dr. Thyagaraju K. (888)</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2811</td>
<td>Dr. Vijaya Sarathi Reddy O.</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>SRI VENKATESHWARA UNIVERSITY, TIRUPATI 517 502</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDAIPUR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2812. Dr. ANITA GUPTA (550)  
168 VALLAB BARI  
KOTA, UDAIPUR 324 007 |
| 2813. Dr. ARUNABH JOSHI (1482)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
RAJASTHAN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE  
MAHARANA PRATAP UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE & TECHNOLOGY, UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| 2814. Dr. GUPTA P. G. (551)  
CHAIRMAN CHEMICAL INDUSTRY  
SHRIRAMNAGAR, KOTA  
UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| 2815. Dr. MALI K.L. (273)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
RNT MEDICAL COLLEGE  
UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| 2816. Dr. POONAM AGARWAL (549)  
DEPT. OF HOME SCIENCE  
RNT MEDICAL COLLEGE  
UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| 2817. Dr. RAJAMANI G. (1483)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
RAJASTHAN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE  
MAHARANA PRATAP UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE & TECHNOLOGY, UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| 2818. Dr. SIMLOT M.M. (552)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
RAJASTHAN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE  
MAHARANA PRATAP UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE & TECHNOLOGY, UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| 2819. Dr. SHARMA A. (1484)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
RAJASTHAN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE  
MAHARANA PRATAP UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE & TECHNOLOGY, UDAIPUR 313 001 |
| VAJODARA |
| 2820. Dr. (Mrs.) ARCHANA G. (281A)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2821. AKHILESH SHANTILAL DHANANI (2366)  |
| 2822. Dr. ANJANA DESAI (550A)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2823. ANOO P MARKANDE (2365)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2824. Dr. BAGCHI (551A)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY,  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2825. Dr. BHARAT B. CHATTOO (554A)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2826. Dr. BINA CHANDANI (555A)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY  
FACULTY OF SCIENCE  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2827. Dr. DEVESH SUTHAR (1937)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
SCIENCE FACULTY  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2828. Dr. GEOBY GEORGE (1580)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
SCIENCE FACULTY  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2829. Dr. HARISH PADH (558A)  
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
| 2830. JAGAT RATHOD (2448)  
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY  
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA  
VADODARA 390 002 |
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
M S UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
BARODA 390 002

2831. Dr. JANI M. D. (1581)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2832. Dr. NANDITA BAXI (2061)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY
SCIENCE FACULTY
M S UNIVERSITY,
VADODARA 390 002

2833. Dr. NARESH KUMAR G. (552A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2834. Dr. PAREKH L. J. (553A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2835. Dr. PARUL SHRIVASTAVA J (2609)
1456, AKASHDEEP SOCIETY
BEHIND AIR, MAKARPURA ROAD
VADODARA 390 009
Parul_shrivastav@yahoo.com

2836. Dr. PRANAV VYAS (556A)
DEPT. OF MICROBIOLOGY & BIOTECHNOLOGY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2837. Dr. PRASHANT D. KUNJADIA (557A)
B/7 MEGHDOOT BUNGLOWS
SARDAR AVENUE
ANAND VIDYANAGAR ROAD
VIDYANAGAR-388120
ANAND, GUJARAT

2838. Dr. PUSHPA JOSEPH (559A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2839. Dr. RATNA PRABHA C (1938)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCIENCE FACULTY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2840. RUPA BHOMICK (2372)
122, MANHAR PARK
OPP NOVINO BATTERIES
NOVINO TARSALI ROAD
BARODA 390 010
Rupa_b1@indiatimes.com

2841. Dr. SARITA GUPTA (560A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2842. Dr. SHASHIKANT ACHARYA (561A)
C/O K. G. NAIK
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE,
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA,
VADODARA 390 002

2843. Dr. TATA MEHTA (562A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2844. Dr. TELANG S. D. (563A)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCIENCE FACULTY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

2845. Dr. VIKAS SHARMA (1936)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
SCIENCE FACULTY
M.S. UNIVERSITY OF BARODA
VADODARA 390 002

VARANASI

2846. Dr. ANCHAL SINGH (1469)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2847. Dr. ANIL KUMAR PANIGRAHI (1148)
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOL BIO LABORATORY
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dr. Anil Panigrahi</td>
<td><a href="mailto:Anilpanigrahi@rediffmail.com">Anilpanigrahi@rediffmail.com</a></td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dr. Dr. Anurag Sharma</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dr. Arvind M. Kayastha</td>
<td>School of Biotechnology</td>
<td>Faculty of Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dr. Ashok Kumar Patel</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Dr. Deepa B Pakharia</td>
<td>Department of Medicine</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dr. Dubey R. S.</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>Faculty of Science, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dr. Jagannadh V. Medicherla</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Dr. Kavita Shah</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>Faculty of Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dr. Kunungo M. S.</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Dr. Kunwar Awaneesh Singh</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Dr. Madan Mohan Chaturvedi</td>
<td>Department of Zoology</td>
<td>Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Dr. Maharani Chakravarthy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Dr. Moni Kumari</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Dr. Monu Pande</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Dr. Pinky Pathak</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Dr. Pinky Tripathi</td>
<td>Molecular Biology Unit</td>
<td>Institute of Medical Sciences, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Dr. Pankaj Paney</td>
<td>Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Laboratory</td>
<td>Department of Zoology, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Dr. Pradeep Srivastava</td>
<td>School of Biochemical Engineering</td>
<td>Institute of Technology, Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Dr. Om Prakash</td>
<td>Department of Biochemistry</td>
<td>Banaras Hindu University</td>
<td>Varanasi 221 005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2866. Dr. PRASAD S.(1153)
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOL BIO LABORATORY
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY,BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY, VARANASI 221 005

2867. Dr. PRASANN KUMARI (1965)
MOLEUCLAR BIOLOGY UNIT
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2868. Dr. PRATIMA CHAURASIA(1146)
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOL BIO LABORATORY
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2869. Dr. RAGHUWIR SINGH TOMAR(1147)
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOL BIO LABORATORY
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005
raghuwir99@yahoo.com

2870. Dr. RAKESH KUMAR SINGH (2281)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI --221 005
rakeshbhu@yahoo.com

2871. Dr. RAKESH RAI(2811)
DEPT OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005
Zrakesh.rai@gmail.com

2872. Dr. RASHMI UPADHYAY(1116)
C/O PROF M. S. KANUNGO
BIOCHEMISTRY & MOL BIO LABORATORY
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2873. Dr. RATHA B. K.(405)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY & MOL BIOLOGY
CENTRE OF ADVANCED STUDY IN ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2874. Dr. RAVI PRAKASH YADAV(1970)
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY UNIT
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2875. Dr. REETESH KUMAR (1964)
C 22/12, KABIRCHAURA
VARANASI 221 002

2876. Dr. RITU TOMAR (1969)
MOLEUCLAR BIOLOGY UNIT
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2877. Dr. SACHIN SHUKLA (2082)
C/O Dr. RAJNIKANT MISHRA
DEPT.OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2878. Dr. SRIYA PRAKASH PANDEY(2810)
DEPT OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005
suryappandey@gmail.com

2879. Dr. SUSHMA RATHOUR(1468)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
FACULTY OF SCIENCE,
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2880. Dr. SWARAJ K. PATNAIK(274)
BIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION
DEPT. OF PHARMACEUTICS
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2881. Dr. THAKUR M. K.(556)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2882. Dr. TRIGUN S. K.(646)
BIOCHEM & MOL BIO SCIENCES
CENTRE FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN ZOOLOGY,
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2883. Dr. TRIPATHI Y. B.(411)
DEPT. OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY
INSTITUTE OF MEDICINAL SCIENCES
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005
2884. Dr. VIJAY KUMAR SINGH(1972)
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY UNIT
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2885. Dr. VEENA TANEJA(557)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

VELLORE
2886. Dr. ANNA OOMMEN(633)
DEPT. OF NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES
C. M. C HOSPITAL
VELLORE 632 004

2887. Dr. BALASUBRAMANIAN A. S.(284)
NEUROCHEMISTRY LAB
C.M.C HOSPITAL
VELLORE 632 004

2888. Dr. DEEPAK GANJEWALA (1876)
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CHEMICAL & BIOMEDICAL ENGg.
VIT UNIVERSITY , VELLORE 632 014
debiochemica@yahoo.co.in

2889. Dr. JAYARAMAN G (2207)
PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
VIT UNIVERSITY, VELLORE 632 014
gjayaraman@vit.ac.in

2890. Dr. PRABHAKARAN V. (1393)
NO L/36, 1ST STREET, POLICE HOUSING BOARD
NEAR AVIYUR RAILWAY GATE, THORPADI
VELLORE 632 002

2891. Dr. PALANI B.(1366)
NO.69 RAMASAMY STREET EXTENSION
VASANTHAPURAM
VELLORE 632 003

2892. Dr. PAUL RAJ C. (1692)
10/49 A, SHAKTHI ILLAM
NETHAKADAIVYOR P O
ERODE 638 108

2893. Dr. SANGEETHA SUBRAMANIAN(1592)
98, VENKETEESA MUDAL STREET
SAPAPATHI NAGAR, SAINATHAPURAM
VELLORE 632 001

2894. Dr. SHIV KUMAR(1877)

VELLORE
2884. Dr. VIJAY KUMAR SINGH(1972)
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY UNIT
INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

2885. Dr. VEENA TANEJA(557)
DEPT. OF ZOOLOGY
BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY
VARANASI 221 005

VELLORE
2886. Dr. ANNA OOMMEN(633)
DEPT. OF NEUROLOGICAL SCIENCES
C. M. C HOSPITAL
VELLORE 632 004

2887. Dr. BALASUBRAMANIAN A. S.(284)
NEUROCHEMISTRY LAB
C.M.C HOSPITAL
VELLORE 632 004

2888. Dr. DEEPAK GANJEWALA (1876)
SCHOOL OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
CHEMICAL & BIOMEDICAL ENGg.
VIT UNIVERSITY , VELLORE 632 014
debiochemica@yahoo.co.in

2889. Dr. JAYARAMAN G (2207)
PROFESSOR
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
VIT UNIVERSITY, VELLORE 632 014
gjayaraman@vit.ac.in

2890. Dr. PRABHAKARAN V. (1393)
NO L/36, 1ST STREET, POLICE HOUSING BOARD
NEAR AVIYUR RAILWAY GATE, THORPADI
VELLORE 632 002

2891. Dr. PALANI B.(1366)
NO.69 RAMASAMY STREET EXTENSION
VASANTHAPURAM
VELLORE 632 003

2892. Dr. PAUL RAJ C. (1692)
10/49 A, SHAKTHI ILLAM
NETHAKADAIVYOR P O
ERODE 638 108

2893. Dr. SANGEETHA SUBRAMANIAN(1592)
98, VENKETEESA MUDAL STREET
SAPAPATHI NAGAR, SAINATHAPURAM
VELLORE 632 001

2894. Dr. SHIV KUMAR(1877)

2895. ZAVED AHMED KHAN (2188)
DIV OF MEDICAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
SCHOOL OF BIOSCIENCES & TECH
VIT UNIVERSITY
VELLORE 632 014
zavedkhan@vit.ac.in

VISAKHAPATNAM
2896. Dr. ATHOTA (451)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2897. Dr. CHALLA MURALI MOHAN (1903)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
GANDHI INSTT OF TECH. & MANAGEMENT(GITAM)
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 045
mchalla@rediffmail.com

2898. Dr. GOVARDHANA REDDI T.(449)
D. No. 3-74, ADARSH NAGAR
GOVT DAIRY FARM P O
VISAKHAPATNAM
tgovardhanareddi@yahoo.co.in

2899. Dr. HEMALATHA P. J.(453)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2900. Dr. KAMESWARA SHARMA Y .V. R. (1577)
58-22-16, SUSARLA COLONY
BAJI JUNCTION, GOPALAPATNAM POST
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 027

2901. Dr. KAROTHI JAYA RAJU (1916)
CENTRE FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
DEPT. OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY, VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2902. DR. KIRANMAYI P (2815)
# 238, SECTOR 3
MVP COLONY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 017
Kiranmayi.patnala@gmail.com
2903. Dr. VENKATA BASAVESWARA RAO(1830)
DEPT OF CHEMISTRY
KRISHNA UNIVERSITY, MACHILIPATNAM 521 001
KRISHNA DIST, AP
vbrmandava@yahoo.com

2904. MAMILPALLI ANITHA (2468)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, GITAM UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 045
anithabio@gitam.edu

2905. Dr. MARY ANUPAMA P.(1839)
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
ANIL NEERUKONDA INSTITUT OF TECHNOLOGY & SCIENCES, SANGIVALASA 531 162
VISAKHAPATNAM

2906. Dr. (MRS.) PARVATANENT RADHIKA(1924)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003
parvateni_radhika@yahoo.com

2907. PATHANA SHANMUKH ANAND (2534)
ASST PROF. DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
GIS, GITAM UNIVERSITY, VISAKHAPATNAM AP 530 045
shanbiotech@gmail.com

2908. PAVANI BULUSU (2467)
DEPT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
GITAM INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE
GITAM UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 045
pavnibio@gmail.com

2909. Dr. PEELA SUJATHA (2947)
D.NO. 1-51-8/2, SECTOR I
MBP COLONY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 017
drpsujatha@gmail.com

2910. Dr. POOSARLA APARANJJI(1907)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2911. Dr. RADHAKRISHNAN T. M.(447)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2912. Dr. RAJANA KRISHNA RAO(1596)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
M. V. R. P. G COLLEGE, SHVAMIKA NAGAR
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 026

2913. Dr. RAMANA T.(448)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2914. Dr. RAMASARMA G. B.(214)
MIG 26, D/NO 4-68-4
LAWSON'S BAY COLONY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 017

2915. Dr. REDDY T.R. K.(452)
DEPT. OF BOTANY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2916. Dr. SALADI VENKATA RAJAGOPAL(1790)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
COS, GITAM,
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 045

2917. Dr. SESHAGIRI RAO G.(838)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2918. Dr. SHARADA(843)
A 4/14 R & D QUARTERS
OFF REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY,
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2919. Dr. SIVA KUMAR (2149)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 011

2920. Dr. SIVA PRASAD (450)
DEPT. OF BIOCHEMISTRY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2921. Dr. SREERAMULU MANDADI N.(689)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
ANDHRA UNIVERSITY
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 003

2922. Dr. VENKATA RAMAN B.(1287)
DEPT. OF BIOTECHNOLOGY
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
GANDHI INSTITUTE OF TECH. & MANAGEMENT
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 045
2923. Dr. VIJAYA RACHEL (2814)
#205, B BLOCK, SITA PARADISE, RAM NAGAR
VISAKHAPATNAM 530 002
Rachelr68@gmail.com

FOREIGN MEMBERS

2924. Dr. ANNU KHAJURIA
MANITOVA INSTITUTE OF CELL BIOLOGY
100 OLIVIA STREET, WINNIPEG MANITOSA CANADA

2925. Dr. K.V. ANUJITH KUMAR, (1494)
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE,
STAMCELINSTITUUT, K U LEUVEN
ONDERWIJS & NAVORSING 1
HERESTRAAT 49, BUS 804
3000 LEUVEN

2926. Dr. APPU RATHINAVELU
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF OSTEPATHIC MEDICINE
17500 NE, 167TH STREET, NORTH MIAMI BEACH FL 33162 -3017, U. S. A

2927. Dr. GIRISH S. RATNAPARKHI
DEPT. OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
#5044, YOUNG HALL 607
CHARLES E. YOUNG DRIVE (EAST)
UCLA, C. A. 90095, U. S. A

2928. Dr. GULAM MUSTAFA SAIFI
SENIOR SCIENTIST
GENEDX INC
207 PERRY PARKWAY, SUITE #6
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877 USA
gmsaifi@yahoo.com

2929. Dr. HARI S. SHARMA
MAX PLANT INSTITUTE OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
DEPT. OF EXPERIMENTAL CARDIOLOGY
NENEKESTR – 2 D- 6350, BAD NAMHEIM WEST GERMANY

2930. Dr. MADAN BABU
M.R.C LABORATORY OF MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
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